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Bishop Ford Rips Faubus Loving 'Prophet'
Instructor Charges Abuse In Arrest
Asks Question,
Trouble Starts
The failure to accept a traffic ticket in absolute
silence last week resulted in a Booker T. Washington High,
school vocational teacher's being fined $11 on a charge of
disorderly conduct in City Court last Saturday.
"It is a sad commentary on justice," Otis
of 2541 Park ave., said, "when a
citizen can't ask a civil question,
• civil tone, without being ar-
d for disorderly conduct."
r. Brown, who majored in ar-
chitectural engineering at the
University of Nebraska, and who
teaches classes in bricklaying,
said that he was coming out of
his house on Friday when he saw
a patrol car pull up, and an offi-
cer got out and began writing out
a ticket for his car.
GIVEN TICKET
He said that he went down to
the sidewalk, and asked the of-
ficer what was wrong. "He asked
me if that was my car, and when
I told him that it was, he said,
'Here's a ticket for you.' "
Mr. Brown said that he asked
the officer to tell him what law
he was violating, and that he told
I,im he was giving him the ticket
for blocking a private drive'
1..When he told the policeman
dirt was his car end his drive,
way, he said that the man said that
it did not make any difference.
"I told him that was a law
that I would have to look up, and
then he told me that I was under
arrest for disorderly conduct," Mr.
Brown said.
Mr. Brown said that he was puz-
zled, because he had spoken to the
OTIS F. DROWN
Brown,
officer in a conversational tone,
did not raise his voice, and did
not use profanity, but the po-
liceman and his partner searched
him, and then carried him to Ar-
mour station where he was re-
quired to put up bond of $26.
SHOWS ORDINANCE
The teacher said that his wife,




Negro students in some
seeking integration into white schools, because of the lack 
See SLAIN Page 2
Of the competitive spirit in Negro institutions. lannuminumuninuniimonaimatimunnuinuaus
This fact was brought out by James Baldwin, a young Kasper Elated Over
writer, in an article entitled, "AHard Kind of Courage,"
current issue of Ilarper's 
 Clinton Bombing
n nne. The story was written teachers soon cease to struggle." Calls It Victory
al Mr. made a visit to Mr. Baldwin made a visit to the
a community where Negroes in an home of the one "integrated" stu-
unidentified Southern city were at- dent, called "G" in the article,
tending classes with whites for the and found him a little reluctant to
first time. talk about his experiences, aside
At the Negro school, a teacher from the fact that he had been
old Mr. Baldwin, "If a boy can called names when he first enter-
wash a blaekbeard, I promote ed the school, that he had been
I.im." tripped while walking in the 
halls,
Describing the faculty at the Ne. rno that the frien
dly white students
gro school, the writer said, "The 
had yielded to pressure and
teachers have themselves arrive(' stopped 
associating with him after
at a dead end, for in a segregat. 
they were criticized by pro-segre-
ed system they cannot rise any 
gationist students.
higher, and the students are The child's m
other, identified as




A 23-year-old mother of two
small children, one a five-week-
old boy, who refused to return
to her estranged husband from
whom she had been separated for
more than a year, was slLshed
to death by the man on Monday
afternoon as the couple's four-
year-old son looked on and
screamed in horror
The victim was Mrs. Willie Bea
Andrews, 23. of 731,1 East Street.
Her husband, Jesse Andrews, jr.,
25, of 1079 N. Dunlap Street walk-
ed to the corner grocery store,
called the police and waited impa-
tiently for them to arrive.
Capt. W. W. Wilkinson, c lief of
the homicide division said that
Andrews would be charged with
murder.
Mr. Clifford, the white owner
Of the grocery store said that he
had never seen Andrews until.
about an hour before the mur-
der when he came in with the boy'
Edward, a regular customer at
his store and purchased a hula
hoop. He said that he asked him
If he was the child's father and
that he replied that he was.
He came a little while later, Mr.
Clifford said and told me that,
"the boy's mother said that the
hoop was too big for him and I
gave him his money back."
The grocer said that Andrews
Southern communities are
came back to the store less than
an hour later handed him a sil-
ver dollar and asked him to call
the police because he had killed
his wife.
"I asked him how it had hap-
pened" the grocer said, "and he
told me he had killed her with a
knife."
"He acted very Calm white he
RALEIGH, NC. - Segrega-
tionist John Kasper, who was
sent to prison for his part in
1956 violence at Clinton, called
the latest trouble "a great vie.
tory for the white people in Ten-
nessee."
He said in an interview with
a North Carolina newspaper
that he advocated the bombing
of integrated schools "if push





three white persons ouyo seat them was adopted. ings of the local 
Presbyterian
of an estimated audience of 1,0001 
Some effort was made to link church was held here this summer
the NAACP with the visit of the when the Memphis Presbytery
allowed the presence of two Neir two Negroes, but Atty. H. T. Lock- convened at the Negro Parkway
groes, a middle-aged woman and ard, attorney for the Memphis Gardens Presbyterian church, and
a boy, prevent them from 
continu-
ing their worship at the E
ver-
green Presbyterian church at 613
University st. last Sunday morn-
ing.
It was the first time that Ne-
groes had attended the choral, but
ushers Rave them seats in the
rear of the crowded building s
hort-
ly after the service started. 
They of his own appointees on the court for the first time.
remained until the benediction was 
His other four appointees, have all backed public school de.
announced. 
segregation.
The pastor. Dr. W. J. Millard, 
Burton, a one-time Republican senator from Ohio when he
said that he had received a 
rumor was named to the high tribunal by President Truman in 1945,
just before the service that
 Ne notified the Preside* he would leave the bench "with regret." 
He
groes would come to the 
church was 70 years oldiune 22.
Ile said that the 
presence of The President late Monday announced the retirement, effective
Negroes during a service at Hu Oct-
 13. .
•h Wa anticipated by the 
30. Mier Stewart, 43, of U. S. Sixth Circuit court of vocals sue- .pi' ber church session more than coeds Justice Burton. Stewart is a 'Republican and former prominent
ell pass ajo. sad that a policy 
Cincinnati lawyer. i
branch of the organization, denied it caused a small disturbance
that it sent them. among pro-segregationist members
One of the first integrated meet- of the denomination.
Has High CourtMajority
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The retirement of supreme Court
Justice Harold H. Burton will give President Eisenhower a majority
SERVING 0 N SEAWOLF,
atomic submarine which sur-
faced this week in the Atlantic
ocean after establishing new
underwater record of 60 days,
is Engineman Second Class
Eddie B. Merilweather. the
son of Mr.litsd Mrs. Jim Nerd-
weather, of 1518 Barton st. A
1955 graduate of Booker T.
Washington High school, the
22-year-old sailor recently
rounded out three years of
service with the U. S. Navy.
Since his assignment to sub-
marine duty, he and his family
have been living in Groton,
Conn. Mr. Merriweather, an
employe of the Firestone Tire
and Rubber company, said
that his son is considering a
career in the Navy.
BTW Graduate Abroad
Sub Which Set Record
BY WILLIAM D. CLARK
ABOARD SRV SKYLARK, at
sea, (via radiophone) — (UPI) —
The atomic submarine USS Sea-
wolf came up from the depths of
the Atlantic ocean Monday af-
ter being submerged for exactly
60 days.
The submarine rescue vessel
Skylark, of New London, Conn.,
home base of the nuclear under-
sea fleet flagship, stood by as
the Seawolf came into view.
As soon as she leveled off, the
deck hatches opened and Cmdr.
Richard B. LannIng of Amherst.
Va., its skipper, took his place
on the bridge.
A blinker signal on the Skylark
messaged a coded welcome to the
2,260 ton sub, its 11 officers and
approximately 89 crewmen who
got their first breath of outer air
since leaving New London, Aug.
7.
Capt. Lanning set a course for
home, where families and
friends, Navy and civic degni-
taries waited at state pier to
greet them and to whisk them
off to a 90-car parade and a re-
ception afterwards at Mohegan
hotel.
NEGRO ABOARD
Engineman 2-c Eddie B. Merri-
weather, of Groton, Conn., a
Negro, whose father resides in
Memphis, Tenn, is aboard the
atomic-powered submarine.
During their long time sub-
merged they have lived with the
same air that was aboard when
the sub was sealed and dived into
the Atlantic. A constant recon-
See GRADUATE Page 2
'A Cowardly Act'
SEEK BOMBERS — A re-
ward of 85.000 was being of-
fered this week for the appre-
hension of the person or per-
sons who set off three ex-
plosions in the Clinton High
School early Sunday morning,
destroying some eight class-
rooms, a science laboratory
and causing at least $300,000
In damage. The job obviously
done by professional, is hlam•
med on die-hard pro-segrega•
Oculists. (,ov, Frank Clement
described the deed as a "cow-
ardly act" In the above scene
a wall is ripped away show.






U. S. Says He Owes
Tax On $105,499.14
LITTLE ROCK, Ark.—) UPI)—
Gov. Orval E. Faubus charged
Tuesday that the Federal govern-
ment is trying to nail him for in-
come tax evasion extending as far
back as 1954
Faubus said that, all told, the
government demanded taxes on
105,499.14 for 1954, 1955 and 1956.
A considerable part of it. he said,
was for living expenses, which hei
is supposed to be furnished as
governor.
He said that he recently re-
ceived "what is known as a 10-
day letter" from the Internal Rev-
enue Service, demanding payment.
Yesterday, he said, he received
a form letter, telling him that the
previous letter was sent to him
prematurely and that the whole
matter is under thorough review.
PROBE GOING ON
lie said the investigation is still
going on.
"I assume they are not going
to charge me for the mansion, the  
servants and the maintenance,
but I don't know if this Is a safe
assumption or not," he said. "Who
can predict what the federal gov-
ernment will do these days."
Ile indicated strongly that he
thinks the government is after him
for this unyielding attitude in the
See FAUBUS Page 2 40
Four Attempt To
Attend 'White'
Church In L R.
By PRESTON McGRAW
(United Press International)
LITTLE ROCK. Ark. — Four
Negroes — two men and two chil-
dren — tried Sunday to integrate
the Baptist church of which the
president of the Little Rock Minis-
terial Alliance is pastor.
The head usher met them at
the door and talked them out of
it. The pastor, the Rev. Dale
Cowling, said there was no ques-
tion but what "somebody" put the
Negroes up to it, to stir up trouble.
'GREAT FRIEND'
It was the second church inte-
gration attempt in two Sundays. A
white woman took Mrs. Pearl
Lewis, a Negro, to Pulaski Heights
Methodist church last Sunday. The
minister charged she did it for
spite.
Two Negro men, with a Negro
boy and Negro girl, walked up to
See CHURCH Page 2
BLS110P FORD M. D. WILLETTE
The pro-segregation views of a self-styled Negro
"Prophet, M. D. Willette of Little Rock, Arkansas has
brought a pointed answer from Bishop Louis H. Ford,
national public relations director of the Church of God
in ('hrist.
Willette, who backed Ark. Gov.
Orval Faubus in the state's re-
cent election, has also lashed out
against Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Bates,
leaders of the Little Rock, Ark.,
chapter of the NAACP as "Radi-
cals." He has also been highly
vocal in his pnaise of the White
Citizens Councils.
Bishop Ford, in a special state-
ment to the Defender, pointed out
that Willette is in no position to
speak or issue an official state-
ment for the Church of God in
Christ. Numerous inquiries have
been directed to Bishop Ford's of-
fice about "Prophet" Willette, at.
ter an article appeared in Mon-
day's Daily Defender linking the
Faubus-loving churchman to the
Church of God in Christ.
Bishop Ford pointed otkt that the
record of the Church of God in
Christ is well known on the race
Issue. The Church of God in Christ
See "PROPHET" Page 2
Mr. Sharp Will Teach
ksurance At LeMoyne
"Training is the only thing that counts in any field
of endeavor, regardless of what it is," says Luckie C.
Sharp, special underwriter for Universal Life Insurance
company, who was recently appointed to the faculty of
the Life Underwriter Training
Council.
A well-trained and experienced
man himself, Mr. Sharp will be-
gin teaching the second year of a
two - year course in LUTC to 15
insurance agents and managers re-
presenting six companies during
the week of Oct. 27 in a class-
room at LeMoyne college.
Just this week, Mr. Sharp Jour.
neyed to Springfield, Ill., to at-
tend a regional conference f 0 r
LUTC instructors, which included
a review of LUTC text, case and
project materials, and a discuss-
ion of the best techniques for
leading classes.
SUCCEEDS DUMAS
Mr. Sharp succeeds Alexander
P. Dumas, former manager of the
Memphis Branch of the North
Carolina Mutual Life Insurance
company, as instructor, and was
among the first crop of LUTC
graduates who completed' training
In 1957.
Mr. Dumas has been named as-
sistant agency director for the
states of Georgia, Tennessee, and
Alabama, and assumed his new
duties in the office at Atlanta'
last Monday.
ONE OF FIRST
No novice in the classroom,
Mr. Sharp was in the teaching, See SHARP Page 2
LUCKIE SHARP
profession for 32 years. 28 of them
as principal of Douglass High
school, before switching to insur.
ance.
Proving his point, that a
competitive field you must be able
to render the type of service that
Farmer Cracks Voting
Barrier In Fayette County
A Fayette county farmer, who
has had a strong desire to vote
ever since he arrived at voting
age. last week became the first
Negro to get his name on voting
registration books in that part of
Tennessee since shortly after Re-
construction Days.
The farmer who succeeded in
getting his name on the roll in
time to vote in the November
election was 60-year-old Joe Pat-
rick, of Tullahoma rd. Signing up
with him at the time was Morgan
Wright, another well-to-do farmer.
church.
Immediately after registering
themselves, the men rushed out
and brought in four other Negroes.
Three of them were allowed to
register, but the fourth one was
turned down because he could not
read or write.
But before the illiterate man
could leave the courthouse, the
registrar called him, told him to
make an "X," and gave him a
registration card.
Though he had wanted to vote
Both are deacons at the same for many years, Mr. Patrick *aid
that it was not until just Isidore
the last presidential election that
he made an attempt to register.
"When I went to the court house
in Somerville and told them that
I wanted to register," Mr. Patrick
said, "the woman called the sher-
iff, and he came over and wanted
to know who I was."
"I told him that I had lived
there all of my life, owned a farm,
paid taxes. and that I was geiaisig
age and had never voted, and that





Sat., Oct. 11, 1952
t (Continued from page 1)
r'Wleited to register so that I
vivid vote that fall," he said.
the farmer said that he was
tad that the books had been
closed, and that if he wished to
vote next time he would have to
see Sam Dunn, a voting official,
OW that he would inform him as
ter the' date that he was to register.
1Mr. Patrick said that he saw the
Tiffin; and that he promised to tell
ffitnatin`what day he should come
to the courthouse and register, but
that he never heard from him
again.
an effort to gain the franchise,
Mr 'Patrick went to some of the
leedini Negro educators in the
county, where out of a population
of '''27;450, Negroes outnumber
whItil dive to one, but they re-
*Meetly discouraged him.
it War not until Atty. J. F. Estes
delivered a militant speech at the
Mt. Zion Baptist church last June
that Mr. Patrick received some
encouragement. After the meeting,
he told the Memphis attorney
about Isis problem, and Atty. Estes
pi-Iliad to do what he could to
get him registered.
After talking to Atty. Estes, the
farmer made another try at re-
gistration, but was told by a judge
Cox, a former sheriff, to 'Igo on
likeysiu been going."
VI...Estes then had separate
e rWeirences with the county at-
trifle," a chancery official, and
the registrar. Alt he said were
cordial, but noncommittal, so he
alerted Civil Rights Commision of-
MUM- to the fact that Negroes
Were going to attempt to register
In 'thecounty where they had been
previously denied the privilege of
voting.
'Registration day comes once .
eath month in Fayette county, the
fl-et Wednesday, and when Mr.
Wright and Mr. Patrick went there
last' week their request was im-
mediately granted.
`Mr. Patrick said that he plans .
tb etfeenrage other Negroes in thel
county to register and vote.
."Se - far," he said, "there are;
MO six of us eligible to vote."
Slain
• -(Contidued from page 1)
told me that," Mr. Clifford said,
"and then he stood behind me
ihile I put in the call. 1 was.
qiiite frightened when I realized,
that a murderer was standing be
and me."
Before the police arrived Mr.
Cliff,ord said that Andrews told
him. that he had loved his wife
very inuch but she refused to re-
tain home with him and rather
than jive in misery he decided to
lull her and spend the rest of his
life in prison.
He 'aid that Andrews blamed!
Ns, mother-in-law, Mrs. Martha
Beard for his problems and said,
''Now she will know how it feels,
to suffer."
The ;grocer said that the Man:
told him that he had discussed ,
his problems on several occasions
With his, foreman at the Mead Con-
qiners, Inc., and just last week ;
Ite resigned from his job with-
;rew all the money which was dueim and decided to end it all.
- Mr. Clifford said when rnlice
Itarted past his door Andrews who
bad said that he wished that ties•
would hurry up, flagged them
told them that he was fin .
Bing Iltho had killed his wife and
vlien they asked where the g u n
was, reached in his pocket and
i0t..a small knife and handed it
to them and lead them that that
was the weapon which he h a d
toed .•
Mrs. Annie Belle Webster of 725
Fast St., said that she heard the
young boy screaming and that
fshen she looked up she saw
the child run from his mother'
body and grab his father around'
the. leg as the man walked down ,
the alteet wiping the blood from
the. knife blade with a pocket
handkerchief.
' Mrs. Webster said she r a n
aerates the street and saw the vic-
tim laying on her back in the
grasa Between the house at 736
East and the one next door.
After having been cut, Mrs. An-
drews ran to the house next dam
and ter selling on the porch
fell ess to the ground, it wa
repostcld
"Seheeme asked him while he'
was estfing in the police car why
he taa killed his wife," Mrs.
Webster said "and he told them,
'you kek Big John, and her mama'
Why X 'killed her.' "
Thitisictim, her mother ard the1
two eildren rained with Jo h nI
Flenoey who was known as "Big'
John':and Mrs. Webster said tine
Andress killed his wife shortly,
after r. Flennoy left for his job.,
Mrs, Flennoy told the TraS;ats
Defereer that be lino !sad no trou-
ble oe of Andrews trot knew
both *he victim and her mother
were 'Afraid of him. Before leas-
ing rit work he said he told An-
drews/snot to cease a disturbance
in his" house and that he had
promised to behave himself.
At the time that Mrs. Andrews
was slain her mather was work
na in a cotton field near Joiner
Ark.. where she was notified of
the incident by a neighbor who
was working.
A neighbor of the slayer y. ho
the incident by a neighbor oh'
did not wish to give her name.
sea that the rumor had been elr
eiffilTd in the Ualn block of rain
lap sit s that Andrees had homf.ht
a knife recently and was planning
to kill his wile, but that when she
After 10 days In the Harlem
hospital in New York City from
which he had been discharged, and
where he was carried after being
I stabbed in the chest by a mental-
ly deranged woman on Saturday,
Sept. 20, Dr. Martin Luther King
released a statement for the press
last week. Following is the full
statement:
"1 am sorry that I have not
been able to acomodate the
many newsmen who have express-
ed a desire to have some word
from me earlier.
"First, let me say that I feel
ry, and know that thoughtful peo.
ray, and know that thoughtful peo-
ple will do all in their power to
see that she gets the help she
apparently needs if she is to be-
come a free and constructive
member of society.
THANKS TO HOSPITAL
"To Dr. Aubrey Maynard, his
associates, and the splendid hos-
pital staff, I am linable to say
enough in expressing roy grati-
tude. To the governor of New York
state, Mr. Averill liarriman, and
the many other officials, religious
leaders and organizational repre-
sentatives, I want to offer my
special thanks.
"I also wish to express my heart-
felt appreciation to the thousands
of people of all faiths and races,
in all walks of life, who have
indicated by telegrams, letters,
calls, cards, flowers and other
gifts their warm concern for my
well-being. These messages were
a great source of strength and
support, because I know they were
a token of respect for the cause
we aU cherish — freedom stand
equality for all men.
CLIMATE OF HATE
"The pathetic aspect of this ex-
perience is IV the injury to one
individual. It desmonstrates that a
climate of hatred, and bitterness
so permeates areal. of our nation
that inevitably deeds of extreme
violence must erupt. Today it is
I. Tomorrow it could W.another
leader or any man, wontan or
child who will be tbe victiin of
lawlessness and brutality.
"I hope that this experience
proves to be socially constructive
by demonstrating the urgent ne-
cessity for nonviolence to govern
the •affa;rs of men.
CLEARER UNDERSTANDING
"Through these days, I have been
increasingly able to understand
more deeply the hard blows and
tragic suffering so many of my
people and other members of mi-
nority groups experience — all too
often, and without cause or reason.
The experience of these last few
days has deepened my faith in the
revelence of the spirit of nonvio-
lence, if necessary social change
is peacefully to take place.
Through experience I have now
come to see more clearly the re-
demptive power of nonviolence.
"I have been brought to see its,
wider social significance. I am now;
convinced that if the Negro holds',
fast to the spirit of nonviolence,1
our struggle and example will chal-
lenge and help redeem not only'
America, but the world.
"Finally, although my thoughts!
have never left the Freedom strug-I
gle. I am intensely impatient to
rejoiii icy friendsd colleagues
to continue the work that we all
know must be dcne regardless of
the cost."
and her husband asked him about
it lie deniod it and said "I
wouldn't hid my wife."
The neighbor said that before
the man and his wife separated
over a year ago, they were fre-
quently awaken at nights by the
isoman's screams and whcn ask-
ed about it later. Mrs. Andrews
told her that her husband would
called the farmer far whom she
hay,' "bad dreams" and would
startchocking her. The woman
said that Andrew's told her re-
cently that he was basing bad;
dreams and had taken to sleep• .
ing with a Bible under his pile
low.
aFrommilsios FASHION FAIR:
— Mr. CelvIn L. Dillard, ticasur-
' et- of The Gereoppa Dukes, Inc. Is
anticipating Alpha Gamma Sigma
chapter of Delta Sigma Theta sor.
ority'a coming "Ebony Fashion
Fair' . sundaY. October 12. at El-
lis Auditorium, which will feature
some of the nation's top inedel4
; Mr. Dillard said, "Being a pro-
moter of fashion shows myeefif
every Easter Sunday, I (eel that
the 'Fachinn Fair' will be a show
to remember."
TENNESSEE BEAUTICIANS
from all parts of the state
were present in the gymnasi-
um of the Abe Scharff branch
of the YMCA on Monday, and
pictured demonstrating new
hair style on- beautician model
Is Mrs. Lillian D. Robinson,
owner of the Lidaro Beauty
Clinic, Chattanooga, who serv-
ed as dean of the institute.
Also giving demonstrated lec-
tures were Bill Simmons, of
the Rose-Meta House of Beau-
Reveals Mixed Lovers
(Continued from page 1) •
"Mrs. R.," was quite willing to Fined, Told To
talk. Pointing to her son, Mrs.
R. said, "You see that boy? Well,
he's always been a ,straight-A stu-
dent. Ile didn't hardly have to
work at it. You see the way Le's
so quiet now on the sofa with his
hooks? Well, when he wits going to
— High School, he didn't have
no homework or if he did, he
could get it done in five minutes.
"Then, there he was, out in
the streets, getting into mischief,
and all he did all day in school
was just keep clowning to make
the other boys laugh. He wasn't
learning nothing and I could see
what was going to happen if he
kept on like that."
LEARNS 'NOTHING'
Asked what he had been learn-
ing at the Negro school, G. said,
"Nothing!" When pressed for more
details, he told•Mr. Baldwin, "Well
the teacher comes in, and she
gives you something to read and
she goes out. She leaves some oth
er student in charge . . . At the
end of the period she comes back
and tells you something to read
for the next day."
During his visit, Mr. Baldwin dis-
covered that out of a population
of some 50.000 Negroes, there has
been only 45 who have applied for
reassignment to the previously all-
white high school, and that when
the time drew near, they said,
"I been thinking about this. I don't
believe I will send him right
Asked if any reprisal had been
taken against her and her fami-1
ly, Mrs. said that there had been,
none, although some white per;
sons, under the pretense of giving
her advice, had expressed disap.
proval of her action.
Mrs. R. said that she did not
work, and did not risk losiag her
job but that no one had said any-
thing to her husband, a "Close-
mouthed.' man, about the matter.
NOT WORRIED
As to whether or not she was
worried about her son attending
the school Mrs. R. said that she
was not, and added, "I don't feel
like nothing's going to happen. I
hope not. But if anybody tries to
harm me or any one of my chil-
dren, I'm going to strike back
with all my strength."
The student was asked if he
would like to return te the Negro
high school, and he replied, "No.
I'll make it. I ain't going back."
"Pride and silence were his
weapons, "Mrs. Baldwin wrote.
"Pride comes naturally and soon
to a Negro, but even his mother,
I felts was worried about G's si-
lence, though she was not too
wise to break it. For what was all
this doing to him really?"
'WHY WHITES SO MEAN?'
"It's hard enough to keep qiiiet
and keep walking when thcy call
wit' nigger. But if anybody ever
spits on me, I know I'll have to
light." the boy said calmly.
To this reply. Mrs. R. added
"I wonder -sometimes what mak.
es white folks so mean.-
The writer said that he paid a
visit lo the newly integrated high
school, and found the principal not
a 'mean' man. but one about his
own age — early thirties — "be-
wildered and in trouble."
Asked how things were working
out, the principal said, -Well Vac
got a job to do, and I am going
to do it.-
11, said that he had had no
trouble, and did not expect any.
-Many student!, after all, never
see G at all.' the principal ex-
plained.
The teachers, Mr. Baldwin said,
were carrying out come -rather
tall orders." of being kind to G.,
and at the same time testing him
just as they would treat any other
pupil.
WHITE PRINCIPAL
When asked why G. was the
only Negro sItelent who qualified
for entrance under the city's plan
Leave Arkansas
HOT SPRINGS, Ark—Two Ne-
gro men and a white girl with
whom they admitted having sexual
relations were fined $250 and
given a year in jail with the agree-
ment that 11 months of the term
would be suspended if they left
the state.
The Negro men were T. C. Walk-
er, 25, and John Watson, 22, both
married and the *father of three
children The Wanien Was Patsy
nuth Skates; 20, who worked in the
same restaurant with the men.
In prosecuting the men before
Municipal Judge M. C. Lewis,.
prosecutor, said, "The admitted 1
acts of the defendants are repug.,
nant and hideous to the moral un-
derstanding of this community. '
Also arrested with the trio was
Joyce Laverne Schols, 17, who is,
scheduled to appear in juvenile;
court this week for a hearing.;
When arrested the two girls said,
that they were in love with the'
Negro men, and that they planned
to elope with them.
The three defendants were
charged with disorderly conduct
and codtributing to the delin-
quency of a minor.
Just Be Careful Of
What You Write
BILOXI, Miss.—(UPI )—E arth
satellites may someday put the
mailman out of business, accord-
ing to Army miasile scientist
Friedrich Von Saurma.
Von Saurma said thatsix sa e
lites working together could pick'
up the entire mail volume of one ,
city on recording devices and play'
it back over another city.
!
"designed to allow the least possi-
ble integration over the longest,
possible period of time." the prirel
eipal said, "I don't think that it's'
right for colored children to
come to white schools just because
they're white."
Then, somewhat embarrassed,
he explained to the writer that in-,
tegration was "simply contrary to!
everything he'd ever seen or be-
lieved. He'd never dreamed of a;
mingling of the races; had never,
lived that way himself and didn't
suppose that he ever would; in
the same way, he added, per-,
haps a trifle defensively that he:
only associated with a certain stra-
tum of white people."
THE FUTURE
"Segregation has worked bril
liantly in the South," Mr. Bald-
win writes, "and in fact, in the
nation to this extent: it has allow-
, ed white people, with !scarcely
any pangs of conscience whatever,
: to create in every generation, only
I the Negro they wish to see.
"As tile walls come down they
I will be forced to take another,
harder look at the shiftlesa and
the menial and will be forced into
a wonder concerning them which
cannot fail thing to be agonizing.
It is rot an easy thing to be forced
to reexamine a way of life and to
speculate, in a personal way, on
the general injustioe."
After finding out that Mr. Bald-
win was from the North, the prin
cipal fold him that, "You've got
your problems too."
He said that he admitted that
the North did have problems, but
fail to say what he was thinking.
'that our troubles were the same
I trouble, and that urless we werr.
very swift and honest, what is
happening in the South today will'
;
 happening in the North tomorl
row. '
ty, New York City; and Mrs.
Millicent Bolton, of the Char.
mel House of Beauty, Mem-
phis, Non-members of the Ten-
nessee State Beauticians, Inc.,
were admitted to the clinic
(Continued from page 1)
at the Porter Elementary school, AEC School Serving as chairman of the in Christ church-goers.is also a teacher, and employed
asked the policemen why they 
entertainment committee w a a Turning to the Bible to sup
were placing him under arrest, 
CLINTON, Tenn. — (UPI) — Mrs. Eula Belle Neely, of Mem- his position, Bishop Ford called
and that they told her she would 
The Atomic Energy Commission phis. Mrs. Etta Brown, of Jack- tention In Iaifsh 581. 2: "Cry al
have to come down to Armour
station to find out,
for the first time this year,
after paying a fee slightly
less than that paid by mem-
bers of the organization which
has nine chapters in the Mem-
phis area. (Hooks Bros. photo)
relations, was successful in or-
ganizing 12 new chapters for the
organization during t h e palit
year, it was reported. She Ma
'past president of the Tennes
State Beauticians.
This year's institute, according
to Mrs. Norris, was the largest
in the 17-year history of the' Or-
ganization.
At the police station, Mr. Brown
said that he was shown an ordi-
nance which prohibits motorists
from parking across private drive-
ways, and that no distinction is
mentioned in the law between
public and private driveways.
Appearing in court on Saturday
as witnesses for Mr. Brown were
his wife, and his father, Rev. A. H.
Brown, pastor of the Hillfield Bap.
tist church, Bolivar, Tenn.
• Despite their testimony that he
had notd h' which could
have been considered disorder-
ly, Judge Beverly Boushe accept-
ed Patrolman W. D. Bond's charge
that Mr. Brown was "loud and
boisterous" while he was writing
the ticket for him,
As he levied the fine against
the teacher, Judge Boushe said
that "there seems to be A little
bit more to this than the defendant
is telling."
raduate
(Continued from page 1)
ditioning of this air made it pos-
sible for the men to be as com-
fortable, and work as efficiently,
as in the open atmosphere.
The record made Monday sur-
passed the previous one made by
USS Skate last May
Conventional type submarines
have equalled or surpassed Skate's
hours submerged, but they were
equipped with snorkels which per-
mitted them to replenish their
fresh air supply from the outside.
This is not necessary on atomic
Seawolf, the second Atomic
submarine to be built, is slightly
bigger than USS Nautilus, which
two months ago made history by
voyaging under the North Pole,
REACTOR DIFFERENCE
Principal difference between the
boatstwo ype of reactor.
Seawolf has a liquid sodium cool-
ed power plant. Those of Nauti-
lus and other nuclear subs are
pressurized water.. 
liquidWhile the Sodium re-
actor has proven efficient in Sea-
wolf, it is due to be replaced next
year by a pressurized water
plant.
The record submerged r u n
which ended Monday proved in
practical demonstration what
scientists five years ago showed




turned an abandoned elementary
school at nearby Oak Ridge over
to the bombed-out students of ra-
cially-integrated Clinton H i g hi
school Monday.
,son, is the state president of the
I organization, which has nine
'chapters in Memphis.
Mrs Norris, state organizer,
'who is also director of public
Federal and state investigators,'
meanwhile, sifted for clues in the'
'shell of Clinton high school, torn
by three rapid-fire explosions ear- '
sh
ly Sunday. Segregationists were
blamed for the bombing.
School Principal W. D. told
some 700 subdued students, in-
cluding seven of the 11 Negro chil-
dren enrolled at the school, that
they would attend classes in the
abandoned Linden school at 0 a k
Ridge.
The 26-classroom building 111
owned by the AEC which operates ;
the vast atomic energy research;
and production center six miles'
west of here. Oak Ridge schools,'
federally operated, are integrated.
(Continued from page 1)
the door of the Second Flaptist
church. Cowling has publicly urg-
ed the Little Rock's four high
schools be opened integrated.
The head usher, who refused to
tell his name, met them at the
front door.
"I explained that our pastor is
a great friend of their race and
it would embarrass him if they
came in this morning." he said.
"I also told them it would disrupt,
our services.
"I explained that we were not
refusing to seat them and if they
Insisted, we would. But they said
'no,' they didn't want to come to
church if those were the circum-
stances.
PRESSURE GROUP TACTICS
"They turned around, walked
down the front steps and left."
The sishef- did not tell Cowling
about the incident until he finish-
ed his sermon an hour later.
"It was part of the tactics of
pressure groups," Cowling said.
"Our head usher said one of the
Negroes smelled like a brewery.
"On the whole, our Negro point-
lation has handled itself remark ,
ably well. There is no question
that somebody put these up to it "
Ike Wires Pope
Get-Well Message
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The
White House announced Tuesday
that President Eisenhower has
sent a message to Pope Pius XII
wishing the Pontiff an early re
More than 300 beauticians from
all parts of the state gathered in
Memphis early this week for the
seventeenth annual institute •• and
clinic of the Tennessee State,
Beauticians, Inc.
One of the first scheduled,
events of the meeting was the s
crowning of "Mrs. Tennessee!
State Beautician" at the St.I
Andrew AME church. The honor
went this year to Mrs. Charlotte,
Pitt, of Nashville, who raised the!
greatest amount o f money f o r
scholarships. 1
The runner-up, who raised' al-;
tnost as much money as the win-I
ner, was Mrs. Annette Thomas
Hale, of Memphis.
On Monday the beauticians,
gathered in the gymnasium o
the Abe Scharff branch of the
YMCA to see the latest in hair;
styles, demonstrated by three ,
nationally famous beauticians.
THREE DEMONSTRATE
Giving demonstrations, a n d
using other beauticians as models,:
were Mrs. Lillian D. Robinson,'
dean of t h e institute, of the,
Libaro Beauty Clinic, Chattanoo-
ga; Bill Simmons, of the Rose.,'
Mete House of Beauty. New York 1
City; and Mrs. Millicent Bolton,
of the Charmel House of Beautyl
Memphis.
According to Mrs. G. N. Norris, I
state organizer of Nashville, the
demonstrators have traveled ex-
tensively and studied the most
recent methods of hair prepara-
tion and styling, and as result
of the institute, the beauticians,
who were present would be able'
to introduce them to their cliental
Tie beauticians held their an-
nal banquet at Cprrie's Club
Tropicana on Monday night. On
Tuesday they gave a dance, hair
style review and craftmanship
contest at the Flamingo, which
was open to the general public.
TO OFFICIALS
I (Continued from page 1)
the public demands in order to
1 market your problem," he became
I 
one of the first agents of Univera
sal Life Insurance company to
write up a quarter of a million
dollars worth of insurance in one
year.
sill anxious to Improve his sales-
manship ability, Mr. Sharp earlier
this year attended the Life Insur-
ance Marketing Institute at Pur-
due university, and became the
school's first Negro graduate in
that field in February, 1958.
He was recently invited, to at-
tend an 18-day international in-
surance conference to be held
in London, Paris, Geneva and
Rome next Summer. He does not
know whether he will make the
trip with 600 other insurance men
from this country, but the tour
has been endorsed by President
Eisenhower as a "goodwill yen.
ture.•'
Faubus
(Continued from page 1)
Little Rock integration cases.
Faubus discussed his tax trou-
bles at a news conference, which
he opened by saying a reporter
had asked him at a previous con-.
ference whether he can be broken.
Faubus said he wanted now to
answer the question.
'Yes, anyone can be broken with
enough pressure," He said.
"As an example of the pressures
now being brought to bear, I was
told last year by an Internal Rev-
enue agent that my income tax re-,
turn would be checked. I didn't
mind I had faith in my govern-













(Continued from page 1)
is one of the fully integrated Pen.
tacostal church's in the nation.
and has been since its beginning.
"One thing that impressed me
about the Church of God in Christ,
when I was a small boy was the
General Field Secretary of t h e
church, who was a southern white
man. Today the Church of God in
Christ has a white Bishop, as well
as white ministers throughout the
country and abroad," Bishop Ford
said.
Bishop Ford pointed out that'
Church of God in Christ is in
way associated with any organtte-
tion which is seeking to stifle the
struggling of the American Negro
toward full integration and first
class citizenship. Referring to the
NAACP, Bishop Ford pointed out
that the organization is more than
decent. He said he is a member.
The Bishop continued: "Orie—oe
o u r outstanding commissioners
Bishop J. 0. Patterson, of Melt-
phis, Tenn., holds a life member-
ship in the NAACP."
Bishop Ford said ministers and
laymen of the Church of God in
Christ are taking an active part in
government and the civic affairs of
their communities. He pointed out
that among the ranks of those who
have stood to lead the battle for
full emancipation of the American
Negro, has been Church of Go
spare not; lift up thy voice uk
trumpet, and show my people the
transgression. Yet they seek m
daily, and delight to know m
ways, as a nation that did righ
eousness, they ask of me the orel
minces of justice: they take d
light in approaching God."
According to Bishop Ford, "Rar
ial intolerance and racial hatred i
a sit! and traneeression again
hGeod,a;He s:idt Eryv eornyt ef rt ot mit
against
justices 'that they may be expo
ed."
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That BART MAVERICK U JACK KB.LY- in action in the Orient!
Starts Wednesday! 3 Big Days!
Rock Hudson — Cyd Charits•
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Many friends paid final respects' con, member of the choir, and
to Mr. Clarence Samuel Ross, Sr., faithful Sunday school worker. Rust college's all-gulf confer-
who died Sept. 26, at the Veterans. Among other affiliations, he was ence left halfback Frank Bank-
hospital, Columbia, S. C I a mason head electrified the crowd with a
This noted educator a n d hu
w
anitarian spent a hie of service
aching, inspiring and helping in
many ways those he knew.
Ross was the son of the late Mr.
and Mrs. Squire Ross, and had at-
tended Morehouse college, getting
bus A, B. degree, and later ac
quiring his M. S. degree from the
University of Minnesota.
Mr. Ross was outstanding as
teacher serving Prairie View
State college, in Texas and A and
T college, N. C., among a list of
other universities and high schools.
Ross was active in the civic
and religious life of the communi• 
ty, and served at the New Mt. 
Surviving are a loving and duti-
ful wife, Mrs. Claudine Skelton
Ross; four children, Clarence S. ,
Ross, Jr., Philadelphia, Pa.; Sam-I
uel Harden Ross, Washington, D.
C.: Delta Hope Ross, Memphis:.
and Miss Ernestine Sacia Ross,
New York City; two brothers, the1
Reverend S. D. Ross, Detroit; K.
3.itbss, Smithville, Ga.; two sis-:
Miss Mary E. Ross, Smithville;
two grandchildren; two daughters-
itulaw and host of other relatives
and friends.
Funeral rites were held at the 
New Mount Zion Baptist church, L.
with interment at Westvicw ceme-
Rust Defeats
Daniel Payne
thrilling 96 yard and the only
touchdown of the game as the'
1 Bearcats defeated the Daniel
Payne eleven 6-0, last week
The game was played in Holly
Springs, Miss., on Rust fieldi.
Up to the second half and Bank-
head's dazzling run, the twee
teams had been putting on a de-
fensive show. Each team threat-
ened several times but on every
occasion the lines thwarted the
attacks.
Rust's record is now three wins
and no defeats.
Incoln \A /hZion Baptist church as a des- tery, Anderson, S. C. ips
Big Star Specials
The mailman arrived as sched-
uled last week with the coupons
worth 450 free Quality Stamps, and
lifusewives all over Memphis ande Mid-South received the first
$0 in the series when they went
shopping at Big Star Food stores
last week.
The arrival of the coupons was
almost simultaneous with the is-




WASHINGTON — Three promin-
ent Negro leaders today denounc-
ed promoters of so-called right-
to-worklaws for "false" claims
that such legislation is "a little
FEPC."
At the same time the leaders
charged that right-to-work back-
''are he same people who
ye made possible the shameful
tuation at the Central High
school in Little Rock. . .the same
people who have fought all at•
tempts to end discrimination and
better the lot of the Negro and
other minority groups "
The leaders, who issued 'special
—
41?
color Quality Stamp Redemption
'catalog.
If you have not seen the new
catalog, which will inspire you to
start shopping at Big Star today,
and start saving the stamps im-
mediately, be sure and pick up
one from your Big Star grocer
the next time you go shopping.
A few of the famous names you
will find on gifts at the Quality
Stamp Redemption store, located
at 1323 Union ave., Bates, Hulot%
Callaway, General Electric, Inter-
national Silver, Parker, Reming-
ton, Revere, Schick. Spaulding,
West Bend and Westinghouse.
It takes only 1,200 Quality
Arkansas AM&N
JEFFERSON CITY, Mo. — Lin-1
coin university's hard hitting
Tigers, piling up nearly 250 yards
on the ground, whipped Arkansas
AhlieN, 34-19, here Saturday for
their second win of the season.
The scrappy Arkansas team
threw a scare into a partisan ,
Crowd early in the game when a
36-yard pass from the quarter-
back Lindsay Henry to end Andrew
Wells put them 12 yards from
the Tiger goal line. From there,
Arkansas' S. J. Jones ran it
laround left end and over for the
'score. The kick was good and be-
fore Lincoln could get started
!they were behind, 7-0.
Taking the ball on the kickoff
Stamps to fill a book. Use your the Tiger machine finally started
catalog to order gifts. They will I rolling and didn't stop rolling un-
be mailed to you promptly. ltil the end of the game.
statements advising all Negroes
to vote in November against the
antiracial "right-to-work" laws in
California, Ohio, and other states,
are:
The Rev. J. H. Jackson, presi•
dent of the National Baptist Con
vention and pastor of Mount Olivet
Church, Chicago; Roy Wilkins,
executive secretary of the Nation-
al Association for the Advance-
ment of Colored People, N e w
York, and the Rev. Martin Luther
King, jr., president of the South-





dent Eisenhower yesterday accept-
ed the resignation of Francis
White as Ambassador to Sweden.
The effective date of the resig-
nation will be set later. White,
U6, a State Department career of-
ficer who also served as Ambax-
sador to Mexico, ir/ormed the
White House he was resigning for
personal reasons
Special's Galore!
OPEN MONDAY AND THURSDAY NIGHTS 'TIL 9 P.M.
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YARD GOODS SALE!
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'Moolah CO. 22 TRI-STATE DEFENIYR 3
• • I 
Sot,, Oct. 11, 1951
GMarsin,ushie ,Fi.rastht
ews of 1245 Pan Helenk Council
S. Parkway E., won second prize
hi the Deputy Contest recently, at
the Imperial Court, Daughters of
Isis, held in Chicago, Mrs. Mat-
hees is a deputy for the Oasis
of !Memphis and a member of Moo
lab 'our No •
This is the first time this honor
has been conferred on the Moolah
Court No. 22. Daughters of Isis..
Mrs. Mathews, a past illustrious
commandress of Moolah Court No.
22, is an active member of the
Mt. Olive Cathedral, She Is W.
M. of Diamond Ch. No. 123 0.
S. W. C. McKinley Count of West
No. 102 and Sir Knights of Daugh-
ter of Table Necktie.
The Illustrious Commandress of
Moolah Court No. 22, is Mrs. Ma-
rie C. Jones. First Lt. Command
mess is Mrs. E. J. Artison and Mrs




Dr. Donis F. Price, president
of Le Moyne college, was among
the 33 college a•ai university pres-
idents who attended the annoal
meeting and fund-raising institute
of the United Negro College Fund
in New York this week, on Oct.
el and 7.
The two-day meeting was held
in the Park-Sheraton hotel.
Sponsors Art Forums
The first in a series of art
forums sponsored by the Memphis
Pan-Hellenic Council will be given
in the lecture hall of LeMoyne col-
lege on Wednesday evening, Oct.
29, beginning at 7:30 p. m.




The members of the H. A. Fost•
er Civic club, Ward 26, Precinct 1,
celebrated the first anniversary of
the organization recently at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie
Johnson, of 988 Saxon st., with 0.
Z. Evers as the guest speaker.
At an earlier meeting in the
week, the club held election of of-
ficers at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Otis Bogard.
—••••
be Reginald Morrie. art instructor
of LeMoyne college, who will lecs
lure and exhibit some of his work.
He has traveled extensively, and
studied art at some of the leading
universities in this country and in
Mexico.
Charles P. Roland, the program
chairman, said that the forum is
being presented because the Coun-
cil feels that there is a need for
more interest and appreciation is
the arts in Memphis.
The general ii• i'e is ins ited to
be present, and a special invita-
tion is extended to college, nigh
school, and junior high school
students, and teachers in the city
and county.
Lending their support to the pro-
gram through the Memphis Pan -
Hellenic Council are both the Greek
letter fraternities and sororities of
the city. John C. Parker is the
Council chaiman.
T•IpsOnHow
The new officers are Mrs. Be,-
sic Lee Forrest, president; John 
Saddler, vice president; Mrs. Cath•
erine M. Jackson, recording secre•
.Walker for a completion play of head linesman 
tary; Mrs Veran Lee, assistant
secretary; Mrs. Olive Williams,45 yards set up the scoring sneak. Bands from Booker T. Washing- rresponding secretary• JohnnieFullhack Williams carried for the
extra two points.
Lane put together a sustained
drive of 65 yards, with QB Hill
tossing and mixing up his plays
beautifully. He capped off the
drive by plunging through the line
for the winning TD. Right half
Brooks blasted through for the
two points, although the touch-
down would have been enough for
the victory.
The officials for the night were:
Conley, referee; Dukes, umpire;
FLYING HIGH — and heeding
for a fall is Lane's right half-
back Melvin Brooks, who just
picked up short yardage in the
game between Lane and Mis-
sissippi Industrial at Melrose
stadium last Saturday night.
Lane won the game 14.8.
Lane Downs M. I. Eleven
14-8 At Melrose Stadium
The Lane "Dragons" of Jack- half ended.
son. Tenn., rolled to a 14-8 victory
over the Mississippi Industrial
eleven here last Saturday night in
their clash at Melrose stadium.
With both teams playing mainly
defensive parts for the first por-
tion of the first quarter, Lane
broke into the scoring column
with a three yard plunge by right
halfback Melvin Brooks. A pass
from quarterback Roscoe Hill to
left end Alexander Johnson had
opened up the M. I. defenses suf-
ficiently enough to enable the
vaunted Lane running attack to
move. Brooks' line plunge for the
TO climaxed a sustained drive of
60 yards, with left half Lowell
Lewis and Brooks providing the
spark.
M I SCORES
The extra point attempt was
The scrappy M I eleven came
roaring back in the second half
to take an 8-6 lead on QB Holly's
sneak from the four yard line. A
pass from Holly to right end
ton, Manassas and Hamilton high




Fisher LE; Thomas. LT; Tate,'
LG; Cross, C; House, RG: Led-
better, RT: Garrett, RE; Holly,'
QB; Jamerson, RH; Williams,
FG: Redmond, LH.
Johnson, LE: Roberson, LT;
Summers, LG: Hill, C; Roper, RG;
Comer, RT; Farmer, RE; Hill,
,QB; Brooks, RH; Hays, FB;
missed. and I,ane led 6-0 as the Dodds, field judge; and Brown,' Lewis, LH.
FBI Joins In Probe Of
Clinton School Bombing
IT STEVEN GERSTEL
CLINTON, Tenn. — (UPI) —
Federal and state investigators
looked for clues today in the bomb-
ed-out shell of Clinton High school,
torn by three rapid-fire explosions
early Sunday.
Makeshift classrooms were ar-
ranged for students of the 20-
room school, which was inte-
grated to the tune of violence in
1956.
The blasts, timed off at three.
minute intevals in the pre-dawn
darkness. turned the interior of
the vacant school into a danger-
ous shambles. Principal W. D.
Human estimated the damage ati
$300,000.
No official, no bystander, nol
student doubted that the triple'
explosion stemmed from objection
to racial mixing.
The school will be untenable for
an "indefinite period," officials
said. Anderson County school ,
Superintendent J. A. Newman
ordered the student body of 870,
including 11 Negroes, to report at
the gymnasium Monday morning
for assignment t o emergency
classes.
Gov. Frank Clement expressed
the sentiments of many Clinton
resioents when he called the ex-
plosions "a cowardly act." He
offered the maximum $5,000 re-
ward for the apprehension of the
person or persons who set of the
charge, and pledged aid to school'
and law enforcement officials.
Tennessee Bureau of Identifica-
tion agent Walter Bearden took
charge of the investigation a few
hours after the explosion occurr-
ed. He was joined late Senday
by FBI agents ordered onto the
case by director J. Edgar Hoover
in Washington.
In other integration develop- 1
ments:
St. Louis — A three-judge panel
of the U. S. Court of Appeals'
hear an application for an in-
junction to prohibit the operation
of Little Rock, Ark, high schools
as private, segregated institu-
tions.
Little Rock — A spokesman for
Little Rock Private School Corp-
oration said the group hoped to
start operating private class-
rooms this week with public con-
tributions.
Norfolk, Va. — The last of three
petitions by the NAACP to force
reopening of Virginia classrooms
closed by state "massive resis-
tance" laws went before a fede-
ral judge Monday.
The first charge went off at
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ly followed by the second at 4:24
a. m. and the third at 4:27 a. m.
The three charges, believed to
have been dynamite, were strate-
gically placed in the 30-year-old,
t-shaped building. The first blast
went off in the corridor leading
off the west wing. Bearden said
it was posisble two charges went
off there at the same time.
The blast ripped out a brick
wall and hurled much of it against
another, 30 feet across a small
court yard. Steel lockers were!
twisted into grotesque shapes.
Bricks, books, shingles and glass
was strewn in all directions. I
SECOND CHARGE
The second charge was placed
•in the boys' washroom. The blast
'destroyed the washroom and the
'boiler room directly underneath.
It heavily damaged a new science
lab
The final explosion was in the
East wing and destroyed three ad.
joining classrooms. Walls between
the classrooms were torn down
and battered desk and chairs
misigled with shattered window
panes and brick.
The three explosions knocked
out windows all over the build-
ing and damaged 20 of the 29
classrooms, although some were
still usable. The administration
office was not damaged.
Principal Human was baffled by
the bombing. "It has been quiet-
CO
Johnson, treasurer; Mrs. Jessie
Lewis, chaplain; and lierman Gra-
ham, chairman of the standing
committee.
Mrs. Tishie Bogard is the re-
porter for the club.
WITH SEVENTH FLEET John
Bommer, airman, USN, son of Mr.
and Mrs. George Mabee of Rt. 2,
Box 45, Atoka, Tenn., is serving
aboard the attack aircraft carrier
USS Essex with the U. S. Seventh
Fleet off Formosa.
Norfolk Schools gration of the school.
Closed To10,000
RICHMOND, Va. — (UPI) —
Virginia's most powerful ,anti-in-
tegration law has emptied nine
public schools in the state, and
Gov. J. Lindsay Almond now faces
another state law requiring him
to try to "reorganize" and re-
open the schools on a segregated
basis,
Probably the last Virginia
school - closing of this fall hit
Norfolk Sunday night when a rap
id-firing series of events slammed
shut all six white high and junior
high schools in the port city, dis-
placing some 10,000 students.
The mass school•elosing in Nor-
folk was the biggest blow thus
far. It followed the closures of
Warren county's only high school,
with 1,050 students, and t w o
schools in Charlottesville, with a
total enrollment of about 1,650.
Almond announced the official
closing of the Norfolk schools aft-
er the U. S. Fourth Circuit Court
of Appeals refused to allow a one-
year delay of integration and the
city school board assigned 17 Ne•
gross to the six schools as it had
promised a federal 'district judge
to do.
The Norfolk schools had been
scheduled to open today.
Almond has not yet announced
a plan to re-opcn the nine schools,
but informed sources said he will
likely try to open the particular
(lasses or grades of each school
to which no Negroes have been
assigned. These classes would be
segregated, a n d the grades to
which federal judges have order-
ed Negroes admitted would be
eliminated.
If successful, the maneuver
would cut approximately in half
the number of Virginia children
displaced from their classes.
There has been no official con-
firmation that Almond would use
the plan. However, he has men-
tioned it as a possibility and no
alternate plans seem to have ap-
peared.
NAACP attorneys said ',ester,
day they had no plan at this time
to announce concerning court
tests of the state's "massive re.
sistance" laws.
NEXT TO A NEW GENERAL TIRE
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er than usual," Human said.
"Maybe it was the calm before
the storm."
There were no reports of con-
flict between Negro a n d white
students. Two Negroes were ex•
pelted recently, one for carrying ,
a switchblade knife and one for'
poor grades.
NEVER FREE
Clinton has never been com-
pletely free from the threat of,
renewed agitation over' the inte-1
The trouble began in 1956 when
self • styled segregation leederl
John Kasper and a band of citi-'
zens from in and around Clinton 1
tried to keep Negroes from at-
tending school.
This touched off a violent out-
break which was finally quelled
by bayonet-bearing national
guardsmen called out by the
governor. Eight dynamitings were
reported in the Negro section.
A federal court injunction, is.
sued in August, 1956, prohibits
anyone from interferring with
racial integration in the school.
The injunction was issued a n d
made permanent by U. S. Dis-
trict Judge Robert L. Taylor.
Last spring the threat of new
violence appeared when three
men were arrested and charged
with conspiring to dynamite the
school. A cache of explosives was




Couples who would like to adopt
a child will be interested in see-
ing a movie to be shown at 541
Vance ave., entitled, "Our Very
Own." on Thursday evening, Oct.
9, starting at 7 p. m.
The showing of the film is be-
ing sponsored by the Colored Case
Commitee of the Children's Bu-
reau, Inc., and Child Welfare
service of the Department of Pub-
lic Welfare and shows the step
by step process that a couple
would follow in adopting a child.
It is felt that many couples in
Memphis and Shelby County would
like to adopt a child, hut do not
know how to go about it, while
many children are growing up in
foster boarding homes for lack of
adoption.
On hand to answer any question
that might he raised will be Miss
Sarah Quenichet, senior child Wel-
fare consultant and Mrs. Gwendo-
lyn Samuel Mitchell, senior Child
Welfare Worker of the Department
of Public Welfare, Child Welfare
Services.
The movie will he oilmen fret,
and the public is invited to attend.
Sale — Saturday and Sunday
Purniture. arlIns L•mpo. Ton. Men.
women and rhildren'• clothing. Shoes,
baby things for boys end girle.-12-g•uge
shotgun and 73 rifle.. 00-30 rifles and
other guns Ilk* new. Low psi. on all
things 3735 Overland Pl. OL 5-41N7.
Moving To California
Selling out everything. refrtger•tors.
hlorit.., TV.. beds, dishes, hook, and
mm, moo. Item,, tn.rylhins must Ii
•fter 10 am
3151 Highland Park Pl.
Rummage Sale — 1276 Peabody
tiVI'"to:"er,c.10 ,1crt.",, P°;17.00b."1,:ti".:clothing. Dans, percolators. odd dish**,




There is • e  why mole Ilk•
to do business with us Yew, too,
will lik• us, courteous treatment
*ad desire Orr help you.
"Opfin Thursday and Pray/
Nights UAW 1:00 P.M.
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introduced the principal speaker' '
and pinned a beautiful orchid on
! Friends' Day will benefit Annual
' Pastor Day in December. It is
her graceful 3houlders.
Other participants on the pro- 
being sponsored by the Pastor's
gram at 3 p. m. were Mrs. Mag-, Aid club. Mrs. A
manda Broxton
gie Wiley of Mt. Zion Baptisti 
is the president and Mrs. C
church, Mrs. Florida Pope of ! 
Johnson is secretary.
Greater First Baptist church, Mrs. Plans for the 33rd
 Annual Heinle
Estella Rivers of Olivet Ourch, coming on Sunday, 
Oct. 19, have
school, Grand Basileus of the Sig- Mrs. Martha Dick
inson of Pente- 1 filled the schedule for the entire
ma Gamma Rho sorority and costal Temple Chuch o
f God In' day. Rev. S. II. Herring of St
the first Negro to win the Lion's Christ and Mrs. 
G. B. Riley of
Scholarship. ; Mt. Moriah Baptist church on
 Flor•
An informative forum will cul-1 Ida. 
Mrs. Beatrice Gray was the
minate activities for this occasion., mist
ress of ceremonies.
It will begin at 7:30 p. m , M
rs Thelma Bailey spoke or,' Mrs. Lula Alexander.
The energetic heads of this cele. "Woman's 
Task" at 11 a. m. She Annual Day for Usher Board
bration, Mrs. H. M. Adams and is a mem
ber of Summerficld and No. 1 at ' •-• with the
Mrs. S. M. Carrel, extended a cor Its active as 
president of the senior congregation as guest SIN •
dial invitation to the public to at choir an
d Sunday school teacher approval of 'road ushers
tend services at t h e Avery General 
chairman of Woman's and all who eitncssed it. Rev. C.
chapel AME sanctuary, Sunday i Day was Mrs
. Lucille Joyner Magnolia Baptist church choir
provided the melodious hymns for
the observance airs Juanita Nes-
bit of Mt. Moriah Baptist chore'
on Carnes was the mistress of cere-
monies.
Cassell Brown is president of Usti-
Mrs. Allyne Loftus is the aecre Sunday, at this house of sever
tary. Rev. Loyce Patrick is the ence, services 
will he regular.
pastor. I Rev. Leon Brook
ins is the pas-
BEACH CHAPEL CME for
A happy time it was at the NEW TYLER AME
Beach Chapel CME church of Ma- I High on the agen
da at the Ne,.v
son, Tenn., Sunday. Annual Home- ,Tyler AME church is 
the forth- er Board No. 1.
coming Day was the observancelcoming Woman's Day on Sunday,
 Rev. 0. C. Crivens Is the mints-
and as always with friends of long- Oct. 26. To precede the 
celehra- ter
standing warm chit chat sealed tion are a series of interesting ovTIII.EHEM 
BAPTIST
considerable elapses of time. activities. Bethle
hem Baptist church chose
Rev. A. Hardaway of Fredonia On Monday, Oct. 13, a Pre
si- as sneaker for its Anneal Wom.es
Baptist church, Mason, Tenn., de- dents' Contest will be held. ender
 Day. one who is popular in civic,
livered the annual message, I the auspices of all auxiliari
es of ealitational and religious cirels.
A delicious diner was serv- the church. The Reeks Singers will 
miss Wills a' McWilliams, miss
ed at the house of worship follow- render a musical on Oet. 19 at
 McWilliams was superb as ale's,-
ing the program. It was free.
Lewis Claybon was the chair-
man and Mrs. Fanny Jones is the
secretary. The master of ceiemon-
ies was Prof. C. E. Claybon.




Sat., Oct. 11, i
C. THOMAS PAIGE We are torn between the pow.
Sometime ago 1 read one of the era that we are and what we
most interesting books it has been shduld be and not only are we
my pleasure to read. It was en- constantly confused but find our-
titled "Mankind At The Cross- selves in the midst of confusion.
roads," by Henry C. Linke. One Our souls cry out for expressions
of the oddities of this life is the on the higher levels while the more
fact that many of us constantly debased part of us want us to make
find ourselves at the crossroads, us behave an dact like those beings
Unconsciously we move ourselves minus moral and spiritual obliga-
into positions that require thought lions. Sometime down the line of
and power of a Being far superior human behavior once more we
to ours. This book goes on to show must move from our little worlds
that through the lack of constant of indecision and move into a posi-
vigilance we have allowed our- tive plateau that will enable us to
selves to drift into a state where
morals and spirituality mean
nothing.
Suddenly we have awakened to a
new consciousness that we can
not get anywhere in our present
state. How tragic it is that in the
very midst of a day when we
could mean so much to the
world, we have allowed ourselv-
es to drift into a world where
only a refortification morally
and spiritually will make us the
kind of people that we are design-
ed to be. Too many of us have
come to the end of the long coun•
try road now, and we find ouraelv
at the intersection — for us to take
the right or left turn calls for
thought on all of our parts.
• In every area of life we find
ourselves is a dilemna — we have
stand up and stand for those things
that will make us the type of beings
we should be.
Our lives of moral and spiritual
indecision has led us to the place
where we are nowa We can not al-
low ourselves to stand at the cross-
roads of indecision any longer. We
must make up our minds that in
the midst of trials and tribula-
tions that moral and spiritual for-
tifications are the order of the day.
Once again we must realize that
OFFICERS INSTALLED —
The Bluff City and Shelby
County Council of Jr. Civic
Clubs held their installation
services at the Middle Baptist
church on Lane ave., Sunday
night, Sept. 21, Rev, B. L.
Hooks preached the installation
Sermon and installed the of-
ficers. The officers, pictured
above, from left to right. are:
seated, front row; Miss Cella
Gladne.y, second vice-presi-
•
positive living must mean some-
thing to all of us. 
Only a few moments ago I, Group Scores Juke Box 
•
heard a man say, "All men could
enter heaven if they thought with
the mind of God and saw through 
u 
the eyes of Jesus." It is at this
point that all of us must arrive. 
We are at the crossroads in life
gone, and gone, until now we
CLEVELAND, Ohio — The cur- "seek ways and means to 
still
find ourselves clearly and leanly 
rent trend of using gospel songs . on every level. One writer of this 
, the rising tide of commercializ-
out of space. Many of the solutions
day and generation has said, and 
and Negro spirituals on juke box-'
perish In light of all that is going 
, 
ation of the sacred music of the
we thought would work — 
we, said wisely, that we must love or 
es throughout the nation was criti- 
on it seems to me that many of 
cized.when members of the Nation- 
church and particularly the corn -
.
have learned much to our dis- al Convention of Gospel
 Choirs and mercial
ization of gospel music,
Long years ago one of the proph-
us would far rather perish thanmay would not work. 
Choruses held their 16th annual 
the new song of the church."
eta did things contrary to the will
of God. His mind led him to be.
lieve that through flight he
could get away from God. After
some running and walking he
in the confines of a cave. 
stand for those things with morallWomen s Dayfound a certain amount of solace
One day he heard the voice of 
and spiritual latitude that will!
God asking of him, '•What are you 
make all of us contributors to a 
Program Givendoing here?" Here a man finds bigger and better world.himself answerable to a just God Too! long we have lingered at r
and to himself for the crimes he the crossroads of 
this world. We
had committed. Where does cannot linger
 much longer. Each _




asking ourselves that very same bigger and mo
re powerful and our
question — our social commite- hours, days, week
s, months and
ments are making certain re. years of 
indecision are making pig- Annual Women's Day was ob.
quests of us, our economic status mien of us. 
This is no time for served at the Cane Creek Baptist
Is making certain designs upon us, moral and 
spiritual pigmies. We church on Sept. 21, with Mrs.
and our moral convictions are must here 
and now rise up and be Lucille Douglass, of the East Trigg
making the greatest demands upon the giants 
that the day andtimes Ave. Baptist church. and Mrs.
us.Idemand. Se
lma a Ragsdale, of Emmanuel
se Of Sacred Music
session here recently at the Cory
Methodist church.
In a resolution, adopted at the
session, the group promised to
love.
The modern world conditions de-
mand that we forsake our places
of indecititifron the crossroads and
move into the area of human be-




AVERY CHAPEL AME Woman's 
Day observance held at
' the Summerfield Baptist church
A special treat has been planned : Versatile Mrs. Georgia V. liar.
for worshippers at Avery Chapel
' vey's success in her presentation
AME church, Sunday, when the 
of "Rise Above The Clouds" was
congregation, there celebrates its evidenced by the enthus
iastic ap- glad. Psalms 2ts:J.
l
able ladies, well-versed in the art1 speech. A picture of 
loveli- program were Mrs. Ada .7 Rob-I
annual Woman's Day. Two person- plause at the culminati
on of hee Serving as co-chairmen of the, Ivlee
known in their respective commu- 1 as skillfully assumed the r
ole of! Rev C. H. House is the pastor
nities. have consented to lend their choir directress in an inspira-
 of the churn.
talents to the spiritual enchant- tional rendition of "lie W
ill Under. 
ment of the observance. Mrs. Gus-I stand.- The well-blend
ed voices : is "I will lift up mine eyes unto'
vie Young and Mrs. Edna Doug- were those of the Princ
eton AME' the hill from whence cometh my I 
.
las are the speakers church choir. Mrs. 
Eunice Malone' h 1 „
Mrs. Young will address the
membership during the morning
worship at 11 a. m. The amiable
matron is a notable civic and re-
ligious leader of our city.
Mrs. Douglas, an outstanding
product of Little Rock, Ark., will
claim the spotlight at 3 p. m. She
is an instructor at Dunbar High
Baptist church as the guest speak-
er
Serving as the mistress of cere-
The musical group said that the
sacred music, which is now sub-
ject to fall into disrepute, served
for centuries "as a handmaiden
of the Gospel; affording a source
of spiritual energy and strength,
and creating an atmosphere where
worship is an mailable commun-
ion of the human soul with the
divine will."
Music which was once confined'
to "temples of worship" is now
being used in houses of ill re-
pute. and by persons without any
interest in salvation, the group
charged.
MUSIC PROSELYTED •
"The sacred music of the church ,
is today being proselyted by per-
sons and firms whose sole pur-
pose and intent rest in commercial]
interest," the group said, in its!
resolution.
Copies of die resolution were
mailed to the American Society of,
monies was Mrs Dovie Burnley,
1 Composers alid Publishers, die
principal of the Minn Ave. Ele- 
American Federation of Musicians,
mentary school. Other members' 
the National Broadcasting Cant'
of the school's faculty were Miss-
pany, the Columbia Broadcasting
es Fairy Peyton a n d Utoka
System, the American Broadaest-
Quarles. Miss Peyton rendered a 
ing Company. and the radio and
solo.
I television network systems.
A description of the feeling of
the women who participated in thei CS • 
ivic program was aptly reveale
d in thei Club Toverse. "The Lord hath done great
of public speaking and widely, ness in beige and black
, she just' ins and Mrs Eula Jefferson.,
Paul Baptist church will address,
T. Nelson was the speaker
W. M. Yates is the competent
chairman. He is being assisted by
8 p. m. Mrs. Minerva Hancock is She spoke at the 11 a. m, nervier,s
the sponsor. An interesting debate on "A
A Kiddie Contest will conclude God Fearing Woman" was elvenl
efforts for the occasion. Friday, on the forum at 3 p. m. Those
Oct. 24, at 7:30 p. m., is the time, discussing the subject were
Mrs. Londie Brown will be in Bernice Harris of Friendship Bap-
charge. that church. Mrs Lillie Reams,
Speakers for Woman's Day are of St. Stephens Baptist church,'
The Promiseland Baptist chtrch Evangelist Culpepper and Mrs. and Mrs. C. H Harris of St. James
combined two af its most anticipat- Viola Ware, Mrs. Blanche Stev- AME church. Mrs. Mary Lewisl
ed days sunday, Annual Worn- enson and Mrs. Alma Bowen are was the summarizer.
an's Day and Annual Men's Day. the chairman and co-chairman. Others appearing on the various
And, presiding over this double- Rev. Robert L. McRae is the programs were Mrs. Frances
attraction as guest speaker was pastor. Murrell, Mrs. Evelyn E. Carter,
the charming first lady of the ST. STEPHEN BAPTIST Miss Janeet Lewis, Mrs. Georgia
church, Mrs. B. T. Hopkins. She Friends' Day will be observed Green. Mrs. Elnora Priest. Miss
spoke at 3 p. m. at St. Stephen Baptist church, Vanessia Holloway, Mrs. Mar. 
Thepastor, Rev. B. T. Hcpkins, Sunday Rev. E. C. Nichols will guerite Alexander. Mrs. Dorincla
delivered the morning message. deliver the main address at 3 p.m. • Gray. Mrs. Maggie Hutchins,'
MTS. Essie B. Davis was chair Mrs. Willie Knighten of Pentecost- Mrs Edna Haywood. Mrs. Lu-
man of publicity. al Temrle Church of God in Christ , clod Rahone. Miss Dorothy Jack-
SUri E R FIELD BAPTIST will be the mistress of cer
4uIts a day," sums up the The theme selected for DayiEssie Neal, Mrs. Frankie John-
xonies. son. Mrs. A. D Bentley, Mrs.. 
eine
Presbyterian
The 14th Ward Civic club
hold a meeting at the Bethel Prey
hyterian church. 1060 Miss. blvd
on Monday night, Oct. 13, begin
fling at 8 p.m., and all membery
are urged to be present.
Because of the postponement of
the last two meetings, a large vol
mate of business has accumulated
which must be transacted at once.
A special invitation to attend
the meeting is extended to all of
the new members of the organiza-
tion who joined the group at the
Le Moyne Gardens office in July.,
The organization is still cam-
paigning for voter registration, .
and urges all persons who have
not become eligible to cast a
ballot in the November elections to
to do so immediately.
son, Mrs. Hattie Getwood, Miss
Leona Farwell, Mrs. Iola Boats,
Mrs. Catherine Bailey, Mrs. Myr,
Stephen, Mrs. Roes L Ford • 1
Mamie Stanback, Mrs. Alice AI
len. Mrs. Maderia Blake, Mrs.
Irene Mitchell and Mrs. Jeannie
Mee Bowles.
SPRINGDALE BAPTIST
Setting the pace for ore of the
most outstanding Annual Men's
Day observances ever held at the
Springdale Baptist church wets
two successful and enjoyable pro
eels. A tea and a musical pro-
gram.
The colorful tea was held at the
residence of Mrs. M. L. Gallo-
way of 2219 Marble st., Sunday.
The musical was held at the
church on Friday.
Sunday is Annual Men's Day At
the house of worshIp, Rev
Kneeland will deliver the messace
during the afternoon at 3 p. m. lie
is the pastor of Little John P,aptio
Grafton, will preside during the
morning services.
Invitations have been extended
to the First Baptiet Chelsea and
Progress Baptist churches. Rev.
Van J Malone and Rev, 0 r
Collins are the pastors of the
churches.
Percy Giles and Landers at,
Kander are the chairman and co
chairman
the afemphis Baptist Brotherhood rk
will be held on Friday evening,
Oct. 10, at Owen college, begin-
ning at 7:30 p. m., at which time
the president of the organization is
scheduled to make a report on
the National Baptist Laymen Con-
vention held last month in Chicago.
Business pertaining to repre-
sentation, in the State Convention!
will also be discussed at the meet- 1
ing and all members are urged
to be present.




dent; Miss Betty Oneal, asst.
secretary; Miss Annie Falls,
reporter; Miss Mary Baker,
chaplain; Miss Ernestine Me.




RIport On Ghana Given
By Dr. M. L. Breeding
Members of the Mt. Olive Ca-
thedral church were given a lesson
in geography, as well as a report
on the mission field, when Mission-
ary Day was celebrated at the
church recently.
The guest speaker was Dr.
M. L. Breeding, of indianapris,
ind., general secretary of King-
dom Extension' work for the C.
M. E. church, who along with Bish-
op A W. Womack visited West
Africa last March beiore travel-
ling on to Jerusalem.
Second row, standing; William
Rodgers, president; Miss Mary
Falls, secretary; Albert Rule,
first vice-president; Charles
Banks, treasurer; Harold ;did-
dlebrook, parliamentarian; and
Rev. B. L. Hooks. 
— - •-- . • --
that the start of a private sc oo
system would relieve the present
school board ef having to admin.
inister a high school integration
plan. It could then administer a
junior high school integration plan.
An act passed by a recent spe-
cial session of the Arkansas Leg-
islature provides that if a school
district votes to reject integration,
"no school in the district shall be
integrated."
Faubus was asked in his news
conference Friday whether he
would close the junior high schools
if the NAACP tries to integral
them.
Faubus replied, "We will has
to wait and see."
As tor Little Rock's four closed
high schools, Faubus said they
would stay closed all year unless
the U. S. government lets them
oven as private, segregated
Doyle and Womack, the C. 
M. E.
church has established 
eleve
missions in Africa. He said tha
t one
'1 high school was o
pened under the
supervision of the church, but that
it had been temporari
ly closed.
1 While in Africa, Dr. 
Breeding and
Bishop Womack set up 
missions
in Asawam and 
Anloga, and
reported that in the latter 
place
they were greeted by 1,500
 per-
sons with the magic wo
rd, "Wel-
come." They preached to the 
pee
ple, and many were baptized
 and
added to the church, he 
said.
RETURNING TO AFRICA
Dr. Breeding said that he 
and
Bishop E. P. Murchison will 
be
returning to Ghana sometime next
year, with the prospects of adding
more members to the church.
"Every human being has a right
to hear the message of Jesus
Christ," Dr. Breeding said. 'and
it is the duty of other Christians
see that they hear the word of th
Lord."
Mrs. Eliza Mims is president of
the Mt. Olive Cathedral Mission-
ary Society, Mrs, Raychelle L. Ca-
rhee, chairman of publicity 4nd
Rev. Henry C. Bunton, pastor of
the church.
Speaking enthusiastically of Gha-
na, which he visited during its In-
dependence Celebration, Dr. Breed-1
ing said that the republic is a,
"government of the people, for the:
people, and by the people '
Ghana, he told the audience, is a I
country of 91,000 square miles, has
a population of five million, and,
where each person speaks five!
or more different dialects.
A RICH COUNTRY
Dr. Breeding said that each color'
in the Ghana flag of yellow, red
and green is reresentative of!
something specific. The yellow is
for gold, the red represents thel
blood shed for the nation, and
the green was selected because the
country is green during the entire
year. Cocoa, he said, is one of the
nation's chief exports.
Reporting on missions, Dr.
Breeding said that through the un-
ceasing labor of Bishops B. W.
Plan Would Mix
The monthly board meeting of A Jr. Highs
By BRYCE MILLER
LIVTLE ROCK, Ark. —
Negro leaders are looking into the!
, possibility of giving lb e Little'
Rock Private School Cerporatiton
thousands of Junior high school,
! students to educate if its plan to
teach school students shows signs
of succeeding.
The object wculd he to drag
down the private-schools-in private
classrooms plan witn more stu-
dents than they could possibly han-
dle.
So far juaior high schools have
operated normally ou a fully seg
regaled basis.
The plan which the Natienal
Assn. for Advancement of Colored!
People has studied to add further
to the Private School Corporation's
burdens would work as follows: I
Negro legal advisers think that
if the private schools go into op-I
eration they can go into federal'
court and ask for integration of
junior high schools.
Only high schools are included
in the present integration plan,
but Negro lawyers take the view schools.
50 FREE
Quality Stamps
You have received a series of coupons
in the mail worth 450 Free Quality
Stamps. Redeem coupon no. 1 this










It is really amazing all of the
wonderful dainties that can
come from a hag of Jack Sprat
enriched wheat flour—delicious
breads. Crunchy, tasty cookies,
tender pastries and other de-
sirous delights.
Then too, your favorite recipe
will be just about twice as
good when you use Jack Sprat
enriched wheat flour.
It is specially blended from
the purest of wheat flour, such
as you yourself would choose.






2 lightly beaten eggs
i cup mashed bananas
2'i cut* sifted flour
si teaspoon soda
3'4 cup sour milk
1 teaspoon vanilla
IS Os lb.) marshmallows
ti teaspoon baking powder
Cream butter and sugar well.
Add eggs and bananas: beat
thoroughly, add sifted dry in-
gredients alternately with sour
milk. Beat batter until smooth
after each addition. Stir in van-
illa. Pour into well greased 8
inch layer pans. Bake in oven
350 degrees F. for 35 to 40
minutes. Remove from oven,
let stand 5 minutes. Turn out
on cake rack. Cut marshmal-
lows on press cut-side down on
top of bottom cake layer while
cake is still warm. Put top
cake layer over marshmallows.
Frost with chocolate frosting.
You too will say Jack Sprat





TOP CAI.IBRE ENTERTAINMENT—was the order of the day
as these young "stars of tomorrow" sent their fine perform-
ances spinning out our WDIA's 50,900 powerful watts. The regular
weekly talent show presented by Big Star Food Stores of Mem-
phis and the Mid-South always proves most enjoyable. Big Star





before the vast audience that comprises the huge listenership
Mned to the Mid-South most powerful radio station. Pictured
above from left to right are: James Geeter, Claranelce Smith,
Kelly Cunningham. Helen Ball, Harold Plunket, Parilee Williams,
Percy Bradfield, Barbara Pierce, David Porter, Utile House,










































































































































Her Word Is Law Now
SUPREME COURT JUSTICE Harold H Burton chats with his wife.
Selma, after President Eisenhower announced Burton's retirement effect-
ive next Monday. Burton was a Republican Senator from Ohio when he
was named to the Court by President Truman in 1945 The national
Capitol is in the background (UPI Telephoto)
Say More Whites Quittin
The South Than Negroes
NEW YORK — Contrary to popular belief more
white people than Negroes have migrated North from
the South in the past eight years.
And this mass migration, which was supposed to
have been mainly of unskilled Negroes, has Southern
officials alarmed because the  
*white citizens who are leaving are This surprising informa
tion was
the better educated members of revealed Tuesday in the Wall St.
the community. Journal which named Mississippi,
41BusesToMake
Integration Trip
NEW YORK, N. Y. — With the
Youth March for Integrated schools
still three weeks off (Saturday,
Oct. 25), 41 buses from New York
alone have already been pledged.
This was announced by Jackie
Robinson, marshall of the March,
who will 
fi
lead the children in the 
 Washington demonstration. Each
us carries 40 children and 5
adults — ministers, teachers, and
parents.
The NAACP is sponsoring some
of the New York buses and, in ad
dition, is sponsoring buses from
Jersey City, Newark and Mont-
clair.
Unions in the New York area
which have sponsored buses in-
clude locals of the American Fed•
'ration of Teachers, International
Garment Workers Union, Trans-
port workers Union, District 65 of
the Retail Wholesale and Depart-
ment Store Workers, Local 338 of
the Grocery Clerks and the Broth-
erhood of Sleeping Car Pirters.
111 CHURCHES
Ten leading New York churches
have taken responsibility for buses
to Washington.
Student support was indicated
by a resolution supporting the
March which was adopted by ac-
clamation by the Student Council
of City College. Jackie Robinson
will address a major rally of sup-
port at Brooklyn College at noon
on Oct. 6.
Veterans of the famous 369th
Regiment of World War II will be
represented in the March through
their children who will wear ail-
drens' soldiers tied sailors uni-
forms.
Commenting on the progress of
the March, A. Philip Randolph, its
co-chairman, said: "At the rate
things are going, this dramatic
answer to segregationists by young
people will be an event of na-




states as the areas losing white
citizens at a faster pace than Neg-
roes.
While actual figures are not
available, for all states, the Journ-
al stated that in Arkansas, eight
whites have left since 1950 for
every five Negroes who migrated.
Burton Quitting Will Give
Ike, High Court Majority
By CHARLOTTE G. MOULTON
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The
retirement of Supreme Court Jus-
tice Harold H. Burton will give
President Eisenhower a majority
of his own appointees on the
court lot the first time.
His other four appointees have
all backed public school desegre-
gation.
Burton, a one-time Republican
Senator from Ohio when he was segregation on railroad dining
named to the high tribunal by !ens. IL joined with the rest of
President Truman in 1945 noti-!rh court in thehistoric de-
fied the l'resident he would leave!
1
cision outlawing school segrega.l bench receive a full salary of
the bench "with regret but in ac- tion, 435,000 a year
cordance with competent medical
.
advice and with the best interests! 
Regarded as a conservata?e, I Burton at the time of his ap-
of all concerned." 
He w a a 10 Burton teamed with Justices Tom pointment by Truman was t 
h e
C. Clark and Whittaker, and ''first Republican proposed for the
years old June 22.
The President late Monday. an- 
sometimes Harlan and Felix, high bench in more than 15 years.
Frankfurter, to carry individual! But Brennan, appointed by Eisen-
flounced the retirement, effective,, liberties cases for the conserve-I hover, is a Democrat.
DNOLS1U3CCESSORS 
I five side. The so-called liberal! Burton and his wife, whom he
No successor was named ins• group 
consists of Warren, Hugo! married in 1915, said they plan to
" 
L. Black, William 0. Douglas remain in Washington.
mediately. The President's last 
three appointments have been ex-
perienced jurists—John H. liar -
Ian, 59, in 1955; William J. Bren•
non, 52, in 1956; and Charles E
Whittaker, 57, in 1957.
Eisenhower's first appointee. Hate BornChief Justice Earl Warren, 67
had no experience as a judge,
but was once attorney general of, WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The Segregationist John Kasper, 
who
California and held a doctor of! bombing of the Clinton, Tenn., termed the bombing a 
"victory for
laws degree.
During past vacancies specula: 
high school sparked demands for the people of Clint
on, told a re-
, .
I new laws to crack down on such, porter he had noth
ing to do with
tion on possible appointees h a 5 "vicious attacks ' I it.
included such men as Judge Sens. Jacob K. lavas (11-N.Y.) The House Judiciary Committee
Potter Stewart of the sixth Cir.i and John F. Kennedy ID-Mass.) is expected to get promptly to
other cult Court of Appeals and Judge issued separate 
statements ex..
Arkansas, Tennessee and work i
n January on a bill which
would make it a federal crime to
ship across state lines dynamite
used for such bombings, and
would give the FBI specific au•
thority to investigate
It would pros ide. pi 'lathes
ranging up to the death sentence
if bombings caused fatalities. No
o




ALBANY, N.Y. — (UPI) — Gov.
Averell Harriman's counsel an-
nounced Monday that he will con-
duct an extradition hearing for
Frank Peterson. wanted by the
state of Florida on a first-degree
murder indictment.
Daniel Gutman said he would
hold the hearing, at Harriman's
request, Oct. 8 at the state office
building in New York City.
Peterson, a Negro formerly of
Bonifay, Fla., was charged with
the ax-slaying of sharecropper Ira
Gene Carnley in Holmes county,
Fla., last June, 11. He was picked
up in western New York and has
been held in Efie county jail at
Buffalo.
Florida asked for his extradition,1
and Gutman said notification of'
the hearing has been sent to Gov.'
Le Roy Collins of Florida and Pe-
terson's attorney, William Sims of
Buffalo.
Exiles Visit Tunis
TUNIS — (UPI) — Premier
Ferhat Abbas and three members
of his Algerian government-in-
exile were in Tunis today on what
was billed as a private visit. It
was expected they will confer with
Tunisian President Habib Boor.
0 GALESBURG, Ill.—A prediction lion,- said Prof. Nevins. guiba,by a Pulitzer prize historian that Cause of the criticism was a
interracial marriages will increase mistake on the part of many who
- in the future has brought violent believed prof. Nevins to be -ad-
reaction. vocating" interracial marriage I
Prof. Allan Nevins of Columbia rather thar just making a "pre.
university declared here Saturday diction" based on sociological
that the rate of intermarriage will precedent,
be stepped up "once the Negro is Nevins spoke at the Joseph Me,
as well educated, 25 well man- dill Symposium held in connec,-
nered, as well paid and as well tion with the centennial observ- ;
guided as the white man." I ance of the famed fifth debate
"It is as unpopular to say this between Abraham Lincoln and
in Galesburg in 1958 as it was for Stephen A, Douglas in the cam- !
Lincoln to say in 1858 that slavery paign for the U. S. Senate in 1858.
must be put In the path of cant- The debates, which went up and
FRUIT FOR FAI.I. — Wheth-
er you are planning an
after • the - game buffet or
a regular family dinner, in-
clude colorful fresh fruit now
on the market. Arrange an at.
tractive selection of fruits and
show them off at their tempt-
ing hest by serving with snowy
white powdered Auger dough-
putt Rosy red apples, bright
Allow bananas, and tangy
green grapes are a tilit
fruit selection, and a package
of eight cake doughnuts from
your grocer's ready-to-eat cake
department makes the perfect
taste and color complement.
Arrange the fruits and dough-
nuts nu a tray that will allow
each person to select his own
favorites. Serve with hot
beverage.
down Illinois in 1858, have been
re-enacted this year at one town
after another in the prairie state
Each celebration has been locally
sponsored, but the Galesburg ,de.
bate-pushed by Knox College—
promised to be the biggest of
them all.
PRAISE RACE
Nevins and Atty. Willard L.
King, Chicago, who appeared with
him, felt that Lincoln would agree
with the U. S. Supreme Court's
recent rulings on segreg,,tion. But
Nevins said the generation of 1958
"must plan to raise the Negro
race back to a plate where It is,
entirely fit to inter-marry."
"Who can doubt," said King,
that Lincoln "would have agreed,
with the Supreme Court and Pres-i
ident Eisenhower's action in send-I
Elbert B. Tuttle of the Fifth Cir-
cuit Court of appeals. The Presi-
dent in the past has voiced his
intention to name as justices men!
with backgrounds as jurists.
The nine-man Supreme Court
has been under attack in recent
years for "policy making." This
might give added incentive to the!
, who would not be open to attack
as a "political appointee."
Mentioned among possible ap-
pointees without judal ex-
perience were Thomas E. Dewey,
former Republican governor of
New York, former Atty. Gen.
Herbert Brownell, Jr. and Rep.
Kenneth B. Keating (11.N.Y.1, now
a GOP candidate for the Senate.
The presidential appointee must
be ratified by the senate.
Burton in 1951 wrote the court's
opinion that outlawed racial
and usually Brennan.
With such close lines, the Presi-
deers next appointee will be im-
portant in determining the future
balance of the court.
Burton's departure leaves t h e
court with three Republicans and
five Democrats. Warren, Harlan
, and Whittaker are the Republi-
cans, Democrats Black, Frank-
! tune, and Douglas were named
. by President Roosevelt and Clark
by President Truman.
Black at 72 and Frankfurter at
pressing "shocks" and "outrage",
at the Sunday explosions thati
wrecked the interested Clinton'
High school.
Javits sent a telegram to Atty.
Gen. William P. Rogers urging'
him to consider a measure Javits,
introduced during the last seasion,
ok Congress providing for stronger.
75 could retire now. All retiring
justices who have reached 70 arid
served 10 years on the iederel
rgesLawToCurb
bings
10 States Set To Close
Schools To Avail Mixing
NASHVILLE, Tenn — Ten
southern states have laid the legis-
lative groundwork for closing pub
lie schools as anti-integration
measures, as Virginia and Arkan-
sas already have done, SOUTH.
ERN SCHOOL NEWS reported.
The first shutdowns—at Front
Royal, Charlottesville and Norfolk,
Va., and at Little Rock, Ark.—
left about 16,000 pupils without
classrooms in 13 public schools.
Since the U. S. Supreme Court's
1954 desegregation edict, the legis-
latures of four other states have
enacted laws providing for closing
of schools faced with racial inte-
gration. These are North Carolina,
Alabama, Louisiana and Missis-
sippi. Two states, South Carolina
and Georgia, took the step prior
to '1954 in anticipation of the ii-
preme Court decision
2 OTHERS
Two other states. Florida and
Texas—as well as Virginia—have
enacted laws providing for the
closure of schools policed by feder-
al force intent upon implementing
federal court orders for desegre-
gation.
An updated SOUTHERN
SCHOOL NEWS summary showed,
as of the first of October, 790 de-
segregated school districts out et
2,890 biracial districts in the 17
southern states and the District of
Columbia.
Of their total enrollment of 12,
log troops to Little Rock."
Nevins said the "nation is not
living up to "the Declaration of
Independence in the area of race,
relations and "the test now is the,
right of the Negro child to equal
use the schools."
The symposium opened the ob-
servance which also included a
football game between Knox Col-
lege and old rival Monmouth, and,
a state historical society dinner
to be addressed by Pulitzer Prizel
winning author Bruce Catton. '
Tuesday the debate of 1858 will
be re-enacted and present Illinois'
Sens. Everette M. Dirksen and
Paul H. Douglass will present a
modern political debate.
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Faubus Rips White Clergy
Who Preach
LITTLE ROCK, Ark. — Gov.
Orval Faubus said yesterday he
has more respect for Negro in-
tegration leaders than for white
preachers who preach integra-
tion, but tern Negroes away
from their churches.
"I have more respect for Daisy
Bates and Thurgood Marshall,
because they want something
and say so, than I have for
reacher who get Into the pul-
pit and piously say we should
have Integration, but when fac-
ed with it. won't go along," Fair
bus said.
Mrs. Rates is head of the Na-
tional Association for Advance.
Integration
meat of Colored People in Ark-
ansas. Marshall is the NAACP's
general counsel.
"One of the pastors who eon'
demns me in Little Rock had a
little trouble with Negroes last
week," Faubus said. "Another
pastor who is preaching integra-
tion in schools turned four Ne-
groes away Sunday at his
church.
"This is sheer hypocrisy. If you
are going to preach it, practice
it. Invite a Negro home for din-
ner. Take them into your homes,




629,434 pupils, 2,970,344 are Ne-
groes. And of the Negro total, 402,-
403 are in dietricts which have
begun or completed the desegre-
gation process.
The clash of federal authority
and state sovereignty over school
desegregation raised fresh legal
questions.
LEGAL ATTACK
"I don't think federal authori-
ties have any legal right to stop
me from closing the Little Rock
high schools," Gov. Orval Faubus
of Arkansas said.
"There is no doubt the suscep-
tibility of these school closing pro-
visions to legal attack,- Jack
Greenberg, counsel for the Na-
tional Association for the Advance-
ment of Colored People, told
SOUTHERN SCHOOL NEWS.
"There is nothing in the federal
constitution that requires a state
to provide public education," was
the view expressed by James C.
N. Paul of the University of Penn-
TRI - STATE
Sot., Oct. 11, 195$
Request Denied
H14.11 McCLURE, 16 of Nor-
folk, Va. emerges from con-
ference with Gov. J. Lindsay
Almond In which McClure
asked to be transferred from
an integration-closed white
school to an open Negro school.
Art Show Held
sylvania law school, who made an At Lincoln U.
extensive study of the legal as In
pects of the school segregation'
desegregation question in 1954. conjunction with the dedication of
Paul added the closing of cer- the Fine Arts Center at Lincoln
lain selected schools might be
found discriminatory from a legal
standpoint, but that the laws au-
thorizing shut-down of entire state
school systems are a different
matter.
Virginia's attorney general be-
gan a slate court test of the con-
stitutionality of school closing laws
in that state which include pro-
visions for tuition grants to pu-
pils to be used for private educa-
tion. And a private corporation's
propsal for operating leased pub-
lic school facilities in Little Rock
on a private basis was restrained
by two federal circuit judges.
The U. S. Justice Department,
while joining the NAACP's attack
on private school plans, has not




WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The Supreme Court held
unanimously Monday that states may not "nullify" the
constitutional rights of Negro pupils through "evasive
schemes" for maintaining segregated schools.
In a sweeping formal opinion that clearly sounded the
death-knell for Arkansas Gov.
Orval E. Faubus' plan for convert- nullified indirectly by them
log public schools into "private", through eva
sive schemes for self-
said: 
geniously or ingenuously'. "
negation whether attempted 'un-
The court 
segregated schools, the court'
sharplycriticized 
"State-support of segregated Faubus and tthe Arkansas legisia-
schools through any arrangement, ture for trying to block compli-
management, funds, Or property ance with federal court desegre.
cannot be squared with the Four- gation orders.
teenth Amendment's command It said every governor and state
that no state shall deny to any legislature "is solemnly commit.
person within its jurisdiction the ted by oath" to support the 'T. S.
equal protection of the laws." Constitution and therefore to obey
The high court laid down this "federal court orders resting
 on
principle in a 5,000-word written this court's considered interprets.
opinion backing up its Sept 12, tion of the constitution.
ruling that the Little Rock, Ark.,
school board must proceed im-
mediately with court-approved de-
segregation at Central High school.
But the court said the record
shows "indisputably" that the "un-
fortunate" conditions in Central
High school "are directly trace-
able to the actions of legislators
gated basis. and executive officials of the state
The tribunal plainly struck at of Arkansas, taken in their official
such arrangements by saying that: capacities, which reflect their own
" . . The Constitutional rights determination to resist this court's
of children not to be discriminat- (1954 desegregation) decision . .
eel against in school admissions on and which have brought about vi-
grounds of race or color . . . can lent resistance to that decision in
neither be nullified openly and di- Arkansas."
rectly by state legislators or state "The constitutional rights of re-
executive or judicial officers, nor, spondents (the Negro children)
CREDIT BOARD
The justices credited the Little
Rock school board with trying "in ,
PRIVATE PLAN 
good faith" to obey court orders.'
They also accepted the school!
Faubus reacted to the Sept. 12 board's argument that "the educe-
ruling b.; closing all public high tional progress of all the the stu-
schools in Little Rock. Prepare. dents, white and colored, has wi-
no's' were made in Little Rock fered and will continue to suffer
Monday to re-open the schools un- if the condtions which prevail last
der "private" malagement with year are permitted to continue."
state tuition funds,
The Little Rock :chool board
Monday leased the city's four
high schools to • private corpora
tion to operate them on a segre-
JEFFERSON CITY, Mo. —
a Mid-Missouri Art Show will be
held In the art gallery of the
building during Oct. 6 through IS.
The show will represent a cross-
section of the work of contempo-
rary Missouri artists and will in-
clude exhibits of oils, water colors,
prints, drawings, and sculpture.
On Wednesday, Oct. 8, at 8 p. m.
Dean Kenneth Hudson of the
School of Fine Arts at Washington
university will deliver an illus-
trated lecture on "Form and Con-
tent of Art." The lecture and ex-
hibit are open to the general
public. There will be no admission
The south argued that his ad-
mittance would automatically
close the school under state
law and persuade Negroes to
withdraw applications to white
schools. He was turned down.
104,600,000
Old Enough To
Vote In U. S.
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The
Census Bureau said Sunday 104,-
600,000 people will be old enough
to vote on election day next month,
but not all of them will meet othet
voting requirements.
The census noted that about 2,•
500,000 persons of voting age lies
log in this country are aliens. Still
other persons will not be allowed
to cast 'ballots on Nov. 4 because
they are Inmates of penal institu-
tions or mental hospitals. cannot
meet state residence of literacy
requirements.
During the two years since the
last national elections, the report
said, some four million young men
and women have come of voting
age. Kentucky and Georgia grant
the franchise at 18 all other states
fee. at 21,
are not to be sacrificed or yielded is indeed so fundamental and pee.
to the violence and disorder which! vava that it is embraced in the
have followed upon the actions of! concept of due process of law."
the governor and legislature," the The Supreme Court took brist-
court said. "Law and order are ling notice claims by Faubus
not to be preserved by depriving and other southern political leaders
the Negro children of their con- that its 1954 desegregation ruling
stitutional rights." is not necessarily the law of the
After the court handed down its land.
Sept. 12 order that integration It said Chief Justice John Mar.
proceed at Little Rock. Faubus shall, speaking for a unanimous
closed the city's four white high Supreme Court in 1803. laid down
schools to prevent the admission the principle that "it is emphati-
of Negroes, catty the province and duty of the
GRANTED AUTHORITY judicial department to say what
He was granted this authority the law is."
by a special session of the Arkan-
sas legislation he had convened.
, The school board action leasing
high schools to a private corpora-
, tient to operate them on a segre-
gated basis was taken in the wake
, of Saturday's 3-to-1 vote for seg-
regation in a referendum in Little
"The basic principle that the
federal judiciary is supreme in the
exposition of the law of the Cons-
titution . . . has ever since been
respected by this court and the
country as a permanent and indi-
spensable feature of our constitu-
tional system."
Rock. SUPREME LW
The lease was signed a short If any governor had a right to
, while before the National Associa- nullify a federal court order, the
tion fur the Advancement of Color- court continued. then "the fate
ed People asked the Eighth Cir- of a state governor and not the
cult Court of Appeals in Omaha to Constitution of the U. S., would be
stop the move, the supreme law of the land."
In Virginia, too, a number of The high court said its 1954 de-
s..hoole have been shut down to segregation decision "was unanim.
ward off integration, Gov. J. Lind- ously reached only after the case
say Almond, acting under t h e had been briefed and twice argued
state's "massive resistance" plan, and the issues had been given the
has closed schools in Charlottes- most serious consideration."
ville, Norfolk and Front Royal. Since the 1954 decision, it said
In Charlottesville some students "three new justices have come to
from the affected schools are be- the court. They are at one wit!
ing taught in makeshift classrooms the justices still on the court wh:,
in private homes and at other plac- participated in that basic decisio.,
as to its correctness, and that di
cision is now unanimously rea
firmed."
"The principles announced I -1
that decision and the obedience e
the states to them, according •
the command of the Constitutior
are indispensable for the prote.
tion of the freedoms guaranteed k
our fundamental charter for all c'
us."
Chief Justice Earl Warren rei •
the court's opinion at a 45-mine
session. The session ended a sp
cial term that had been convent
last month to consider whether II
Little Rock school board could d
lay integration for 21/2 years. T.
court's regular new term begii
Cs,
Informed sources said Almond
was considering a partial reopen-
ing of the schools. He would per-
mit operation of those grades
where Negroes have not been ord-
ered admitted by the courts.
In its formal opinion Monday, the
high court said the "controlling
legal principles are plain."
"It is, of course, quite true that
the responsibility for public educa-
tion is primarily the concern of the
states. 'lilt it is equally true that
such responsibilities, like all other
state activity, must be exercised
consistently with federal constitu-
tional requirements ...
"The right of a student not to he
segregated on racial grounds ... next week.
SMITH TRADES GEORGE CROWE TO CARDS




COVINGTON SCORES. At Mil-
waukee County Stadium big
Wes Covington, Braves' tan
star, scores from second on
single to left by Johnny Logan
In first' inning of second
game. Covington is shown (up-
per left) going into slide as
Yankee Yogi Berra waits for
'
• ee, e.satir •
eel•Iesseees
throw. Covington crosses
plate (upper right) as bell
takes high bounce forcing Ber-
ra to make a bare-handed
catch (lower 1 e f t). Umpire
Charley Berry calls Covington
safe in lower right. UPI Tele-
photo.
4,
Slinky Palermo Beats Income Tax Rap
PHILADELPHIA, — (UPI) —
The U. S. Court of Appeals freed
fight manager Frank (Blinky) Pa-
lermo of income tax charges in
which the government claimed he
bought a Cadillac instead of pay-
ing his obligations to Uncle Sam.
Palermo had been convicted last
January in federal court willfully
failing to pay federal income tax-
es from 1953 and 1954, and fined
$100 for each year.
The appeals court acquitted him
on the 1953 charge and ordered
a new trial for the 1954 citation,
upholding Palermo's claim that
the lower court had misapplied
standards of willfulness.
The opinion said Palermo in 1953
paid a "substantial" amount to-
ward back taxes. The second count.
'concerning the 1954 taxes, said
the appeals court, should be retir-
ed to determine whether the de-
lay in payment was willful.
The case was first of its kind
in the nation ever to reach an ap-
pellate court. Palermo was n 01
charged with evasion — merely
with making insufficient and tar-
dy payments, while he had money




ELSTON HOWARD. Yankee left
fielder reaches high for ball but
halls to snare fly hit by Braves
eew Bunker for 3-run homer in
first frame of econd World Srr
ies game. Ball I amissI harele
cleared fenee. Howard spreinef
his knee on play and was replaced





CIETY. Jubiltelen for the sec-
ond straight day in Braves
dressing room at Milwaukee
shows Billy Breton and pitcher
Prairie
Lew Rurdette in hero roles.
Bruton got three hits, one a
leadoff homer in first inning,
while Burdette continued his
View And TSU
After 1st Win Saturday
PRAIRIE VIEW, Tex. — Both
Prairie View and Texas Southern
will be looking for their first con
ference win when they meet in
the Cotton Bowl in Dallas Oct. 13.l
The arch rivals in Texas will be:
battling even harder as their hung-1
er for first victory is added to
existing stakes in the big game
The Prairie View Panthers
wound up in a 14-14 deadlock in
their opening loop engagement
with Jackson college and at the
same time TSU's Tigers suffered
a bruising 30-6 loss at the hands
of the Southern Jaguars.
The results put an entirely dif
ferent light on the Southwestern
Conference football ' race with
Monday night's battle looming as
a cinchcr to eliminate one of the
top runners.
In both camps, practice sessions
arc long and hard, with empnasis
on defensive organization. The
Panthers are drilling hard on pass
Haney Hints Of Sweep
M1LM ACKEE — — Fred
Haney dropped his traditional cau-
tion and even slyly hinted at a
Milwaukee sweep Wednesday when
said, "you can't win 'ern all un-
less you win that first one."
The reference, of course. was
-0 his team's 10-inning, 4-3, vie-
ever the Yankees 1 the World
Series opener and from the con-
fident manner in which he spoke,
Haney hinted it was only the be-
ginning,
"It almost sounds like I'm get-
ting a little chesty," the Milwau-
kee manager laughingly told lock-
er room visitor Leo Durocher.
Haney was lavish in his praise
of winne Warren Spahn and also
dwelt on the 10th inning game-win.
ling single delivered by Billy Bru-
'on, whom he inserted as a pinch-
ltter for Andy Petite an inning
"a slier.
"I put Bruton in to hit for Perko
ninth simply because it was
nlav to make," Haney
as I showing slight irritation at,
a writer's question.
mastery over Yanks by win-
ning his fourth straight World
Series game from them, 43-5.
Burdette hit a homer in first
inning also. UPI Telephoto
defense since all of Jackson's
scoring was made by this route.
Both teams will field strcng of-
fensive aggregations led by acme
of the best quarterbacks in the
conference.
At the other end of the room,
Bruton patiently explained bow
he nicked loser Ryne Duren for
the hit that broke up the contest.
"I was looking for a fast ball,"
he said. "Thart all you ever look
for when you hit against Duren.
He came in with one and that's
what I hit."
Bruton hit it well too, the batl
rolling to deep right center field
to score Joe Adcock from second
base. Adcock is anything but a ga-
zelle on the base paths and Spahn
grinningly explained, "just before
Bill came through with this hit,
all of us on the bench agreed it
would take a long smash to score
Joe.'
Spahn took the victory more or
less in stride. There was no war
whoop by the star Milwaukee
southpaw but as soon as he enter-
er; the clubhouse, he made sure
to obtain six cans of heer so that
his teammates could help him cele-
brate.







NEW YORK — (UPI) — Ameri-
can track and field officials are!
drumming up the greatest pro-
gram in history for next year to
help "combat the tremendous
strides made by Iron Curtain coun-
tries."
"And it's high time," added
secretary Dan Ferris of the Na-
tional A. A. U., who is just back
from a tour of European meets.
"They're catching up with us in
events we have dominated for a
long time. We must create new in-
terest in the sport over here or
eventually lag far behind."
So, for next year, those touring
U. S. stars who have competed on
good-will trips abroad for many
a year, will try to create some
good will for themselves here at
home.
"We'll have a rematch with the
Russians at Franklin Field, Phila•
delphia, next July 17-18," said Fer-
ris. "Then Chicago has the Pan-
American games in late August
and September.
"Pittsburgh will stage a huge
meet as part of its Bi-Centenniel
celebration next September and
I've already contacted several Eur-
opean champions who want to com-
pete. Pittsburgh, of course, will
get a big showing of athletes from
the Pan-American games."
Also in the works is a triangu-
lar meet involving the U. S. Russia
and Poland — possibly in Cali-
fornia.
"The Poles have a strong team."
said Ferris, "and they want anoth
er chance at us. If we can get the
Russians to agree to a triangu-
lar meet, that would be a real
show."
In addition, a meet against Scan-
dinavia, scheduled for Los Angeles
this fall, fell through but may be
reinstated for next year.
"If all these things come about,
our 1959 season will surpass the
other big one in .our history —
1932," said Ferris. "That year we
had the Olympics and the U. S.
British Empire Games.
The idea behind a boom track
schedule for 1959, he said, is to
encourage more participation be-
cause "the more we have compet-
ing the better chance we have of
finding the men to stop the Iron
Curtain athletes."
Ferris was mightily impressed
by the arenas at Moscow. War
saw and Budapest where Arnett
can teams competed. He said Eel,'
opean fans are far better inform-
ed on the sport than are Amer'
cans,
"I remember one day in Ath-
ens, when our great shot putter,
Parry O'Brien. walked out on the
field all alone," said Ferris. "There
were 55,000 people in the stands
and every one must have recogniz-
ed our world record holdet. They
gave him an ovation that shooke
the country-side.
"Can you imagine anyone oeer
I here cheering a shot-putter?"
Ted Rhodes Wins
Peoria Tourney
PEORIA, Ill. — Teddy Rhodes,
the smooth-swinging veteran pro-
fessional from St. Louis, regained
the laurels he lost last year when!
he captured the top pro title in
the seventh an-
nual two - day
tournament spon- • •
sored by the Pro- '
gressive Golf
club of Peoria.
Rhodes had a to-
tal of 68-71 139.
Last year Ted-
dy was edged by
Bob Togikawa in




This year Teddy fired a three un-
der par 68 Saturday, finishing two
strokes ahead of Togikawa, pro at
one of the local clubs.
To this subpar performance he
added a par 71 Sunday, while To
'401*
NEW ORLEANS — (UPI) —
Ralph Dimas, flashing his lightning'
fast form of a year ago punched'
at will to hammer out a Arum!.
mous decision over Ray Lancaster
of Philadelphia, in a ten round
welterweight fight here.
Dupas. making his second start
since he mitered the welterweight
ranks last summer, took every
round from the tough hut slow
moving Lancaster on the score-
cards pf the two judges.
The New Orleans favorite failed
to Hoer 
Lancast r.!
etiarest per-riling by Dupes gave
him the best of the s :ehangesi
eancaster who stalked hien
(mein:wily throughout the Ii, at sixi
neinds Dimas. never in treublee
opened a rut over thi tiring Lan-I
•ster's left eye in the se, enthl
round. From that point on it wasi
a question of whether or not
Lancaster could last the ten rounds
Dupes brought the crowd ofl
1250 to their feet in the 10th mond
with a wide-open. two-fisted born-,
bardment of his nearly helpless,
opponent in the middle of rthel
ring. Lancaster drew the crowd's
applause for weathering the bar-
rage on his feet
Weighing in at 141 pounds, Du-
pay appeared faster end in better
shape than in his welterweight
debut against Johnny Gorman.:





NEW YORK — Ernie Banks,
Chicago Cubs, Willie Mays, San
Francisco Giants, and Hank Aarur
Milwaukee Braves, nabbed top
honors in the annual balloting by
major league radio and TV broad-
casters for the 1958 Look An
America Baseball Team,
Hard-hitting Banks, reports the
issue of Look magazine, was vir-
tually a unanimous choice of
broadcasters.
"Strangely, this is the first
time Mays has made the All
America Team, although he Ilai
made the All National League
team on three occasions, espec-
ially since he has enjoseil
stronger seasons than this one."
Aaron, along with Careinalls
Stan Musial, was the only repeat-
er from last year's team.
Look's All America Baseball
Team is as follows:
Hank Aaron, Braves, LF; Willie
Mays, Giants, CF; Jackie Jensen,
Red Sox, RF; Stan Musial Car
dinals, 1B: Nellie Fox, White Sex
2B• Ernie Banks Cribs, SS; Frank
Malzone Red Sox, 3B; Del Cran
dall, Braves,' C; Whitey Ford,
Yankees, P; Bob Turley,Yankees,
P.
Look's All National League:
Team:
Bob Skinner, Pirates, Le.; Wit
lie Mays, Giants, CF; Hank Aaron,
Braves, RF: Stan Musical Cardi-
als, 1B; Bill Mazeroski, Pi-
rates, 2B; Ernie Banks, Cubs, SS; I
Frank Thomas, Pirates, 3B; Dell
Crandall, Braves C; Warre n,
Spahn Braves, P; Ray Semproch.
Phillies, P.
Look's All American League'
Team:
Bob Cerv, Athletics, LF: Mickey,
Mantle, Yankees, CF; Jackie Jen-
sen, Red Sox, RF; Bill Skowron,
Yankees, 18; Nellie Fox, White
Sox, 2B; Luis Aparicio, White Sox,
SS; Farnk Malzone, Red Sox, 3B;
Sherman Lollar, White Sox, C;





NEW YORK — (UPI) — Del
Ennis, once one of the National
League's leading sluggers, was
traded to the Cincinnati Redlegs
by the St. Louis Cardinals in 'a
six-man deal expected to be the
first of several for new manag-
ers Solly Hemus and Mayo Smith.
In addition to Ennis. the lied-
legs got infielder Eddie Kasko and
pitcher Bob Mahe in exchange for
first baseman George Crowe, in-
fielder Alex Grammes and pitch.
er Alen Kellner. It was a straight
GEORGE CROWE
player swap with no cash involv-
ed, said club officials who are
here for the World Series,
In St. Louis, a Cardinals spokes-
man intimated there would be
other deals before the Cards leave
on their Pacific tour /text mono-.
"There are several oil,— t




The Redlegs, generally disap-
pointed in the team's showingehes
year after the club had been
strong contender in 1957, aw ex-
pected to give Smith' the go-ahead
sign if he decides to junk sonic
members of this year's roster fbr
new faces.
Hemus was named the Car.
nets' new matinee on Monday.
the same day thee Smith was
hired by the Recilegs. One of their
first official ects was the negotia-
tion of this deal in conjunction
with General Managers Gabe Paul
of Cincinnati and Bing Devine
St. Louis.
Ennis, a key member of the
Philadelphia Phillies' 1950 "Whiz
Kid" pennant winners and a par-
ticipant in three major league AU.
Star games. slipped noticeably dur-
ing the past season. But Smith
feels he still possesses some of
the right-handed long-ball-hitting
power the Redlegs can use. Smith
managed Ennie on the Phils iii
1955 and 1956.
FREQUENTLY BENCHED
A veteran of 13 National League
seasons, the 33-year old Ennis bat-
ted .261, hit only three homers
and drove in 47 runs for the Cards
during the past season. He was
benched frequently. Last year he
hit .2Fid with 24 home runs and 105
RBI's.
Ennis' best years were with tlfe
Phils for whom he played from
1946 through 1956. His best sea•
son was 1950, when, the Phils wen
gikawa was soaring to 73. Walt er, St. Louis, was second with vyweiget, whose 1{0 at hands of .the pennant. That year he hit .311,
Durable of Peoria, was third with 217, and Cheri Longshaw, Chicago,' Swedish champion In Johan- led the league in RBI's with 116
72-73,145. Van Nims, Chicago, "4. had 218 for third. Bernice Over- son leveret weeks ago has thrown and slammed 31 homers.
, 73-153; Archie Knuckle's. Chicago, street, Chicago, won flight B with' heavyweight situation wide open 1 The acquisition of the 35-year-
74-79-153. Walter Williams, 77' 232; Claudia Rhodes, wife of Ted-. for several pretenders to crown old Crowe permits Heflin to re-
I 77-154. Csehciocangdowi2t4oh . 
as the new manager has said Ii.
and Rita of Floyd Patterson. UPI Telephoto. turn Stan Musial to the outfield,
Charles Tanner, Chicago, won;
would like to do. Like Ennis,
Crowe did not have as good a sea-
son in 1958 as he did in 1957. Al-
though Crewe's average actually
increased from .271 to 275, his
homers dropped off 31 to seven
and his runs-batted-in 92 to SA
during the past two seasons
JUST THROW INS
Grammes, Kasko, Kellner and
Mahe were considered throw iris.
The 31 year old Grammes, used es
HOLLYWOOD — (UPI — Joe a utility infielder, hit only 218 for
Louis, former heavyweight cham- the Redlegs, while 27-year old




eget yes Covington puts
le • alualees into a sock as
he d  to leave County
Stadium for New York for
the man's amateur title with 73
73-146, Billy Washington, Chicago,
was second with 73 78-151. Pete
Jones, St. Louis, was fourth with
77-79-156.
PLECTA CHAMBERS WINS
Plecta Chambers, Chicago, won
flight A with 160, followed by Fred-
die Gordon, Chicago, with lei, and
Bill Hall, Chicago 162. Tommy
Johnson, St. Lobs, won B flight
with 169, with James Paxton, Chi
cage, second with 173, and Frank
Nash. Milwaukee, third on 173
Clarence Lawson, Chicago, caplets
ed flight C with 185 after playoff
with Charles Whiteside of Evan-
ston, III. John Phillips, St. Louis,
was third on 186.
Mrs. Irene Cooper, Peoria, won
the women's championship title
with 197. Mike Saunders, Chicago,
was second with 199, and Terry
Hinton, Peoria, had 210 for third
place. Helen Holland. Evanston,
won flight A with 217. May Walk-
third game n1 Braves-Yankee
World. Series at New York
Covington was a hero in filet
two games won by Braves at
Milwaukee. UPI Telephoto.
EDDIE MACHEN, California hea-
Joe Louis Forms
TV Firm To Film 
Life Story
duction corp. to film a 39-part tele-
vision series depicting his career.
The former champion said he
formed the organization with pub-
lic relations agent Stanley Mcowan
and Allan Berkman. Ile said he
planned to narrate the series.
Basilio-Aragon Bout
:Is Voted Top Fight
LOS ANGELES — (UPI) — The
Souther]; California Boxing writers
association voted the Carmen Ba•
silio - Art Aragon bout "Fight
of the Month" for September.
Resift° stopped the "Golden Boy"
in nine rounds Sept. 5 at Wrig-
ley Field before a record gate of
more than $235,000.
I The scribes also named light.weight contender Cisco Andrade
"Fighter of the Month" for his
knockout of former lightweight
Champion Lairro Sales Sept 13 at
Hollywood Legion Stadium.
SETS up BOUT
SAN FRANCISCO — (UPI, —
Matchmaker Bennie Ford said lhat
bantamweight Leo Espinosa of
the TThilippines had agreed to meet
Mario D'Agata of Italy here in a'
bantamweight elimination bout'
Dec. 8.
er, filled a similar role for t e
Cardinals.
Kellner, a 34-year old left-hanci-
er, wound up the 1958 season with
a combined 7-5 won-lost recad
with the Kansas City A's Id
Redlegs. He had an 0-2 recoed
when the A's shipped him out of
the American League after nide
seasons in the junior circuit ell
with the An.
Mabe. used as both a starter add
reliever by the pitcher-poor Cardi•
nals during the recently complet-
ed season, compiled a lack lustie
3-9 record, He is 28-years-old arid
has vision only in one eye.
The Cards' front office said that
Easko will not accompany the
team to Japan. Ennis and Male
had not planned to make the trip.It was not immediately knoien
whether the three new Cards would
go
Asked whether the newly acquii-ed Redbirds of ( rowe, Grammcii.,and Kellner would make N. trip,a club spokesman said, "We don; 'tnow, We haven't contacted theta
yet "
"As a matter if fart," minitn-lied the spokesman, "there stfli
several other hot deals on the fife
which could change the jester of
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DISCONTINUE THE FAIR? eluded from the Allid-South Fair
An oterheard conversation the from.the standpoint of attendance
other day raised A question pub- And, it has not been publicly es
tidy that's being increasingly dis• tablished that Negroes cannot ex•
cussed In private Negro circle. hibit at the Mid-South Fair, if
hereaohuts. they' have the desire and money
The question is: Should the But according to the second gen-
Tri-State Fair be discontinued? tleman, that's one of the main
From the various points of view facts behind diminished Negro in-
expressed when the subject is men- terest in supporting the Tri-State
tioned it's easy to see that there Farr.
- is s
omething of an issue now exist- Whether what the two gentle-
ing. men said is true or not, as to the
In the aforementioned converse- justification for their position,
lion one man expressed the opinion the fact is pretty genei ally know',
that the Negro sponsored F a i r that there is not as much interest
should be discontinued lie gave as in the Tri-State Fair among Ng
reasons: First, there is less and groes as there used to be.
less interest among Slid-South Ne- One wonders if that's good re,
groes in the annual show. It is now not. The question keeps popping
close to 50 years in operation, up as whether or not the hic-
The man pointed out that fewer gro wants to discard everythltils
and fewer Negroes in the Mid, that is distinctly his Own in the
In language that is as clear as it is posi- The Court said the interpretation of the 
South are actively interested in interest of desegregation. It's a.a 
\farming. 
. - 
Younger Negroes are debatable issue. It is a facet oft
0
 tive, the Supreme Court has re-asserted its 14th Amendment which it laid down in the joining the hordes of those ml- the many-sided cleavages which
constitutional power in the desegregation 1954 decision "is the law of the land,. and grating to the cities and out exist among t h e ranks of Ne-
conflict. Faubus' argument that the Court's Article 6 of the Constitution makes it of of the sectien. Older • Negroes a- -r - groes themselves. It is becoming
opinion is not the law of the land, has been binding effect on the states." not generalTy finding farming as increasing clear that there is a
answered. The Little Rock school board was cred- all-consuming in time and interest rowing division in the ranks of
The Court held that Article 6 makes the ited with trying in "good faith" to obey as it once WAS. Negroes relative to the philoso-
Constitution the "Supreme law of the land." court orders. The court also accepted the The promoters of the, Tri-State
 phy behind the drive for a more
Then it went back to the famed 1803 case school board's argument that the educe- 
sFeithioCols  havefor t o 
exhibits 
depend p r becausetm ari ito' coani integrated status in American sa-
id Marbury Vs. Madison to quote Chief Jus- tional progress of both white and Negro stu- Negro business folk have not seen etY.
tice John Marshall as saying that "it is em- Some Negroes belong to thedents had suffered as a result of conditions fit to support the Fair by ex hi bit•
phatically the province and duty of the jti- at Little Rock. ing their goods and service. . . 
school that—wints to discard all
is." as is traditionally done by busi- 
things Negroid an far as it cornea
dicial department to say what the law But the Justices said the record shows to setting themselves apart from
Faubus knows better, but he is using ig- nest folk in areas where Fairs the mass of Americans in anyindisputably that "the unfortunate and dis-
norance as an ingenuous means of defying are still important. So, the Tri-lressiner sequence of events" were directly manner. This school has led in the
the Court. If a Governor had the authority St F ' d
Published Irmo Thome/se be Me Tel-Steto Ditheditt Publishing Co. inteted as Second
Chili Metter as the Memphis Post Weiss Ma elk 24. 1912, tJailiti Mt of North 2, 11179
SERVING 1.000,000 NEGROES IN THE TRf-STATE AREA
Our Opinions
The Court Asserts Its Power
to nullify a Federal Court order, said the
opinion. "then the fiat of a state Governor
and not the constitution of the United States
would be the supreme law of the land."
"Furthermore," it continued, "every
state legislator and executive and judicial
officer takes an oath to obeY Federal Court
orders resting on this court's considered in-
terpretation of the Constitution."
The Court harked back to its original
ak1954 desegregation ruling which held that
the 14th Amendment forbids states to bar
children from public school on racial
grounds. It recalled that its decision was
unanimous and was reached only after
"most serious consideration."
traceable to attempts by Faubus and the
state legislature to resist integration
The Court has silenced once and for all
the segregationists who have placed pres-
ervation of law and order above constitu-
tional rights. It said, "law and order are
not to be preserved by depriving the Negro
children of their constitutional rights."
There is no escape from this constitu-
tional warrant. Roth Governors Almond of
Virginia and Faubus of Arkansas must eith-
er submit to the majesty of the law, or take
the awful responsibility for destroying their
public schools. The rising tide of public
opinion, even in Dixie, may force them to
recede from the latter alternative.
French Guinea Gains Independence
The new French constitution ushers in saying that true independence in Guinea is
a new era not only for metropolitan France, impossible, as the people are not 
prepared
but as well for French West Africa. What- for it. They argue that the country's
 econ-
ever may be said of Gen. de Gaulle, of his omy is not self-supporting and the 
forces
austere and mystical personality, to him be- of law and order are unlikely to be 
suffi-
longs the credit for giving the French co- cient when the French colonial ad
minis-
lonials the alternative choice of integration trators are withdrawn.
or recession. This is the usual brand of criticism by
Unhesitatingly, the French Guinea made those who wish to sae Africa kept under
Its choice: Independence. In choosing its own permanent subjugation. When is a country
opolitical and economic destiny, this West ready for independence? Guinea was occu-
African segment of the French empire is •med by France in 1890; and until now its
helping to spread farther the fever of na- --wealth has been exploited by the French
tionalism which reached a high point when government for Frenchmen, not to the bene-
the Gold Coast, now Ghana, proclaimed its fit of the native Africans,
independence last year.
Even before the final returns were tabu-
Sekou Toure, is a brilliant, resourceful
lated, a note was handed to Sekou Toure,
native leader who rose from the ranks of the
Guinea's Prime Minister, informing
him African labor movement to unchallenged po-
e
that his country could no longer expect ad-
litical power. He told Gen. d Gaulle last
ministrative or financial aid, 
month that his people preferred "poverty in
Thus, Gen. deGaulle made good his warn-
liberty to wealth in slavery." These people
ing that territories that chose to secede 
want to be their own masters; they don't
from France would do so at their risk and
want to be eternally the "White men's bur-
peril. This policy is easily understood, for de
n."
any other stand might have been constructed 
They are entitled to be free, to have self-
as a signal for a wholesale liquidation 
of rule. It is not a question of their being ready
the French empire 
to assume administrative and economic re-
French Guinea does not need much out- 
sponsibilities. The only legitimate question
side help; with a little diligence its 
econ- should be whether they wish to 
achieve
omy can be made self-supporting. 
This Af- their liberation now or later. The time-table
rican territory is rich in natural resources. 
should be of their own making, and not
especially in bauxite deposits for the menu- dictated t
o by a colonial administrator.
facture of aluminum. Foreign capital, 
in- Let them make mistakes in government.
eluding American, has already been 
corn. Other peoples have made mistakes and sur-
mitted to a total of half a billion dollars 
for vived. So can the people of French Guinea.
*the manufacture of aluminum. In 
the main They can apply for economic aid, for loans
Wthe country is agricultural, with 
bananas a from the International Bank. What is feared
major export. now is that Toure migh
t turn to Egypt or
Already vicious criticisms are being lev- Russia or both for help. If the 
West turns
eled at this genuine African 
effort to lift him down. he will have no other choice.
itself up from the mud and pang of p
ro- For he is devoted to the cause of freedom,
tracted colonialism. The New York Ti
mex and is shouting from all hills of heav
en:
and the New York Herald Tribune are 





"When You Get Married, Let Your Wife Know
8 ... There's No Use Kiddie' Yourself!"
Who's nonetheless have a great respon- American Committee on Africa,




Dear Fditor: The universal
struggle for equality among men
continues in Little Rock, Arkansas
and in Pretoria, South Africa.
Irk the United States those fight-
ing to gain equality are aided by
legal decisions handed down by our
federal courts. In South Africa, en
the other hand, those seeking
equality hay, no recourse to law
since i, is the government itself
which has fostered and enforced an
inhuman credo of segregation and
humiliotidn upon 10 million non-
whites.
But there are always those who
protest, and in South Africa, 91
persons who did, now face charges
of treason in a trial whh began
August 1st. If found guilty they
could be hung. Erwin N. Griswold.
Dean of Haevard Law School, and
the only recognized American ob-
seroer at the trial, wrote ACOA:
',The ten million Africans.
Indians and Coloreds — out of
a total population of less than
13 million — are completely
disfranchised for all praciical
pin-poses. Ye they are told
that any steps they may take,
without violence, to seek chang-
es in the law are not only il-
legal, but are indeed, treason."
Our own problems of desegregs-
on the public schools, rural and
urban, that will still provide ex-
hibits. It is to be noted that there
seems to be less enthusiasm and
schools for the occasion.
The speaker observed further,
that outside the Tri-State Fair Mid-
way ... largely dominated by bar-
becue stands, popcorn machines,
and a few white concession booths
there's not much else to the Na.
gro Fair.
All in all, this man's point of
view was that the Tri-State Fair
has reached the point of diminish-
ing returns in public interest, par-
ticipation. and profits . . . out-
side of a welcome holiday for
school kids and teachers
Of Knott moment was the com-
ment of the second member to the
conversation. He observed that
one reason for the seeming lessee-
ing interest of Negroes in the Tri-
State Fair is the resentment and
Increasing number of colored peo•
ple feel about the whole Fele idea.
There seems to be a mistaken feel-
ing that Negroes a r e excluded
from the IklidSouth (White) Fair
.. that the Tri-State Fair is a con-
cession to segregation.
Of course, Negroes are not ex•
dropping of the word "Negro"
from religious, business, social
and other groups among Negroes.
They insist that the world itself
carries connotations of serega-
lion and isolation.
On the other hand, there is the
group that feels there are enough
worthwhile achievements of Ne.
groes to be deserving of preserv•
ing. They feel the Negro should
remain, maintain, and project the
institutions and developments of
the race which lend it a respectful
distinction. This does not mean
they want seregation on the basis
of denial of deserved rights, priv-
ileges, and immunities as Ameri-
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can citizens. But they don't see A new Negro is being born to.
the sense in denying their identi- day who bears only a physical re-
ty and destroying worthwhile pro- semblance to his brothers of only
iects Ike the Tri-State Fair to a decade ago. This new Negro is
get away from being Negroes. reacting to the deep impact of the
Selah! violent rebellion of the stubborn
white South which is resisting any
No Rush For This Job order.
changes in its segregated social
LONDON — (UPI — An adver- Dr. Alain Locke created qui
te a
lisement in the personal column
of the Times offered "meager 
stir in 1925 when he published his
Pay, fascinating work." It was 
book on "The New Negro" a n d
paid tribute to the Negro artists,
seeking a choirmaster for Worm- writers and the talented folk
wood Scrubs Prison, among us who were beginning to
ENOC P. WATERS, JR.
Adventures
In Race Relations
The theory, which as a chile,
I heard the Quakers express on
race relations has always ap-
pealed to me as being very
sound and the experience of a
young woman recently coetirms
it.
The American Friends Serv-
ice Committee, the social arm
of the Friends church (the
Quakers) has always had a deep
interest in race relations.
They operated on the theory
that once people of different
races got to know each other,
fears, suspicions and doubts
about each other would disap-
pear in the discovery that pea.
ple have more in common as
human beings than they have
differences as members of dif-
ferent racial or religious
groups.
Most of the racial problems
that annoy, humiliate and di-
ve the attention of our govern-
ment from mere important is-
sees will disappear with schwa
regation iq South Africa because
of its adverne effect on the whole
of the African continent and upon
the world.
The American Committee on Af-
rica has been one of the chief or-
ganizations actively helping the vic-
tims of the racist South African
government policy. Through its
South Africa Defense Fund ACOA
has sent over $35.000 to aid the de-
fendants and their families. The
Committee's Declaration of Con-
s nence — a proles against segre-
gation — was launched in Decem-
ber, 1957, and called world atten-
tion to the tragedy of South Afri-
ca's racial practices. The Declara-
tion was Aped by such famed hu-
manitarians as Trygve Lie, Ber-
trand Russell, Eleanor Roosevelt.
Alan Paton and more than 100 oth-
er world leaders from more than
40 countries.
The struggle must continue
against the forces of segregation: it
cannot be lost in South Africa as
It must not be lost here. Freedom
and human dignity have in our
time become costly things. Will
you give as generously as you can
no that we ca • continue with our
Defense efforts and in other ways
support our friends in South Afri-
ca? We hope you will join us by
sending your contribution today.
lion are immense, but Am•ricans DONALD HARRINGTON
integration.
To be sure, there will be
some disturbing incidents dur-
ing the initial period of adjust-
ment to a new social order, but
these will quickly disappear as
the children themselves begin to
realize that the differences in
race are mostly superficial.
A young Negro woman clerk
working for one of the federal
agenetes located in Chicago took
and passed the secretaries ex-
amination.
There was some apprehension
on the part of some of t ii e
higher officials about assigning
her as secretary to one of the
white men who had been smug.
tomed to white secretaries.
Finally after some delay dur-
ing which the young woman
threatened to take up the mat-
ter with higher officials, a h e
was given her rightful assign-
ment.
The man to whom she was as-
signed made no secret of his
dislike for having to be so close-
ly associated with a Negro. But
there was nothing he could de to
change matters.
To show his contempt of her.
he spoke to her only when It,
was forced to. He answered his
own phone, gave many of h i a
letters to white clerks and just
ignored her presence.
She accepted the challenge by
carrying out her duties wit h
efficiency and dispatch. She
made no complaint about his
treatment of her.
But gradually almost without
his knowing it, she began to as-
some more and more responsi-
bility around the office and alt-
er about nine heart-breaking
months for her, he finally sur-
rendered.
"I'm ashamed of myself" he
(old her. "I didn't want you in
this office at first. Now you are
iudispensable to me. I'm
afraid," he confessed. "that had
I been you, I coulthet have been
so gracious, arid that would
have been tragic because we
would never have gotten togeth-
"He is basically a fine man,"
she told me, "that's why I knew
I could win him over. It must
have taken a lot of courage for
hint to apologire to me. Now
even his wife and I have or
casional telephone.chata, sad in
addition to my regular work he
entrunts me with a lot of h I a
personal aiLsirs."
win national recognition. Locke' s
new Negro was, however, primar-
ily a representative of what Dr.
Dubois once called the ''talented
tenth."
The new Negro today, however,
is a mass man, including all stra-
ta of Negro life, the proud and
humble and the rich and the poor.
He has a new spirit and as Dr.
Martin Luther King has pointed
out, he is looking at himself in
a new light, developing a new
sense of values.
The temper and thinking of this
new Negro have been made mani-
fest in such mass moveinents as
the current Tueliegee boycott and
the Montgomery bus boycott of
not long ago. The myth thzt Ne-
groes cannot "stick together" to
achieve an objective has been ex-
ploded for all time.
Last week I heard the Rev.
Ralph Albernathy of Montgom-
ery, who is an associate of Dr.
Martin Luther King, get ringing
applause from a Chicago audience
when he urged Negroes to be
ready to suffer and fill all he
jails, if need be, in the struggle
for freedom. You can take it
from me that when Negro leaders
and their followers begin to show
no fear of being jailed for their
civil rights efforts, we have some
new Negroes indeed.
The magnificent stand of South.
ern Negroes in the crisis which
has developed since the 1954 Su-
preme Court decision has intim
enced the Northern Negro who
has enjoyed comparative freedom
in many areas of life. The new
middle class, which Dr. E. Frank.
lin Frazier blasted in his book,
be-
gum 
"The Black Bourgeoise," has -
 to change. The bond between
the Negro in Mississippi and his
brother in New York is stronger
today than at any time in our his-
tory. The growing concern over
civil rights has aroused colored
citizens of every class and cordi-
lion and in every corner of Ameri-
ca .
The Negro le being challenged
In this crisis and he is going to
accept this challenge. Thanks to
Governor Faubus and all his
friends in America, the race is
moving toward maturity, deter-
mined at last to embark serious-
ly upon a come that will lead
to first-class citirenship.
Two incidents last week, one in
Chicago and the other in Detroit,
help to strengthen my conviction
on this point. Neither was perhaps
too important by itself but both
fitted into a pattern of develop-
ments which has become wide-
spread.
In Chicago I read an appeal
by Walter Lowe addressed to the
presidents of the three clubs, all
over 35 years old and all wholly
social in nature. Ile asked t h e
clubs, the Royal Coterie of Snakes,
the Assembly Club and the Forty
Club, to forego ''the usual holiday
dances for one join be n e fit
dance," the proceeds of which
would go to the NAACP.
He stated: "Surely, at this cru-
cial period these organizations will
be willing to consider, just for
one night, dancing for fun and
freedom, rather than just f o r
fun."
In Detroit last Saturday I ob-
served a meeting of business and
professional men who wire map-
ping out a budget and a campaign
for the re-election of Judge Dav-
enport. The manner in which they
proceeded and their willingness to
put several thousands of dollars
in cash, without any fanfare or
breast beating, and without any
concern for their political differ-
ences, impressed me deeply. It
was strictly business and they
were determined to hold up the
hand of a good man, one of their
number who has achieved distinc-
tion.
Such examples as I have given
can be multiplied ten-fold in al-
most every city in Americi to-
day. I am impressed also by the
fact that for the most part this
new Negro is not no ,much anti-
white as he is pro-Negro or pro.
American. He is not building his
philosophy on hatred or any nega-
tive principle.
He does not need to because I
do not believe that any group
in history has ever been more con-
vinced of the righteous of its
cause. The new Negro believes






on his side. This deep conviction
gives him positive strength and
fortitude.
If I were to oak what force or
element triggered this change and
led to the birth of the new Negro
of today. I would say it lies bnsi-
celly in the loss of fear. For cen-
turies Negroes have lived in t It e
shadow of fear of the American
white man. The wars and the de-
pressions and the world-wide so,
curl upheavals of our time have
helped to destroy the myth of
white supremacy. Now this new
Negro is no longer afraid.
LANGSTON HUGHES
Week By Week
do not know why so many
young folks these days and times
do not like the Eilues." said Sim-
ple. "They like Rock and Roll,
and Rock and Roll ain't nnthing,
but a whole lot of Blues witt,
sometimes a somewhat more
Boogie beat mixed in, and may-
be not so much repenting of the
words Rock and Roll is seventh-
two and one half per cem Blues."
"It often sdunds like Blties to
me," I said.
"Butit don't have so many dif-
ferent kinds of expreasions as does
the Blues," said Simple. "The
Blues can be real sad, else real
mad, else real glad, and funny,
too, all at the same time. I ought
to know.
"Me I growed up with t h e
Blues. Facts is, I hesrd so many
Blues when I were a child until
my shadow was blue. And when
I were a young man, left Virgin-
ia and runned away to Baltimore,
behind me come the shadow of
the blues.'
"You are just seeped in t h e
Nan."I said.
Simple's Shadow, The, Blues
"Oh, if I was a singer man, I
could sing me some Blues," said
Simple. "But I never was much
on voice. Still and yet I can hol-
ler. Hey, now,
The 'Hues ain't nothing
But a good woman on your mind
I says Blues ain't nothing
But a good woman on your mind
Ain't no more potatoes
IThen frost done killed the vine.
If you see ( orinna
Tell her to hurry home.
See Corinna, tell her to
Come on home.
Simple ain't had no loving
Since that girl been gone.
Mean old Blues, please,
Do not come my way.
Blues, Blues. Blues, please,
De met come my way.
Ginime somthing else, Lord.
Besides the Blues all day!
"Do you remember that one,
which is a real old Blues?" asked
Simple.
"Caledonia sounds something
like )t." I said.
"Sure do." said Simple, "Cor-
inne and Caledonia must have
been related. So many Blues is
about womens.
Did you ever see a
One-eyed woman cry?
Did you ever see
A one-eyed woman try?
She can cry so good
Out of that one old eye.




Can't no little bitty woman
Make no fool of me,
Go get my black horse
And saddle up my gray mare.
Get nty black bone,
Saddle up my gray mare.
I know there's a good woman
In this wide world somewbere.
And from there you go into the
lonesome Blues. But not all
Blues is sad at all, especially
when your love life is O.K., like
Old Blind Lemmon used to sing:
I got so many womens I
Cannot call they name.
So many womens I
Cannot call they name.
Some of them is cross-eyed
But they ass me just the same.
J11111111'
You may just be asking for
trouble.
The FBI reports that two out of
five thumbs raised to beg a ride
have prints which are on f i I e
with the police.
True, most hitchhikers don't in-
tend to do the motorist harm, but
enough criminals use this method
of finding a victim to make
picking up a stranger not worth
the risk
Even if the hitchhiker just
wants a ride — and not your
money or your car—yoc're
opening the door to trouble if you
pick him up.
In many cases. Good Samaritan
motorists have been sued heavily
by hiking passengers who have
been injured in an accident This
is really adding insult to injury.
Twenty-two states now have
laws which forbid "standing in
the roadway for the purpose of
soliciting a ride."
But these laws don't really pro-
tect the motoi ist. In fact, they
are traffic safety measures; in
all but two states it is legal to
hitchhike from the sidewalk or
the shoulder of the road.
However, in the state of Wash-
ington, the hitchhiker and the
driver that picks him up braak
the law.
'-Even if it's legal — don't
take a chance. Don't pick up hitch
hikers," says Miss Lane.
Scheduled for Oct. 10-12 at
George Williams College Camp,
Williams Bay, Lake Geneva, Wis-
consin, its the eighth annual In-
tercollegiate Conference on Human
Relations.
"Out of Plurality Unity" is the
1958 Conference theme.
Student leaders from 20 Chicago
and northern Illinois colleges will
explore problems of intergroup re-
lations, seek better understanding
of other groups and other view-
points and devise plans to trans-
late democratic principles into
campus and community living.
INTERRACIAL
All races, religions and nation-
ality backgrounds will be repre-
sented among the students attend-
ing.
A talk on "Saints and Sinners
I I
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Dear Mme. Chante: I am a
young man, 40 years old who
wishes to correspond with an af-
fectionate, sincere young lady
between 28 and 43, weighing be-
tween 120 anti 165 lbs., 5 feet,
a inches to 5 feet, 10 inches tall.
She must be intelligent, but not
necessarily beautiful. Race, creed
or color does not matter. I am
more interested in finding a lady
with understanding and some-
one who wishes romance a n d
marriage. She must be someone
who is willing to help her hus-
band in every way to gal ahead
so that they can have something
in life. I want an honest woman
who wants only one man. I am
5 feet, 10 inches tall. weigh 185
lbs., clean and neat, nice physi-
que, dark brownskin and brown
eyes. I drink very little, d lit
smoke or gamble. Anyone sincere-
ly interested in marriage please
write enclosing photo in first let-
ter. Russell Phillips, 1037-B Eclip-
se Ave., Beloit 1, Wis.
• • •
Dear Mme, Chante: I am a
young man of 24 who would like
very much to meet a nice young
lady between the ages of 18 and
24. I am 4 feet, 101/2 inches tall,
Students At Conference To Probe Ways
Of Building Brotherhood On Campus
Desire to build brotherhood on
their own campuses will draw
more than 60 Illinois college stu-
dents to a special weekend con-
ference sponsored by the National




'5You are as generous as the
next person, and your sympa-
thy is aroused by the sight of a
lonely hitchhiker But my harden-
ed advice to you is don't pick
him up." says Carol Lane, wom-
an's travel director of the Shell National and Sectional" by Dr.
Oil company. a Gordon Lovejoy, national program
consultant of NCCJ, a member of
the faculty of Guilford College,
Asheville, N. C., and a nationally
known expert in human relations,
will open the program Friday
evening.
In a special "Youth Speaks for
Brotherhood' program Saturday
morning, students of various back-
grounds will tell their own experi-
ences in relationships with other
groups.
Students themselves will plan the
rest of the program. Informal
"buzz sessions" will bring out
problems they wish to explore in
late Saturday and Sunday sessions.
EDWIN C. BERRY
Experts in the field of human
relations will serve as conference
consultants They include Edwin
C. Berry, Chicago Urban League:
Walter Ducey and Rachel Ridley,
Chicago Commission on Human
Relations; Nissen Gross. Anti- De-
famation League of B'nai B'rith;
Albert L. Nellum, Chicago Catholic
Interracial Council. and NCCJ
staff members.
Student committee members
who have helped plan the confer
ence are Mary Counsell, National
College of Education; Richard
Hamilton. Northwestern univers-
ity; Joan Jakunas, Chicago Teach-
ers College — Main: Sheila Kelly,
Mundelein college; Diana Morton
Mundelein college.
Robert Perrey. Roosevelt uni-
versity; Sarah Poster, National
College of Education; Willimenthra loge of Sacred Heart; and Jay Sil-
Reed, Mundelein college; George berman, Northwestern university.
Edgar Riddick, University of Chi- Faculty planning committee
cagci; Nancy Ritchie, Barat col- members are Paul Hanchett, Wil-
•asatara
HISTORIC OAKLAND CHAP-
EL — An Alcorn A X M col-
lege shrine can be seen in
above picture. College has
launched a $1.1 million build-
ing program which includes a
son Junior college; Grace Jaffe,
Barat College of Sacred Heart;
and Avis Moore, National
of Education.
weigh 150 lbs., tight brown com-
plexion. black hair and eyes. I
would like for her to weigh be-
tween 120-130 lbs., and around 5
feet, 5 inches tall. Would prefer
Chicago girl. Samuel Harris, jr.,
8641 S. Wabash, Chicago, 19, Ill.
Dear Mine, Chante: I am inter-
ested in meeting a woman who
wants comfort companionship
and all the attributes of a happy
marriage. Age or color does
not matter. I am 5 feet, 4 inches
tall, 165 lbs., brownskin, a work-
ing man, broadminded and un-
derstanding. If 3•ou have chil-
dren it does not matter. I am sin-
gle and free to marry. Although I
am single, I live a clean, decent
life and I'm not looking for a
glamour girl — just an old fash-
ioned, kind-hearted, decent wom-
an. One I can love and appre-
ciate. I only ask sincerity in her
intentions. Please send photo. Mr.
Waiting, Box 16103, Cleveland, 0.,
,• • •
Dear Mme, Chante: I am a very
lonely woman who would like to
meet a lonely man 32 or over.
My husband !passed away three
years ago. I have a 13 year old
daughter. I'm 5 feet, 8 inches tall,
medium build, pleasant personal-
ity. All letters will be answered.
Will also exchange photos. Emma
Williams, 1801 Minnesota, Wichi-
ta, Kans.
• . *
Dear Mme, Chante: I am a
young woman looking for a nice
intelligent man over 30 to become
acquainted with. I would like to
marry if I find someone and thc
feeling is mutual. I am a work-
College ing woman with a pleasing per-
sonality. I believe only in right
doings and anyone who doesn't,
need not write. Isabelle Wheeler,
26 Sawyer ave., La Grange, Ill.
• •
Dear Mme. Chante: I hope you
will help me as you have others.
I am lonely and would like to
correspond with a good Christian
gentleman. I am a Christian lady.
He must not drink. Would like for
him to be between 55 and 65, in
good health and a resident of
Cleveland, or Detroft. I am 55,
light brownskin, weigh 1(l5 lbs., 5
feet, 4 inches tall. I am consid-
ered nice looking. Rubie Reed,
2933 Caniff, General Delivery
Hamtramek, Mich,
gymnasium, now under clat•
struction, a trades building, a
library and some cottages for
teachers.
• • r
Dear Mine, Chante: I am ala
very lonely lady and would like
very much to have pen pals I Mrs. Samaan Mrs. Samaan did
am 30, 5 feet, 7 inches tall, weigh her undergraduate work at North-
138 lbs., complexion, brown. They western University, Evanston, Ill.,
say I am good-looking. My h o b- receiving a B.SC degree in so.
hies are reading and writing. Will ciology and received the masters
answer all letters and exchange degree in psychology from New
photos. Evelyn Williams, 1225 My- York University. She has a 1 s o
r 
• « • 
done other graduate work attle St., Blytheville, Ark. ' 
Teachers College, Columbia Uni-
Dear Mme. Chante: I h ave versity and City College of New
heard how you have helped oth- York.
era find true love and compan-
ionship. So I write you with hope,
A member of the faculties of
that through your column, I can 
eadt utcah etion, and arts and sciences
American University a
be helped. I am 33, 5 feet, 11
inches tall, weigh 174 lbs., medi- 
Cairo for the past four years, Mrs.
t
urn brownskin. I have a geed job, 
Samaan was also a supervisor of
counselors and consulting psycho-
my hobbies are reading, televis-
! smoke a little, seldom drink. 
logist at the Psychological Clinic
ion, movies and all other sports.
I am interested in meeting 
a Catairtoft e American University in
young lady between the ages of
write if not sincere. I promise to
something in life. Please do not Ff-fold Program
23 and 30, of average weight—
one who is interested in having
answer all letters, R. E. Lover, 
or Garfield
co- Espie Thomas, 213 Spring St., A
Buffalo, N. Y.
. • •
KANSAS CITY, Kan. — An ap-
to meet a young lady in the city
Dear Mme. Chante: I would like
of Chicago or near by between 
predation program for Garfield A.
the ages of 18 and 25 who is in- 
Curry. trustee and treasurer of
t 
the First Baptist church for more
erested in marrying in the near h Sun-
future. I am 25, 6 feet tall, dark 
tdaayn 40 years, will be held on 
Oct. 12.
brownskin, weigh 150 lbs. Mr. Ed- Curry became a member of the
die Lee Smith, Stately Hoteif6150 First Baptist church in 1914 and
eGareoen3lo 
Ill. to 
Room 311, Chi- has rendered continuous serviceg
the present day.
As a teacher in the Sumner high
Pcal-tl.co eePre F. Dooci le 
ATIENTIOW SHOPPERShot. nut -wet •tou'cte
-11AROU6H *IV 'OUR SNOPPiNG CART, GIVE ti A
WIL.E SNOW 10 ONE SIDE So THE NEXT
1/4---Z_S_L__ctOPPER cAN 6E1 OUT.
Wins Teacher's
Job After 13 Yrs.
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. — r o m
school maid to school teacher in




Senator Douglas To Speak At Fete Honoring Kennedy
BOSTON — The Massachusetts
Citizens' Committee for Minority
Rights announced last week that
United States Senator Paul H
Douglas, Democrat of Illinois, will
be the principal speaker at a din-
ner honoring United States Sen.
John F. Kennedy. Democrat of
Tdassachusettts, in Boston. Satur
day, Oct. 18.
The announcement was made by
Herbert Tucker. chairman of the
Committee. Tucker said that the
dinner honoring Sen. Kennedy will
be staged at the Statler-Hilton
Hotel at 8 p.m. on October 18th
Tucker said: 'Senator Dmielas,
a native of Massachusetts and one
of the great liberal voices of our
time, will discuss the continuing
American scientists have lo-
cated the South Pole within a
probable error of 100 feet in any
direction. It is not possible to set
the exact spot for the North Pole
state It is located on drifting ice
battle to extend
all Americans.
civil liberties to Douglas. a close personal friend
and legislative colleague of Ken-
nedy's, also will document the con-
SENATOR DOUGLAS
all Americans. We also are great- will take time out from his busy
ly honored that Senator Douglas schedule to discuss with us the
firming need for social and econ-
omic legislation to advance and
protect the welfare of individuals
in all walks of life."
Tucker also said that the Mass-
achusetts Citizens' Committee for
Minority Rights will present to
Kennedy a citation honoring his
eontribuition to the cause a hu-
man welfare.
The Committee chairman ex-
plained that prominent leaders of
government, labor, religion and
business will attend the dinner,
at which at least 600 guests are ex-
pected.
Tucker said: "We regard it as
a great privilege to be able to
honor our own United States Sen
attar. John F. Kennedy, who has
fought ceaselessly in Congress for
the past 12 years to raise the




HAMPTON, VA. — Mrs. Sadek
Samaan, Darien, Conn., has been
appointed professor of psychology
at Hampton Institute, according




zen, M r s Sa•
mann is the wife
of Dr. Sadek H.
Samaan, an






school of Latin, Greek and history.
Curry's influence was felt by his
students who were inspired by him
to develope the potentialities with-
in them to the htghest degree.
He was active in the organiza-
tion of the Kansas City, Kansas
issues of the branch of the NAACP, in which he
still holds membership,
one of Birmingham's most ambiti-
ous citizens.
The heroine of this Horatio Al-
ger story is Mrs. Lillie Mae
Moore who 20 years ago was grad-
uated from high school in Fair-
field, Ala.
From that time until Sept. 1958,
her principal aim was to teach.
However, during that score of
years she reared a family, work-
ed for 13 years as a maid at
Davis school and attended night
school, summer and winter from
1947-1955.
SUMMER GRAD
Mrs. Moore than enrolled In Ala-
bama State college from which
she was graduated in August,
1958, receiving the bachelor's de-
gree.
However, mere graduation did
not see the realization of all her
dreams for she was not appointed
a teacher immediately after ap-
plying with the Birmingham
school system.
It was not until after Mrs.
Moore had returned to her job
as maid at Davis school that her
appointment came through. Thus,
one day she was a school maid
and the next a teacher, assigned
to Lewis school.
Along with her new status
went an increase in salary from
$80 a month to $333 a month.
DREAM COME TRUE
But more important to M r s.
Moore is the realization of a long
dream and an opportunity to de
the thing she wanted most.
The new teacher, who ha a sev-
eral sisters living in Chicago,
says: "I love children and they
love me."
Her Chicago relatives are Mrs.
Marjorie Harmon of 427 E. Bow-
en ave.; Mesdames Edna Wans-
ley, Bessie Jones, Louise John-
son and Oranetta Reed.
While serving as a maid at
Davis school Mrs. Moore, the mo-
ther of two children, headed the
PTA at the school. She came from
a family of several girls and three
boys, all of whom are living.
Hold Dinner For
Liberian Consul
NEW YORK — David Meserve
Thomas newly appointed counsul-
general of .Liberia to the United
States, will be given a testimonial
dinn•r-dance on October 31st at
the Belmont Plaza hotel.
Eminent-diplomats, civic and po-
litical leaders, foreign students and
man, other officials and friends
are expected to pay tribute to a
statesman whose career has been
filled with leadership in religious,
ed. aational and fraternal activi-
ties.
Representative Adam Clayton

































































Alphas' 'Beaux Arts Ball' Combines Glamor With Gaiety And Drama
• ARABIAN MAIDEN Dorothy A. V. Law (photo above) petitions Ma-
harajah Alfonzo Collins as Sheik Charles H. Washington looks off dis-
dainfully. Photo right: Police Lieutenant Fred Russell, a judge, prepares
to shackle Bettye Jane Everett and Jackie Ormes, another judge, as Isaac
Sutton, also one of the judges, trains his camera on the byplay. Marion
B. Campfield and Bettye Lightsy, the othr judges, were not pres-
ent when photo was made. (Center photo courtesy Vincent Tubbs; others
by Lyles).
• THE WINDY CITrs socialite circles are 801 finding
the recent "Beaux Arts Ball" given by Xi Lambda and
Theta chapters of Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity "gala
conversation" among the fashionable set. The cream
filling for the dazzling party-eclair transformed the
Parkway ballroom into storybook land as guests, mag-
nificently and ingenuously costumed, danced after a pink
charppagne party 'at the Alpha House, 4482 South Park-
way and then returned there for early morning breakfast.
Defender Photographer Cleo Lyles caught the gayety at
the pink champagne party as revellers struck clever
poses forhis camera-lens. Top photo left: Mr. and Mrs.
William Whitfield in authentic Chinese garb.
• 
FLAPPER JANE 
ARTERRERY (top right) tuna
her wiles on Paul J. Ring jr., Theta chapter Preside
am the famed clown, Emmet Kelly. Center photo: Prize
winning 
costumes are worn (from left) by best 
dressed




man and his lady. Edward, Li
Spear* as a 
schoolboy front
Little Rock, Ark., 
unanimous choice as "moat *
contume; Regional 
Director, J. Herbert Ring 
(centerr
holds trophy he 














• 'kneed by children as they wend ! rhinestone buckled bows . . . pub-
their way down the Fairground' lie relations expert Erma Laws
'midway with its wafting aromas' chose a vivid orange and yellow
Of barbecue . . . hot dogs and , print white satin — the modified
'Mustard ... cries of barkers . .1 chemise-sheath featuring a yellow
'sticky candy cotton, . . candied
apples et al — and the joy of
'lneeting and greeting old friends
"amid hustle and bustle of the
barvezt activity which ensnares
"even the worst cynic.
..' Perennial faces seen this year
Included Tennessee State's Dr.
Mary Clay Pinkston, William Har-
per, and making their first appear- Throughout the lovely party
,once —Mississippi Vocational Col- which started early and last-
lege's Burnet Coulon, the school's ed til late . . . favorite spots for
-Witector of Public Relations. Paul intimate gatherings of guests were
in the club rooms and the up-stairs
bar which dispensed tasty cocktail
fare.
Among members and guests pre-
too numerous to mention, sent were Edward and Juanita
! All this led up to a very gay Lewis, Zerna and Jake Peacock,
and full social week end and the Melvin Conley, Charles Tarpley
return of summer-like weatherlastland Geraldine Anderson, Gerald-
Stuaday. I me Pope and Clifton Stockton,
• • • 'Orlando Vaughn, Hal and Delores
• ••1-UsG s HONOR NEW MEMBERS Yewis. William Little. Robert and
'Twas a scintillating cocktail Ruth Lewis. Dr. W. 0. (Oscar) I
Speight and wife. Jewel, Dr. A. E.
Horne. Social Scribes Rubye Gadi•
son and Jewel Gentry, the latter
escorted by Smith Fleming who
has now headed back to Atlanta,
Ga., for a new assignment in the
Scott Newspaper Syndicate . . .
have assisted in the mechanics of Horace and Sarah Chandler, Alma
promoting their now famed Chart- and Phil Booth, C. C. and Helen!
ty Balls which have supported the Sawyer. Utillus Phillips, jr., Rest.
transportation costs of Negro chil- nald Morris, Henry Collins. Emo-
dren to the Les Passee Center gene Wilson. the A. A. Lettings,
' 
for cerebral palsied children. Dr. Fred and Margaret Rivers,
4"Receiving much attention was William Little, Robert and Jean!
the handsome scrapbook of the Yarbrough, John Gordon. Joe
Organization which graphically and Carr. Harry and Modean Thomp-1
-holistically told the story of the son, James and Rose McKensie,
him of the J-U-G's and their emer.' Charles Fields, Helen and Longino
Cooke. Leonard and Wilmer Camp-
bell, Tom Hayes, Bill Nabors, C.
lgence in the forefront of Memphis
itociety with outstanding civic -nn.
ribntions made in an area of dig- C. and Helen Sawyer, Velma Lois
'reef community need. Jones, Marie Bradford, Josephine
and Hal Bridges, Erma Laws .
Burnell Coultm, Miss. Vocation col-
lege's publicity director .. and
10 TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Sat., Oct. 11, 1958
Nippy Fall-like weather ushered
"In the 1958 Tri-State Fair last
'Week end, and as with all Fairs
one gets carried away with nos-
- talgia over the eagerness exper-
striking red peau de sole dress
which set off her delicate coloring
. . . pert Josephine Bridges in
stunning royal blue satin — the
bell-skirted dress highlighted with
V. Collins — in town to scout the
Lane college vs M. I. College foot-
ball game of last Saturday
night . . . and hosts of others
• party last Saturday night_at Top
Hat and Tails Club house . .
given by those charming and ener-
getic members of the .1-17-G's
honoring their new members. Ger-
aldine Anderson and Helen Cooke,
and some of their friends who
.1 -Among those perusing the
'contents thoroughly, reliving their
' inture In seeking past 'Living
Ads' pictured in their glittering others who thoroughly enjoyed a
stumes—representing the cream lovely lovey party.
of local sub-debs each year were
William F. (Bill) Nabors .. whose
Miss Coca Cola as alawys corner-
chiffon vii overbloused back. De-
lores Lewis was chic in black
with a daring deep back accented
with a stunning red rose. Modean
Thompson's gray cocktail ensem-
ble was also eyecatching while
Gwen Nash chose lovely blue, and
Sarah Chandler's dress was a
lovely muted green.
000
SUNDAY DOWN IN MEMPHIS
Two outstanding Women's Day
ed a major share of the spotlight programs were held last Sunday,.
if each hall . . . C. C. Sawyer, both featuring outstanding person-
who recalled the oh so favorable ages.
comment heard anent the strikinr At Olivet Baptist church. Miss
,Orf,ginal costumes which have de, Lucy E. Campbell, retired veteran
pictured his realty company. . teacher wose electrifying person-
7,ainct suave and debonair Reginald ability has _moulded the lives of
Morris, Le Moyne college's art thousands of B. T. Washington
mentor, who has been responsible graduates and who is an active
for the designs and execution of and outstanding contributor in the
the exotic costumes and their elab. fields and poetry and church mu-
Mate headdresses. sic ..addressed a large assemb-
,The J-U-G's were hostesses par lages o (people to hear her dyne-
.excellent . . . and a colorful and mic and challenging address.
.be,autiful picture in stunning cock., Miss Campbell was honored with
tail dresses. Honorees Gerry An. a lovely reception given by the
.derson and Helen Cooke were love- ladies of Olivet church the pre-
ly contrasts — Gerry in a sophist'. vious night at the beautiful home
•eated red and Helen in pale blue, of Mr. and Mrs. Reggie Blackmon
.Prexy Velma Lois Jones cut a at 283 West Fay ave.
sophisticated swath in a striking At Avery AME church Mrs.
oyster-white brocade dress and Edna Douglas. national president
matching full cocktail coat . . .1 of Sigma Gamma Rho sorority
Demure Marie Bradford chose Aland recent recipient of a Lions
ALPHA GAMMA CHAPTER







for the Scholarship Fund
and Family Welfare
S•• th• latest fashions for to.,. and
women around this world.
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 12, Mt
Ellis Auditorium II:30 P.M.
EBONY', most beautiful models will
feature all the new looks from Paris
and Rome.
POE INFORMATION CALL:
Mrs. V. A. Smith, Jr.





TO APPEAR HERE — The
Ebony Fashion Fair will be
riding into Memphis at the
Ellis auditorium Oct. 12. The
fair is presented by the Mem-
phis Alumni Chapter of the
Delta Sigma Theta sorority.
The lovely models pictured
SY!
above are only a portion of
the fashions and models to be
shown in the 90minute pro-
duction. The show will lea-
ture the latest fashion designs
from Paris, Rome and Ameri-
can designers. The perform-
ance will benefit the sorority's
CME MINSTERS' WIVES
As the fall season approached,
local CME MINISTERS' WIVES
SOCIAL CLUB held its first meet-
ing during the last daya of Sep-
tember, at the residence of Mrs.
W. H. Taylor, 2347 Saratoga ave.,
where Mrs. J. C. Martin, the
group's president, was present af-
ter a recent illness ... and mem-
Oil Scholarship the first t o be
won by a Negro teacher, w a
Women's Day speaker for another
large audience.
The same afternoon, Le Moyne
college alumni held a reception in
honor of the school's new faculty
additions which drew scores of
students, old-grads and friends of
the historic community college.
Missing was Dr. Hollis Price, who
was in New York to attend a
meeting of the United Negro Col-
lege Fund.
CHIT CHAT
The great republic of Texas was
the mecca for several Memphians
recently . . . and a colorful card
from Mrs. Marian Johns during
her month long vacation in Hous-
ton and environs proclaimed that
she "believed the 'Fountain of
Youth' is located there .. and
she was having one grand time
deep sea fishing and attending a
never-ending round of parties."
Word reaches us too. that Mr.
and Mrs" J. A. Beauchamp are
vacationing in the great metropolis
of Houston also, visiting members
of the well.known Beauchamp clan
We were terribly sorry to learn
of the sudden serious illness of
Mrs. Nellie Humes who was rush-
ed to E. H. Crump hospital last
Saturday night and had to under-
go emergency surgery. We hope
that she will goon be well again
and relieve her legion friends of
anxiety over her misfortune.
And . . . come Sunday night. .
jashion-conscious Memphians will
be on hand at Ellis auditorium's
Music Hall to see the Delta Sigma
Theta sponsored "Ebony Fashion
Fair" which is currently receiving
rave notices from the spots it has
appeared on its tour of the 30
• • •
Mrs. Helen White West made a
flying trip via American Airlines
to -Brooklyn, N. Y.. to attend
the funeral of her aunt, Mrs. T. J.
Goodall wife of Rev. T. J. Good-
all, prominent pastor of Bethany
Baptist church of that city. Mrs.
Goodall, a native Memphian, was
the sister of Rev. John White.
Mrs. Alma Nichols and Mrs. Han-
ah Flagg.
• • .
The Delta Mothers met at the
lovely South Parkway home of
Mrs. Douglas, mother of Delta Mrs.
Gladys Martin Greene, the last
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berg were exceedingly happy to
I have the charming and gracious
lady in their midst again . . . and
:she relinquished her usual role of
I presiding to the vice president,
Mrs. E. L. Strong.
'IMrs. Taylor was assisted in serv-
ing by her daughter, Mrs. L. A.
Slaughter . . : and after an inter-
esting meeting, they parted, look-
ing forward to the next session
with Mesdames W. A. Johnson
and Massey as co-hostesses.
SAN PAREILS
TI1E SANS PAREIL club held
its regualr meeting at the home of
its popular president, Mrs. Myrtle
Collins Burwell of 173 West Hol-
land one of our town's
lovely homes — with its unusually
vast collection of rare china crys-
tal and flatware — both gold and
silver . .. and again — this ener-
getic group of clubwomen gremlan-. , s
nine their annual Fashion show,
slated for Nov. 16. BeSidee Melt-
hers Mrs. Annie Parker, Mrs.
Geneva Bennett. Mrs. Roberta F.
Owens, Mrs. Elizabeth Sawyer.
Mrs. Mary Howard, and Mrs. Sal-
lie Johnson. invited guests were
Mr. and Mrs. S. L. Dickson, Mrs.
Irma Moore, Mrs. Pearl Wade,
Mrs. Mary Ellis Owens and Mrs.
Charlie Bennett.
ANNIE L. BROWN HEALTH
CLUB
Another recent meeting of note
was that of the Annie L. Brown
Health club which opened fall and
winter evening meetings. The set-
ting was the beautiful home of
, Mrs. A. L. Higgins, with Mrs. Ste-!
gall serving as co-hostess. High-
light of the evening was the elec-
tion of officers and reports of the
convention of the State Federation
of Colored Women's clubs which
was held last June. All officers
were re-elected, but the financial
secretary. Mrs. Bertha Harris,
who resigned tecatise of failing
health.. and Mrs. Fred Osborne,
Sr., was elected to Iii 'the vacan-
cy.
The entertainment feature of the
evening was a travelog by one
of the visitors and members.
Among those visiting were Mrs.
Marie L. Adams, president of the
Federated Colored Women's club,
and Mrs. Sadie Gurney. Mrs. An-
nie L. Higins. president of the
Annie L. Brown Health club, and
just back from a trip that covered
almost half of the West . . was
looking and feeling wonderful . . .
and while she was gone she didn't
forget the members of her closely
ports from their recent tea and
sale of candy. The Delta Mothers
club is an auxiliary to D el t a
Sigma Theta sorority . . . and
from the proceeds of their tea have
given a $50 scholarship to a Le-
Moyne student. Miss Swanningan.
The group is headed by Mrs. Alice
Burchett, the president . . and
among other officers. Mrs. W. 0.
Speight, sr., the reporter. keeps
the public abreast of the group's
auxiliary, while Mrs. Clark Park




This season when there is so
much controversy over hem lines,
and waist lines, the fashions dis-
played in the "Ebony Fashion
Fair," to be presented in the Ellis
Auditorium on Sunday evening, Oc-
tober 12, will feature a cross sec-
tion of styles to suggest to each
woman a concept for her iiictivid-
ual needs.
The "Ebony Fashion Fair" is
being presented by the Alpha Gam-
ma Sigma Chapter of the Delta
Sigma Theta sorority, for the ben-
efit of t h e Deita's Scholarship
Fund, and contributions to Family
Welfare,
Mrs. Addle C. Jones, spokesman
for the Alpha Gamma Sigma
Chapter committee, headed by
Mrs. Maxine A. Sm i th and
Mrs. Bernice Abron, says the
Memphis presentation of t h e
"Fashion Fair" will be highlight
of the social season.
According to Mrs. Freda C.
DeKnight, director and commen-
tator, the fashions will suggest to
wniP.e.n styles that will help them
to reveal their "inner personali-
ties." She says. "Beautiful clothes
alone do not make a woman — but
worn with dignity make a woman
fashionable, attractive and re-
freshing."
GOOD POSTURE
In speaking of some of the styles
in this season lines, Mrs. De-
Knight said, "Good posture can
work wonders, and the graceful
carriage will certainly help a wom-
an to express her feminine ap-
peal with a flair, yet retain her'
own individuality."
Included in the '-Fashion Fair"
will be creations from top name
designers in Paris. Rome. and
America.
A highlight in accessories will
he Italian shoes and gloves.
MEN'S FASHIONS
Mrs. DeKnight adds that new
styles in menswear will be shown.
in order that the men in each
woman's life can add a compli-
ment to her beauty and charm.
A capacity crowd is expeceted
to be on hand at the Music HalL i
this coming Sunday to witness
this outstanding extravaganza of
fashion.
Two Memphians noted for their
outstanding wardrobes and fash-
ion consciousness at all times,
and who are numbered among
Memphis Ten Best Dressed Worn-
en — Mrs. Johnetta Walker Kelsn
and Mrs. Ethel Venson — have
made the following comments:
MRS. VENSON
Mrs. Venson also nationally
knit group. She brought ea c h
member a momento of her trip,
and presented them at the lovely





The Ladies Union Surprise club
celebrated its 27th anniversary
on Sept. 21. at the home of Mrs.
Alma Hall. 1776 Eldridge. Help-
ing to make the occasion gay were
the many friends and members of
other clubs, who made the cele-
bration a festive one.
Present were Mrs. Emma Al-
len, Mrs. Mary Braswell, Mrs.
Josephine Wiley, Mrs. Carrie
Smith and the Little Misses Susan
Allen and Jeraldine Wiley — rep-
resenting the Celebrity Social
club. From the Business Men and
Women club came Mrs. Josephine
Wiilliams, Mrs. Thelma Bailey,
Mrs. Alma Williams, and Jack-
son Gale. Mrs. Bailey was the
guest•speaker of the•evening.
The Mid-Social Club was repre-
sented by Mrs. Marie Crawford
and the Excelsior Beautician's
Club, Chapter 2, by Miss Elouise





scholarship fund and aid the
Family Welfare. From left to
right the above models are
Pert Miss J04111 Wright, lovely
Miss Harlean Harris and vi-
vacious Miss Carol Preston.
known for her active interest in
fashions and fabrics in the Cotton
Industry, states: "Ebony's "Fash-
ion Fair Around The World" will
fill a fashion conscious gap to
Memphis and the Mid-South. We
are grateful to Delta Sigma Theta
sorority for giving to our city a
truly professional night of fash-
ion and this viewing of magnificent
designs and fabrics — as well as
beautiful and well-poised models."
Mrs. Kelso, who has also been
picked by Ebony Magazine as one
of America's Ten Best Dressed
Negro Women, states: "I am look-
ing with great anticipation to at.
tending "The Ebony, Fashion Fair"
being presented by Delta Sigma
Theta, which will be quite an ex-
otic treat to all Memphians who
appreciate the ultimate in fashions,
designed to further depict a wom-
an's versatile personality and furth-
er enhance her charm and char-
acter. The occasion will be worthy
of a great attendance."
Mrs. Kelso is the Chairman
of the local Chapter of Alpha
Kappa Alpha sorority's American
Council on Human Rights and is
the corresponding secretary of the
Memphis chapter of the Links. Inc.
Pandmores Give Farewell
Dinner For Official
WASHINGTON, D. C. — Liber-
ian Ambassador to the Un it e di
States George A. Padmore and!
Mrs.. Padmore recently held a
farewell dinner at the Liberian
Embassy for Deputy Assistant
Secretary of State for Africa Jo-
seph Palmer, II and Mrs. Pal-
mer.
Palmer and his family depart-
ed by ship recently for Africa
where he will be U. S. consull
general in Salisbury, Southern'
Rhodesia.
The dinner guests included As-
sistant Secretary of State For Af-'
rice Joseph C. Satterthwaite andl
Mrs. Satterthwaite; Deputy Di-
rector for Middle and Southern
African Affairs George D. La,
mont and Ms. Lamontsand U. S.
State Department Liberian Desk
Officer Robert W. Ross.
Others were Byron H. Larahee,I
president of Firestone Plantatiensl
company; Ralph D. Au, vice;
president of the IL F. Goodrichl
company; E. Frederic Morrow,
White House administrative offi.
cer for special projects: Eugene
D. Sawyer, Liberian desk officer
New Yorker Appointed
Co-OrdinatorAt Hampton
HAMPTON. Va. — Miss Bar-
bara H, Watson, New City,
has been appointed co-ordinator
of student activities at Hampton
Institute, according to a recent
announcement by Dr. Alonzo G.
Moron, president.
' She is the daughter of the late
Judge and Mrs. James S. Wat-
son. Her father was justice of
the Municipal court of the city of
New York for 20 years before his
resignation to accept the presi-
dency of the New York Municipal
Civil commission.
Her brother, James L. Watson,
is the youngest member of the
New York state senate.
A former personnel service
worker for the United Seamen's
service in New York, Miss Wat-
son produced and directed a week-
ly half-hour dramatic series over
WYNC, entitled, "I'm Your Next
Door Neighbor."
Concurrently, she was broad-
casting in French and English for
the Office of War Information,
Miss Watson established and
owned the Barbara Watson ,
Charm and Model School in New
York City for 10 years and oper-
ated the first Negro model agen-
cy in the United States.
Prior to coming to Hampton.
she worked for one year with the I
Leadership Grants program of
the state department. In this ca-
pacity, she met foreign visitors '
and escorted them throughout
America, interpreting and ex.
plaining our way of life.
As owner and director of her
charm school, Miss Watson has
lectured before numerous wom-
en's clubs in Sweden and Den.
mark. She has also traveled ex-
tensively in the West Indies, South
America, Canada, France and It-
aly.
A graduate of Barnard College,
Miss Watson has studied at Col-
umbia university and the St.
John's University Law school
DO YOU KNOW THIS MAN?
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for the U. S. Information agency
and William R. Duggan. the State
department's officer-in-charge for
West Africa.
There also were Hyde G. Bull-
er, chief Of the International Coop-
eration Administration's Central
Administration's Central Africa
Divisign and ICA's Liberian Desk
Officer Mary S. Painter;
C. Vaughn Ferguson. jr.. direc-
tor of the State Department's Of-
fice of Middle and Southern Afri.
can Affairs; Attorney Roy Garvini
and Mrs. Garvin and William C,
George former consul of the U.
S. Embassy in Monrovia, Liberia,
Liberian Embassy staff mem-
bers present included John W.
Grigsby; Magnus A. Jones, finan-
cial attache; Abraham James,
second secretary, James H. Ste,
vens, third secretary, and Edwin
0. Fahnbulleh, acting student ad-
visor.
David M. Thomas, Liberia's
newly-appointed consul general in
New York, was present. So were
two Liberian Foreign Service offi-
cers — Frank J. Stewart. inspec-
tor, and Lucien Sarragossa, audi-




WILTON, N, C. — Funeral rites
for the Rev. Caesar T. Tharring-
ton were held at Union Chapel
A.M.E. Zion church here Tues-
day and attracted more than two
thousand persona.
The venerable minister, who
was known to have been ailing,
died at his home, near here Sat-
urday morning. He was reported
to have been more than 80 years
old and to have preached more
than 60 years. He was born in
Granville County and has lived in





Freshness begins with in-
ternal daintiness... and internal
daintiness begins with "Lysol."
For douching with "Lysol"
brand disinfectant ends odor—by
killing odor-causing germs!
Yet, mild "Lysol" can't harm
you. Leaves you fresh, sweet!































































By Mrs. Anna Lee Cooke
We've been talking about the
heat wave but this past week the
tables turned and everybody rush.
ed for Thursday night. The Fresh.
have been waiting so anxiously to
wear. And isn't it perfect football
weather? At this writing everybody
Is excited over the Merry high-
Manassas game which is schedule-
ed for thursday night. The Fresh.
men are sponsoring the game
and they have gone all out with
enthusiasm to push the boys on
to victory. Merry boasts three wins
and no losses. Games played have
been against Humboldt, Padu•
cab and Dyersburg. The one
against Milan had to be canceled
because the Gibson County schools
are out for harvest.
We mise seeing Milan but It
gives Jackson fans an opportunity
to see Manassas in action for the
pre-scheduled game is set for
Memphis.
The next horns game f e r
Merry Green Hornets will be Oct.
18, against Paris, Tenn. Don't for-
get to begin making plans for
homecoming. It will be here be-
fore you realize it. Oct. 30, is the
date when Merry will meet Dou-
lass High school from Memphis,
'Tenn.
LANE WINS FIRST
The Lane Dragons came out vic-
torious when they .met Alabama
'A and M college in Norman.
'Ala., last week. 'Twas a good
game and Lane came from be-
hind to win by a score of 22
to 18 and it was certainly a happy
day for the boys who have been
driving so hard and had to miss
their first game on account of
the weather. When will we in Jack-
son get a chance to see them?
Mark Oct. 25 for on that night
the Dragons will. meet Miles Col-
lege from Birmingham, Ala., on
home ground. They go to Mem-
phis this week to meet M. I. Col-
lege from Mississippi_
M. B Aonroe.
ON THE SOCIAL SIDE
The City Federation of Colored
Women's Clubs held the first meet-
ing of the fiscal year last Sunday
afternoon at 4 p. m. in the Li-
brary of Lane college. Mrs.
Mable Beatrice Davis, the very
efficient president, presided over
the meting. She succeeds Mrs.
M. B. Monro.
I They are very proud to report
the representatives from all eleven
clubs were present. Projects and
activities for the year were set
up and the first to claim attention
was the Religious Crusade. Mrs.
Myrtle Monroe will serve as chair-
man.
Mrs. Georgia Kelly, the public!.
ty chairman announced that the
next meeting will be held the
third Sunday in October at 4 p.m.
night in the lovely horne of Mrs.
Mrs. Mary Blair. the first meeting
of the season. After enjoying the
delicious menu that was served by
the hostess, election of officers
was held with the present presi-
dent, Mrs. Ovelleye Goodrich,
presiding. Mrs. Ada Mc Neely
was elected president to serve
for this year with Mrs. Olivia Pru-
ett elected as secretary.
During the social hour bingo was
played and the prizes went to
Mesdames Lillie Bell. Florence
Ward, and Olivia Pruett.
MRS. WALKER RETURNS
Mrs. V. F. Walker has returned
from an extensive late summer va-
cation, visiting points in British Co-
lumbia and other parts of Canada.
Her trip was made by flight and
while we were going through the
heat wave in Jackson she was fac-
ing 23 degree temperature and ob-
serving the snow capped moun-
tains that she said was indeed a
beautiful sight to witness snow in
September.
Mrs. Walker is 3 retired teacher
in the City schools in Jackson,
having taught English at Merry
High school for a number of years.
LOOKING FOREWARD
Book Wee will be celebrated na-
tionally Nov. 2 through 8 The
theme is the same as was used
last year "Explore With Books,"
which is very timely for the age
we are living in. Continuous read-
ing is being encouraged in all
school libraries.
The following week will be
American Education Week which is
celebrated each year nationally"to
give parents and laymen a greater
opportunity to became acquainted
with our schools and what we are
trying to do for boys and girls.
A public program is being plan-
ned by the proram committee of
Jackson City Teachers' Association
for Monday night, Nov. 10, in the
Merry High school auditorium.
Keep this date in mind and you
will be hearing more about this
later. Make plans to visit your
school during American Educa•
tion Week.
Cover Doesn't Tell Qualities of
A Mattress, They're Built In
•
You can't always tell a mat.
tress by its cover.
The qualities you want in a mat-
tress — comfort, long life and a
particular degree of firmness —
are all built in. To make sure you
get what you want you must do
more than just. look, according to
bedding experts at Sealy, Inc.
And a recent survey among
bedding retailers by Sealy, one of
the natio'n's leading bedding man-
many purchasers rely on appear-
ance alone in choosing a mat-
tress.
These tips from the experts will
guide you next time you decide
to replace your old bedding.
I. A mattress is a long term
Investment — you use it more
and it will last longer than your
automobile. A cheaply made mat-
tress is a poor long run economy.
2. Pick a brand yeti know. A
reliable manufacturer stands be-
hind his product, has had years
of experience in designing a n d
building better bedding.
3. Purchase mattress and mat-
ching box spring at the same time
if it is at all possible. The per
feet fit of matching units a n
double the life of your mattress.
And if you buy a foam mat-
tress, which is thinner than the
conventional mattress, make sure
the budget allows for matching
box spring as it is specially
built with greater depth to bring
beddipg up to standard height.
4. -Depth of innerspring mat-
tresses varies slightly among dif-
ferent makers and even a slight
difference in height between twin
beds can make for an unsigl,tly
appearance. When you do b u y
bedding to match another bed,
check all dimensions carefully, es-
pecially depth.
5. Make your own in-the-store
test for comfort, balance and the
degree of firmness you desire in a
mattress by lying down on it.
Make sure it "feels" right to you.
Then sit on the edge to make
sure there isn't excessive sag.
6. If hubby goes along with
you, he can make his own "lie"
test to make sure the mattress
supports him.
7, Your exterier inspection of a
mattress should cnclude borders,
handles, seams, and ticking ma
terial. Shoddy work here usually
moans shoddy work inside.
Also feel the surface careful-
ly to make sure the inner coil
construction cannot be felt. If you
can feel the coin construction with
your hand you will feel it with
your back when you try eto sleep
on the mattress.
8. Expect to pay for quality.
When you cheese a mattress re-
tailing at around $40. expect a 10-
year guarantee and quality fee.
top, quality ticking, pre-built bor-
ders.
WO line namebrand mattress
costing between $80 and $100 will
generally supply every feature you
want and carry a long term
guarantee, according to Sealy.
So, the Sealy experts urge,
spend a few extra minutes before
you buy and avoid mistakes. If
you make any, you will have to





NEW YORK — When trouble
strikes, take a page from the life
of Roy Campanella's plucky wife,
Ruth.
"Face it and keep busy."
Mrs. Campanella has relied up-
on this simple formula since her
baseball player husband's catas-
trophic injury nearly nine months
ago.
Her proof that the formula
works, as she explained it:
"Busy means helping others and,
when yOu are doing that, you
don't have time for self-pity. There
is no time either for complaining
which, after all, only makes you
and everyone else miserable."
Since the accident that paralyzed
Roy and ended one of baseball's
greatest careers, Mrs. Campanel-
la's life has been doubly busy.
On one side are the needs of
the six- Campanella children In
their Glen Coy, Long Island, home.
The other side: daily vigils, first
by the bedside, now by the wheel-
chair of a man who once said:
"The day they take that uniform
off me, they'll have to rip it off.
And when they do, they can bury
Mrs. Campanella looked across
the room at her husband. He was
talking baseball with other pa-
tients. He was telling them:
"Talking and writing about base-
ball is much more relaxing than
playing it. I really enjoy it."
Mrs. Campanella returned his
optimistic grin.
She continued:
"We always look on the bright
side. It could be worse and we are
thankful."
A most difficult time for Mrs.
Campanella came at home last
Spring.
"The younger children couldn't
understand why they weren't going
off to Spring training."
She said they understand a little
better now that Campy is spend-
ing frequent weekends at home.
Campy's wife has a nearly per-
fect attendance record in the vis-
Need An Excuse For A Party? Here Fall Suits
Are A Few Refreshment Suggestion Return To
Anybody need an excuse for a beat
party? stiff
If you've used up all the family ture
annieersariee, if your alma meter with
has gone down to gridiron defeat, dust
if you didn't win that national soap HOT
contest, you can still help cele-
brate.
Mother's day at the Brookfield
Zoo (Oct. li.); daredevil Ann Tay-
lor's plunge over Niagara Falls
in that well known barrel (Oct. 24)
and the memory of Admiral Byrd'
arrival at the North Pole (Oct.
29).
You can help make the welkin
ring and add a change of pace to
Autumn days by ushering in the
season with the traditional, tasty
Tom 'N Jerry, plus luscious hot
cheese puffs and succulent crab
meat broil.
Here's a party repast that's dif-I
!cren'. and delightful and suitable
for all hours from cocbtails to
stay-up fates beside a roraring
fire.
Now you've got yourself a par-







Boiling water or hot milk
Nutmeg
Beat the egg yolk and work in
sugar, allspice and ruin, beat-




NEW YORK — One of the first
invitations to arrive in this coun
try to the All-African People's
conference was received recently
by Dr. Marguerite Cartwight,
New Yok journalist and Hunter
college instructor, who recently
returned from Liberia.
The conference is to be held in
Accra, Ghana, from Dec. 5-12. It
was indicated that the provision-
al agenda would be to formulate
concrete plans and work out the
Ghandian tactics and strategy of
the African Non-Violent revolu-
tion in relation to;
1. Colonialism and imperialism
2. Racialism and discriminatory
laws and practees
3. Tribalism and religious step.
aratism
4. The position of chieftaincy
under colonial rule and a free
democratic society.
The conference will be on a
nongovernmental level, the guest
list including representatives of
progressive political, nationalist,
trade union, co-operative, youth,
womens, and other organizations.
In the words of the convenors,
the desire is to formulate and
proclaim our African personality,
'based on the philosophy of Pan-
African Socialism as the ideology
of the African Non-Violent revolu-
tion."
RUTH CAMPANELLA
itors' book at the hospital. If you
consider illness an excusable rea-
son for absence, the score is per-
fect.
She said:
"Several weeks ago I came down
with a cold. Campy and the other
patients don't need colds. So I
staved home."
There it no cynicism or hard
ness about this woman who has
had to face up to a radical change
in life's patterns.
"This has happened to other
wives and mothers, you know. I
am far from the first whose hus-
band suddenly WAS injured. It's Kid F
part of living."
the egg white separately to a
froth and add to above mix-
Put mixture into a mug, fill
boiling water or hot milk and
with nutmeg.
CHEESE PISFFS
Combine four tablespoons but-
ter with 3-4 cup hot water and
bring to a boil. Dump in 34 cup'
flour and stir quickly until thel
dough is a sold ball and leaves
the sides of the pan.
Remove from the fire and heat
in one egg. Then add another egg
and beat until glossy and thormigh
ly blended. Finally beat in '
cup grated cheddar cheese, 1 tea-
spoon salt and a dash of cayenne
pepper.
Drop by butter-
ed cooky at 375
spoonfuls on a
sheet and hake
degrees until fuffy, well browned
and crisp I about 25 or 30 nun
utes).
CRABMEAT BROIL
Crahmeat broil can be fixed
ahead of time and run into the
broiler for a few minutes before
serving or they can be made in
an electric broiler or rotisseries.
Cut 3-4 pound to one pound
lean bacon into half slices. Wrap
the bicon pieces around large
lumps of erabmeat and secure
each with a toothpick.
Broil these rolls or grill them
in an electric skillet, until the
bacon slices are crisp and the
erabmeat thoroughly heate d.
Sprinkle with chopped parsley and





WINDY CITY CHATTER . . .
Congratulations are in order for
LaVern and Rochelle Bowers.
They welcomed a son Ronnie Ro-
chelle at Provident hospital last
week . . . The











will he Mr. and
Mrs. by the time
this reaches nsmine
print. The new
Mrs. Wilson is the only daughter
of the late and famed Atty. Mar-
tha Jayson Collins of Gary, Ind.
Young Wilson, who recently got
hls sheepskin from Howard's
school of law, is the son of Atty.
and Mrs. Joseph Wilson of La.
Porte. Ind. Just to keep the rec-
ord straight. Joan Rho holds the
LLD degree from the University of
Chicago.
First to "christen" the "new"
Lake Meadows swank eaterie was
Lloyd and Dobson Fishe who were
propelling two dolls into the place
minutes after the new decor was
arranged.
Barbara Jo Anderson and 'Mat-
thew Martin will pledge their troth
Dec. 25. Speaking of brides, Lu-
cille Jordon (nee Bishop) of the
West Side clan, is still receiving
wedding presents. She wed her
childhood sweetheart, Jerome, on
July 4.
DEE CEE CHATTER . . . Vi-
vacious Vicki Hunter has a new
"interest" out Nebraska way, but
she isn't talking . .
Dr. and Mrs. Robert Wilson, jr.,
entertained Atta l' Munro, a
prominent young educator from
Accra, Ghana last week with a
breakfast which lasted till noon.
Twenty-five of Dee Cee's first
families scrambled for those little
ivory and blue invitations which
were mailed as early as five
weeks ago.
The guest of honor, still a
bachelor, repeatedly turned down
invitations to parties and dinners
during his short stay tone week)
in the Capitol. He happily agreed
to attend the soiree given by, the
Wilsons.
Seems the Ghanian and Wil-
son were roommates at Harvard
and the young Washingtonians
were entertained royally during
their visit to Ghana during their
world tour two years ago.
MICHIGAN CHATTER . . . Do-
lores Frazier (Lansing lass) and
Gloria McAfee, roommates at
Michigan State U aren't speaking
because of the age old problem
man trouble ...
Flintite Terri Van Hurley is
wowing the local gentry with her
Paris designed fall wardrobe .. .
The popular young dance Instruct-
or Is planning a fall "spectacular"
that should have the town buzz.
Mg for weeks.
Her Terrihotes, dancers are al-
ways good, and her dramatic ef
forts in the past have always play-
ed to SRO . . .
NEW YORK CHATTER
Phyllis Johnson and Ronald Tay-
lor are engaged. Doris Mitchell
flew in from a two month's stay
In gay Pare* . . .
Jule Mabry and Caroline Fra-
zier are sending out cute little
pink and white cards announcing
the grand opening of their "doll
house," a toy shop for the small
fry set.
Juanita Warren and Jeff Clay-
ton will become parents round the
time we are all tooting those horns
on New Year's Eve.
Model Jana Wilson is so delight-
ed with the all-new, strictly mod-
erne kitchen her hubby, Clyde,
gifted her with on their recent
anniversary (their third) she is
tempted to give up her career and








MUSING' Children can fail in
their duty of love and respect, by
refusing to help their parents in
need, by unjustly causing them
sorrow and anger, by unjustly
striking them or threatening them
or by ridiculing and insulting
them . .. and by being ashamed
of them because of their lack of
means or education.
Dear Carlotta:
I am 15 and attend a private
school where I am a day student.
I leave home at 7 a, m. and do
not get home until 6:30 p. m.
We're given about four hours of
homework each night, so I have a
busy schedule. My problem is
this . . . my parents are school
teachers, so they are very busy
too. But they are aware that I like
the house in tip-top order and they
often leave it messy, knowing that
I will clean it up.
Naturally, I am constantly clean-
ing but I don't complain because
I've found that it gets me no
where. I have a younger brother
(he is in the seventh grade) who
never lifts a finger around home.
My parents keep telling me I
should be willing to spend my
"extra" time cleaning up t e
house because they have sacrificed
so much to send me to school.
What can I do? Sue.
Dear Sue:
Getting home from school at 6:30
and then having four hours home-
work to do would keep you busy
until 10:30 p.m., without having
time out for dinner. I can see no
reason why all the housework
should be left for you to do. Your
parents may be busy, but they
have some free time. Ask Mom
and Dad if they will agree to a
family conference. If they will,
try and get the housework divided
fairly, with each member of the




The PTA of the Lutheran Cooper-
ative school held its first meeting
of the new school year last week
and' after the business seesion tea
was served, and enjoyed by all
present.
Prof. J. W. McDowell iF the
principal of the school, and Mrs.





MIDDLEBURY, Vt. — Six Negro
children enrolled in a Catholic
elementary school here last week
because they did not have the
tuition for public school.
Finance, not race, bars some
children of migrant apple pickers
from the schools of Addison
county.
Father John P. Mahoney of St.
Mary's parochial school, Middle-
bury, said he admitted the chil.
dren free of charge after their
parents told him they could not
afford five dollars per week tui.
tion.
None of the children are Catim.
lie.
Tuition was asked by public
school directors in the town of
Cornwall, where 26 itinerant apple
pickers from Florida work in the
orchards. The directors explained
that non-residents can only be ad
milted on a private tuition basis.
Father Mahoney stated that since
St. Mary's had room the children
were welcome. The school will also
supply hot lunches, he said.
About 300 pupils attend St.
Mary's.
Words of the Wee
The silence Must &actuate
merit as the meet natural




The sun look for fall has an
excitement seldom attained in this
practical wardrobe item which is
the love of all women.
For so many years suits were
the "office variety" — good of line
and smart in detailing, but lack-
ing that subtle touch which is a
highlight of this season's design.
Those extra touches, if y o u
please, which give glammour and
sophistication whether the suit is
for daytime or with an unmis-
takable "small evenings" look
about them.
And the achievement Is not
alone in the hip-hugging slimness
of the skirts, the fabulous furs
which accent them in small or
lavish display, or jewel drama
found in uneapeeted locations—
but in a sudden flaring out from
the slim front line, or the boxy.
shapelessly revealing contours
which are so noticeable in day-
time suits,
After a hill in the season's mar-
ket for several years, suits this
year return to vogue and demand
a place in the sun. Consider the
purchase of one of these lovelies
when you shop for fall or winter.
And, remember! with your inky
black broadcloth suit, nothing is
so completely devastating at to
remove the jacket and reveal a
slashed to the waistline. bared
back blouse or evening sweater.
Hardworking, hard playing peo-
ple may require more salt during
hot weather to replace salt lost in
perspiration. Palatable way to get
your quota is to eat a pickle. Ac-
cording to the Bond pickle pack.
era, an average size dill pickle pro-
vides half the normal daily re-
quirement of ten grams.
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HUMBOLDT, TENNESSEE
Greetings from the "Strawberry
Town."
I The Gillispie Kindergarten held
open house on Sunday afternoon
from 4:0 p.m. until 6:00 p.m , and
all who attended enjoyed the oc-
casion.
The Women's Day program
which was held recently at the
Lane Chapel ('ME church was a
success. The guest speaker was
Mrs. E. R. Coleman, of Lane col-
lege, who spoke on the subject,
"Christian Women Facing the
World Crisis,"
Mrs. Cottrell Thomas was gen-
eral chairman for the program.
Rev. M. H. Burnett is pastor of the
church.
Rev. M. H. Burnett, J. C. house,
Mr. and Mrs. U. M. Garrett, Mrs.
Ida I.. Buckley, and Mrs. Ad-
dle B. Roe motored to Memphis
on Wednesday night to attend a
banquet giveo,in honor of Bishop
and hits. B. ltilian Smith, of the
CME church. The banquet was
held in the recreation room of the
Universal Life Insurance comp-
any, and almost 400 persons were
on hand for the celebration.
Miss Florence Mitchell Is a
house guest of Mrs. 0. C. Stigall.
Mrs. Harriet Morris, of Detroit,
and Mrs. Lou Ella Lewis and Mrs.
l'earl Johnson, of Whiteville,
Tenn., are presently visiting in the
home of Miss Cornellis Miter.
The Southern Jubilee eshartet
I rendered a program on last Sun-
day afternoon at the St lames
Baptist church. They werE;spon-
gored by the Men's Chorus.
Rev. and Mrs. W. S. lance,
along with their niece, Mree•Wini-
feed Rodgers are vacatgming.
W • will have more news
on their travels in a subsequent
edition of this newspaper.
The sudden death of Miss Lucy
Givens. the sister of Charlie Giv-
ens, came as a shock to the entire
community. Funeral services
were held last Sunday afternoon at
the Morning Star Baptist church,
with Rev. W. A. Owens, the pas-
tor, officiating. Mr. and Mrs.
Charlie Givens, jr., came here
from Joliet. Ill., to attend the fun-
eral.
On the sick list this week are
Mrs. Nelda F. Williams, W. H.
Baskerville, and Arlie Gentry.
Mrs. Emma J. Donald has been
on the sick list, hut she is, im-
proving at this writing.
The youth choir of Morning Star
Baptist church accompanied their
pastor, Rev. W. A. Owens to First
Baptist church In Jackson last
Sunday. Supervising the youngs.
ters on the trip were Mrs. 011ie
Farmer and Louise B. Croons,
B. T. W. SCHOOL
NOTES
By Markhum Stansbory
Prof. Blair T. Hunt, the prin.
cipal of Booker T. Washington,
found the red carpet spread out
for him when he came to school
on Oct. 1. The occasion: his 70th
Hail Lifting Of
Birth Control Ban
The American Jewish Congress public support and heavy press
has hailed as a "major victory
for religious freedom and separa-
tion of church and state" the deci-
sion of New York's Board of Hos-
pitals lifting a ban on birth con-
trol therapy in city-operated hos-
pitals.
The AL Congress had led a city
wide drive to mobilize community
opposition to the ban. More than
30 New York civic and religious
organizations answered an AJCon-
gress call for cooperative action
in fighting the ban.
The situation erupted In July
when Hospitals Commissioner Mor-
ris Jacobs barred a physician in
a city-operated hospital from fit-
ting a Protestant woman suffering
from diabetes with a contraceptive
device.
Jacobs offered no explanation,
but it was clear his action was
based on the fact that some groups
have religious objections to medi-
cal treatment which includes the
use of contraceptives.
AJCongress — the only national
Jewish agency to take a public
stand on the issue — launched a
drive to rally community forces
against the ban on birth control
therapy-
A public educational campaign
citing the Constitutional principles
at stake and emphasizing that no
religious belief can be forced on
population at large received wide
coverage.
All leading Protestant groups
joined AJCongress on the issue.
The New York Board of Rabble
also strongly supported the AJ•
Congress position,
As a result of aroused commu-
nity opinion on the issue, Jacobs
called a special meeting of the
Board of Hospitals, which voted
8 to 2 to revoke the ban on birth
control therapy. AJCongress was
cited by the city's newspapers for
its leadership in mobilizing com-
munity opinion.
Fee ari Interesting weed OW,
cast smooth wood with • stain
reser. While it is still wet, wipe
with denatured alcohol. Leaving
seine white in the groin. When dry,
teat with thinned white shellac.
Sweet Potato Biscuits
Piping h•t Sweet Potato Ilsrutts mak• dinner a model o Ion.
:h• menu Untied.. Isr•Ilisd hens sae*, Inked sr•h epples end Itrit• herons.
Sweet Potato Biscuits promises new flavor treat. With appealing taste
and golden color, mashed sweet potatoes spiced with nutmeg are an
exciting addition to biscuits.
Try Sweet Potato Fliscuits for dinner soon. Spread with butter or mar-i
ganne. they're good flavor companions for meat. tile enriched sell-rising
flour to make these biscuits—and for all your baking. You'll save time
because baking powder and salt heve been added to the flour at the mill,.
In addition to saving you time, enriched self-rising flour plays an
Important nutritional role by providing three B-vitamins and food iron.
These nutrients are an important in your family's dirt that nutritionists
recommend at least three servings of enriched or whole grain breed or
cereals every day
SWIIT POTATO BISCUITS
2 cups sitt•si enrlehissi asp ntesluad aollited
s•it-riolne near
te 00000 n netrnise Vs mit ••111.,
2 tablespoons shertentn,‘ „14 see botonalk ea sow WW1
-
Sift together floor and nutmeg. Cut or rub in shortening unto mixture Is
crumbly. Mix sweet potatoes, sugar ANS buttermilk or sour —,lk Add to
dry ingredients, stirnng until flour is moistened. (This will make a sticky
dough.) Turn out on well floured board or pastry cloth and "stead gently
shout 30 seconds. Roll out inch thick. Cut with floured biscuit cutter.
Bake on ungreated baking sheet in hot oven (45er.) about 13 minutee..
Makes about 12 2jj iocklapeuits—  h.,
birthday.
The 60 members of the NHA
(National Homemakers Associa-
tion.) who had been aupervised by
Mesdames L. Pope, M. Woody, A.
T. Benson, and H. M. Stewart,
presented him a cake with 70 can-
dles burning brightly upon it.
The band, under the direction of
Trot. W. T. McDaniel. played
"Happy Birthday,""lie's a Jolly
Good Fellow," and 'My Friend.'
The BTW 21-Gun Salute was given
Prof. Blair Hunt by Prof. 'Nat
Williams and a group of early-
to-school students, and they added
a 'couple of yells for good mese
sure.
HONOR SOCIETY ELECTS
The A. Maceo Walker chapels,
of the National Honor Society re-
cently elected its officers for the
new year. They are Miss Lana
Taylor, president; Larry Webster,
vice president; Miss Bettye Bell,
secretary; Miss Catheryn Coop-
er, !militant secretary; Miss Al-
ma Adams, treasurer; Miss Eliz-
abeth Lacey, reporter; Miss Alm
Savage, chaplain, apd Miss Max-
ine Robinson, parliamentarian.
STUDENT OF THE WEEK .
In the light of the spot this week
is Miss Willie Lee Lewis, the .11
year-old daughter of Mr. and Mre,
Leooard Anderson, of 877 Barton
at.
A senior, she IP president ottlia
Hostess Club, a member of the A.
Maceo Walker chapter of the 'Na-
tional Honor Society and the Stu.
dent council.
Miss Lewis Is a member of the
Olivet Baptist church, and is secre-
tary of the Sunday School and this
young people's choir.
She is a member of the newly-
organized Las Cappiliag Social
club. Her steady is Calvin Seat-
on.
1. "We Have Love," Melvin Ow.
ens and Pearl Watkins.
2. "You're A Sweetheart," Bar-
bara Stanton and Robert B. Ow-
ens.
3. "Down the Aisle of Love,'
Dorothy Bibbs and Ralph Chubbs.
4. -Please Love Me Forever,"
Ernest Taylor and Jo LAI/ism:foe.
5. "You Cheated," Alvin JSihn-
son and Delores Taylor. -
CLUB NEWS
The Zephyrs Social club Is pre-
senting a Pashionette, "Around. the
Clock," to be followed by a dance
at Curries Club Tropican on Sun-
day, Oct. 19. The fashion show
will start at 9 a. m. and the dance
is scheduled to begin at 10 p. m.,
and last until 1 a. m.
Participants in the fashionette,
representing various social c.Tlibe,
will be Angela Reed, Pat Janes,
Barbara Bailey, Bonnie Bates,
Glenda Greer, D'Army
Freddie Anderson, Larnell Shers,
Lillian Fisher, and Carroll tied.
soe.
LAFF OF THE WEEK
Young husband: "I wish you
could make the kind of bread my
mother used to make."
Bride: "Wefl, I wish you could





"Now You Are Ten," a new edu-
cational booklet designed to provide
mothers with an easy, sensible in-
troduction to the first !nether
daughter talks with pre-teenow
Is available.
Written in storybook styla;:thIs
charming picture book giekk a
young daughter all the factual in-
formation she needs to know at
this age. You can read it with your
daughtei or give it to her to read
by herself. Free copies can be ob.
tamed by writing to: Kinserly.
Clark Corporation, Box 3434 pt.
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Perhaps to Mamie Smith andi
Bessie Smith, no relation, must go
credit for the start of sepian art.
lets making hay on records. Both
were blues singer of the scream-
ing variety. Neither required a
"mike" to make herself heard.
Along about this time Ma Rain-
ey was also chirping blues on the
old Okay records as was "Chip-
pie" Hill, a Chicago night club
singer in later years. Chippie's
fame was hardly as glittering as
the Smith girls at the time be•
cause she had not reached t h e
recording field as potently.
Chippie actually became a re-
cording star as a revived find.
Years later and in twilight of her
career the modern record trend
toward the old time jazz artists
revived Chippie and had her make
several sides. They sold well but
by this time the new crop of
blues singers had arrived a n d
Chippie's chances were dulled
thereby.
Of the two Smith girls Mamie
was the topper and the first tor
that matter. She blazed t h e trail
in blues recordings. As a result
of her records and success on the
old TOBA circuit Broadway be-
came interested.
She never actually reached
Broadway, however. One big rea-
son was her trouble with agents
who were to spotlight the Smith
name. Mary was bundled up and
sent to California to begin work
as a sort of trial run for Broad
way
She returned to New York but
one misunderstanding after an-
other cropped up and as a result
the old Broadway gang wasbed
their hands, took a look around
and soon forgot all about pssi-
bilities of employing Mamie to an
advantage.
She did very well however un-
der management of Jack Goldberg
who took over and guided her ca-
reer rest of the way. Bessie Smith
was famous on records and did
well enough in theatres about the
country, mostly Negro houses.
In the meantime Ethel Waters
was arriving on the spot. Ethel
who could sing songs other than
blues actually had a better voice
than either of others. She was the
answer to what will happen to
Sepia singers when the screaming
days of the Smith girls pass.
Ethel not only took over along
TOBA trail but headed for Broad-
way and succeeded. She was rec-
ognized as one of world's great-
est singers and later starred in
dramatic and music comedy roles.
RONNIE KNOX the football star
who left Chicago Bears for stints
in recording (Dotto) and to play in
Canada has a little teethe!l pass-
ing fun here with artist Gladys








Our Rob Roy Says
Most unusual of the top re-
cording artists was Una Mae
Carlisle who not only perform-
ed brilliantly, recorded sever-
al hits but composed her o w n
tunes. Her "Walking By The
River" Decal* a best seller
world over. And there followed
other hits that put Una Mae in
the high rating class.
Perhaps no artist other than
Duke Ellington (and males are
excelled from this article) wrote
more tunes for self recordings
than did L'na Mat. If the latter
had had a recognizable compe-
tition we'd name Mary Lott Nil-
Hams and then let the discus-
sion rest.
Una Mae is another who
came into the spotlight on re-
cordings. A fine night club en-
tertainer she did most of her
performing in and around Ness'
York and therefore can hardly
classify otherwise as a nation-
al "name." But juke box fan•
ciers the world over found good






There are several top disc
names who rate due to their suc-
cessful handling of blues. Topping
this list would be Dinah Washing-
ton. Dinah, not a "screamer" of
the Smith girls (Mamie and Bes-
sie) type is just about as popular
today as the Smiths were in their
day.
Another, unlike Dinah, strictly a
tecording name spotlighting is
Ruth Brown. Ruth's name is juke
box magic the nation over ever.
though her personal appearance
stint suffers slightly in compari-
son.
There are numerous other blues
names so far as juke boxes are
concerned Abbe Lincoln, Ella
Johnson and Annie Laurie to
name a few. However in t h e
case of Ella Johnson her big send-
ers are teamed svith piano playing
spotlighting of brother Buddy's
band. This would also eliminate
the very talented and very hefty
Vera Middleton who discs with





The recording field has in-
cluded some of the top special-
ty artists in recent years. Per-
haps Rose Murphy the thee chee
girl and Nellie Lutcher would .
top the field.
The two have given the re- ,
cording field some fine "sides"
many of them best sellers that
caught on the nation over.
In fact it might be said that
recordings by the pair actual-
ly served as a means of their
introduction to the big time.
Another such artist who rated,
but for short time, is Deloyd
McKay who also sings and plays.
DeLoyd gave the record marts
some nice recordings, hardly
top hits but good sellers.
It was a first for both of them
For it marked the first time lie
was admitted legally to the Flame
He's 21 now. He also was happy
to present his wife who speaks
Spanish, at least that is vihat I
sought he was speaking to her.
Dancer El Royce in town and
caving his divorce papers. Sort of
vondered why he would walk
mound town so free. In the past into the groove rather spectacular.
they would usher him off to the Ir and for brief moment shortly
eral of the gentlemen whom t gentlemen are happy about the alimony chambers and if he didn't 
after Ethel took over.
have been playing with, and with' whole thing, but ain't nothing hap- have it, into the clink he would, 
• • •
Lady Lock in my pocket marafe pening daddy. Personal opinion: go. They put him in so far one 
Churchill, a Brooklyn housewife
ing to beat, are trying to get me Anna Gordy could put a tent over time that even Attorney (now 
with kids, was discovered by a
to centinue playing golf becanitte her head and still look good, Councilman) Hill Patrick couldn't 
Chicagoan. Trevvy Woods, during
the weather is mild. Frank. will Little Willie John flew home even converse with him. Oh yes an amateur program at Smalls
you tell them and State Senator here to sec his sister M able in that alimony deal is something Paradise  New York Savannh
• 
--
oil Brown and Attorney Ker-
- Bailer can verify *IC that
DETROIT — Still drawing a big
part of the -regolars" to his pop-
ular North end Ion castle, Carroll
B. Evans is already looking for
ward to Halloween — and so are
the neighborhood tots. Tney know
that the colorful owner of t h e
Sugar Hill Bar will have his cus-
tomary supply of goodies await-
ing them. Meanwhile, the Oak
land Bethune show spot continues
to almost burst at the seams on
the Wednesday special days.
Note to golf editor Lett: Sev.
. when the leaves of brown come
tumblire down, it s not only Sep-
tember ; time to put the golf
clubs lie hecsuse the leaves will
without a doubt bide your hall
Thank you, Charlie Brown.
The young man who gat caught
in that web the other night (he
lives at 52 E. Garfield) should
remember the line, "Your sins
will soon find you out." Strange as
it may seem the team of Mickey
and Sylvia are partners on stage
only. And several of the John It
her first professional stint as a
singer in the Flame Show Bar. know,
else, so they tell me. I'll never,
sepia recording group that must
be an in between set. This would
go to chimers like Ethel Waters
who actually made the Smith's
discs something to remember or






By ROB ROY is when me record is a hit as has 
• • 
What price records is a gem of been the case with many sepia 
Critics Classify
a story in fame and money. That stars. On this occasion we lean to
the femme group with several of




WHEN FRED ASTAIRE debuts Now the report is that Lena
his television show later this,' Horne has been cabled an offer
month he'll boast in Jonah Jones' I for a role in "Othello" that will
music SOME OF THE most in- star Paul Robeson in the title
teresting t u n e a LISTENERS role. — OFFER IS FROM Lon-
HAVE heard this season. T h e don the report says further. — IT
Jones music like Astaire's dan-110,... DOUBTFUL THAT Miss Horne
cing should make the program, will V! able to accept this or any
socko. — CALL PLACED T°1 other offer for a while. Her
Johnny Mathis i n a n effort to i
learn what happened in pre-plan- 
Broadway play "Jamaica" still
I plays to capacity in the big town
ning setup that caused him tol . .
ask out of the Garry Moore show' a
nd is being sought for appear-
last Tuesday went unanswered. _ ances in sev
9ral other cities. IF
FAMED SINGER WAS reported,,, DECIDES TO 
travel with
out at two places we were told 
be 
that would be she'll
would reach him. — AS RESULT. 
unavailable for other dates for
learn fromyou'll be unable to ; quite a few months.
• • •
this corner what happened. '
• • •
BILLY ECKSTINE reported to
have received a flattering offer
to play a singing-Naiter role in
a film to be made this winter.—
MORE ABOUT TIIAT next week
as we are now attempting to con-
tact Billy for statement and our
deadline refuses to wait. — NOW,
IT'S OUT: 'Tis said one big rea-,
son Dot Dandridge wants out of
night club work stems from a .
single incident. — INCIDENT? A
drunk's advances during a Chicas
go engagement and what his crack'
was when both rejected and
"tossed out" of the place. — OUR:
INFORMANT is a guy who was
at a Dandridge show we know i
for fact as to his facts your guess
is as good as ours.
• • •
OFFERS, OFFERS, offers!
R 0 Y CAMPANELLA'S spot-
lighting on "This Is Your Life"
figures to net charity a neat sum
becaus Campy, currently an in-
valid, feels that others need finan-
cial aid worse than he does. What
a guy, what a baseball player?
— MAHALIA JACKSON triumph-
ed on the Bing Crosby show, prov-
ing once again gospel singing is
listening lists "Billy Daniels sing-
correctly. — ADD IN a far west
paper were Billy Daniels is ap-
peering lists "Billy Daniels sing-
ing star an accompanance Benny
Daniels," — WELL BILLY and
Bennie have been together so long
peering lists "Billy Daniels sing-
owned Daniels for their last name.
— TELEVISION ROY CAMPA-
NELLA watched series on is a
special make given him by manu-
facturer FOR SERIES enjoyment.
The Big Drop! That
Goes To Ethel Waters
And Savanah Churchill
With the Smith air's (Mamie and better things. She is another
and Bessie) Ma Rainey and others about whom it may be said ''rec
credited with being pioneers in the ords did it" despite her, personal
appearances about the nation,
Hadda Brooks is another de-
serving person for, this particular
classification. Miss Brooks gain-
ed some fame on West Coast a.
a television artist but most of her
national acclaim comes from re-
cordings Two of her tunes were
especially worthy of rating.
The story of recording artists Lena Horne If.•••
• • •
Another sue artist is LaVeme
Baker who nu ved to the top with
"Tweedle Dee" and a few other
records that mounted has n o t
matched this with big time appear-
ances in theatres and on televis-
ion. Even Ruth Brown, recogniz-
ed as a top recording star, hardly
rates with the Broadway and Hol-
lywood set as a name other than
for her discs. Ruth has appeared
in some popular night spots and
in "packages" that soured t h •
nation. Bit mention the name to
most lovers of pop and blues and
you'll hear 'em ask "Do you
mean the recording artists?
• • •
There have been a few new
arrivals on popularity row with
good night club, good disc ratings
but they are included only be-
cause their one recent releases
went over so terrificly. Lurlean's
album, released last season, out
shone anything else she's done te
merit spotlighting. Otherwise Lur.
lean as been us another goo
night club singer with few appear
ences on television.
enjoyingWith so many stars
spotlight and later invading the
disc field while others reach the
top through records we must steal
f Gilbert
Broadway in "Jamaica" and Ear
tha Kitt who is on West Coast for
role in picture "Anna Lucasta"
might easily be placed in same
category in discussion of their
ratings on records.
Both Miss Kitt and Miss Horne
"arrived" far in advance of their
top selling discs, the ones that
brought them most attention and
money. Thus the cases become a
matter of suiting a 'tune to them
for disc purposes.
In the case of Miss Horne who
began her career in big tete as
vocalist with Noble Sissle and la-
ter Charley Barnett bands act-
ually hit the spot light while un-
der contract with Metro-Goldwyn
studios. She was seen in several the time but they 
were going no
films to advantage and later lot- particular place. So in 
as mach
lowed this with stints in top the- as she was by then on to
p of the
atres and night clubs and later, entertainment world why n
ot shoot
on Broadway in her own show, the works and give a lot of 
spot-
During Miss Horne's censer in
Hollywood she made a few record-
ings but her fans gave most of
their acclaim to her picture work
and not the discs she made.
However with this background
of theatres, clubs in Las Vegas
and New York plus TV guest shots
her handlers began :Joking around
Iwo Of A Kind'
Lena Horne, currently on for other means of capitalizing on
the spotlighting. The answer was
records. That is an increase in
her recording dates. They were
all successful with at least two
reaching top of the hit parade.
Eattha Kitt's case a bit similar,
was a hit broader, territorial
wise. Earths joined Orsen Welles
f o r pair starring stints abroad
that included one picture and as a
result gained spectacular atten-
tion. Later she was given top
berth in "New Faces" for Broad-
way and states wide runs. Then
came top stints in night clubs and
on television so by this Sme Miss
Kitt was really on top. Then what
ebout records? She had a few at
LENA HORNE
lighting to the Kitt discs.
The combination of Kitt's tal-
enta, popularity and singing voice
the records that followed all be-
came hit parade material. Today
Earths Kitt's name is magic on
records However her fame act-
ually made the records just as was
true in the case of Lena Horne.
Newcomers Boast Top
Ratings On Discs So
Lets Name The Best'
others but they most sertainly
sive promise. Such persons a r e
Lurlean Hunter, Della Reese, Di-
van's Mikado and say if it pars 
Mann Carroll and a few others.
a page  and Suib- While Isurlean has enjoyed sue- a 
few records going for her. How.
the record fit the star or if 
cess with an album and a single
an artist can be made thereby 
or two her discs have not clut
let her fit the record. 
tered nation's juke boxes as have
the Eitzgeralds, Vaughans a n d
Billie Holiday. Lurlean'a b I g
spotlighting has some from fact
that her work in Chicago night
clubs was good enough to attract
attending of national television
'The Imaginary Invalid'
Seen by over 3500 Court Theatre I 
Here's be
the n e w Theatre, Oct 9-1041, CIO P. In -
"The Imaginary Invalid"
repeated b University
with good looks fine singing voice 
patrons last summer,
was soon on her nay to btgger 
Musical comedy version of Mo-i Handel Hall,
being spotlighted, though more
prevalent today than in the past
is by no means unique. The cur-
rent crop merely increases and
continues what the old timers
started. Certainly Bessie and Ma-
mie Smith, Ma Rainey and Ethel
Waters owe most of their national
fame and popularity to the discs
that went for them. And of the
quartet mentioned only Miss Wa-
ters' followers can even partially
disclaim the facts. Ethel of
course went along to even greater
things with appearances on Broad-
way, in movies, on radio and even
television. The others merely add-
ed to their financial take and ap-
peal by personal appearances in
small time theatres.
However the current situation
is somewhat different. As great
an artist as Pearl Bailey may be
in minds of her recordings follow-
ers it can be hardly be said that
this spotlighting over shadows her
fame accrued from combination of
television, films and on the stage,
Broadway included.
• • •
The same may be said for Ella
Fitzgerald. There are as many
Americans who know Ella for her
starring role with Jazz at Phil-
harmonic, her television appear-
ances, her work in top night clubs
and theatres as claim her as their
favorite on records. Earths Kitt's
case is even more complicated.
Long before her recordings made
the various hit parades La Kitt
was an accepted star basking in
the spotlight that made her glit•
ter as a top name. Her success-
ful recordings, that came later,
simply added to the popular ac-
claim that makes her a favorite
with Music lovers.
Billie Holiday on the other hand
has been "one of the best" al-
most exclusively" for what came
her way via recordings in both
fame and money. Billie, one of
world's truly great artists, boasts
several marks for total sales of
recordings, many of which were at
top of bit parade from time to
time.
The crop of newcomers w h o television. She's had a few sue.
cessful records hut her fame as a
Inyumbebeirnscituhdaedt raitne traves r 
original 
al hard-ti„t
share spotlight with ene or two
She has the talent and another
juke artist is hardly as potent.
with Fitzgerald, Vaughan, Bailey,
vision shows arranged for coming
hit or two and the several tele-
Horne, Holiday, Hadda Brooks and
lighting she merits talent wise.
winter should bring her the spot-
Diahand Carroll rides the same
boat. A great singer she has only'
ever her many appearances on
television including the top sing-
ing role in a CBS specteculet with
Benny Goodman have just about
made the gal, so to speak. And
when she's heard from in the film
"Porgy 'N Bess” there figures to
be more shouting in her behalf.
The latter list might also include
Dells Reese, on other hand,; Valierle Carr, Abbey Lincoln sad
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Westcoast NAACP To Honor Little Rock Gra
Also Decathlon
Champ Johnson
SAN FRANCISCO — Ernest
Green, the only Negro graduate
of Central High, Little Rock,
Ark., and Refer Johnson, world
decathelon champion will be hon-
ored by the NAACP, at the Oak-
land Arena, Oct. 20, Franklin H.
Williams, regional secretary-coun-
sel of the NAACP, announced.
Ernest Green, one of the origi-
nal nine Negro students admitted
to the Little Rock High school,
graduated last June and is pres-
kilUSiC and
Musicians
The Neota McCurdy Dyett schol-
arship award of $100 was made
Sunday, Sept. 28, following the an-
nual contest sponsored by the Dett
Music Club. held at the Sixth Unit-
ed Presbyterian church.
This award, made in memory of
one of the music club's most out-
standing former presidents, Neota
McCurdy Dyett, alternates from
one year to the next.
Last year the contest was held!
In the area of piano and this year!
It was for voice aspirants.
This year's first place winner
was Willie Brown, baritone. Clau-
dine Roy, soprano, and Earl Tay
liar, tenor, were both second place
winners.
While only one prize is awarded
contest, Miss Roy and Tay
1 re on a par so far as the
ju es were concerned.
Other contestants heard by the
panel of judges were Joyce Webb,
lyric soprano and Clarke SoIonia,
bass-baritone.
Serving as judge, were Mary
Frances Crawley, soprano soloist;
Glennae Coleman, director of the
choir at the Church of the Good
REGINA CLARK
Shepherd; Hortense Love, nation
ally famous concert artist; Prof.
James A. Mundy, noted choir di-
rector and Bernice Taylor, vocal
instructor.
Presentation of the award was
made by the club's president, John
E. Webb. Mrs. Ethel Gavin Stew.
airship committee, served as pro-
gram director for the occasion.
John Austin Martin, well known
oragnist and musician, was the
guest artist to appear on the pro-
gram. He played compositions by
Mill and Fletcher
.
club's fcunder was the late
Nellie E. Askew; some of the first
club members were Mable San
ford Lewis, Dr. Ruth Allen Fouche
Dr. King, Grace Dunlap Sevier,
Ann Emmanuel, Blanche Jack-
son Thompson, Delia Darts, G.
Nesbitt, and others.
Appearing in her annual recital
Sunday, Sept. 28, Regina Clark,
soprano attracted a large respon-
sive audience to Bethel A. M. E.
church. Her program included sa-
cred songs, secular songs, Spirit.
uals and art songe, with but a
single operatic aria. The aria being
the famous Bell Song from "Lak-
me," by Delibes.
The recital began with a group
of songs in English including: I
Will Extol Thee by Costa; Thanks
Be to Thee, by Handel; and I
Talked to God Last Night, by Gui.
on.
J. Rosamond Johnson's Since
'You Went Away; Florence B.
tir Son
gs To The Dark Vir-
oem by Langston Hughes)
and arrangements by William L.
Dawson, Elmur A. Simpson, Hall
Johnson and R. Nathaniel Dett,
rounded out the program.
Elmur A. Simpson was the sym-
pathetic accompanist.
THE ORDERING of Moses, an
oratorio written by R. Nathaniel
Dett will be presented by the Chi-
cago Negro Opera Guild Sunday,
Oct. 19, at 6 p. m., at Bethel
A. M. E church, 4558 S. Michigan
ave. This oratorio has been per-
formed on previous occasions
and was presented by this group
in conjunction with the National
Negro Opera Company at the
Eighth Street Theater several sea-
sons ago, under the direction of
Mrs. Mary Cardwell Dawson.
' On this occasion, Dr. Omega
King will direct the Guild. The
am.e is sponsored by the
choir, with Mrs. Mayoma
Mc an, as chairman.
MING BUNTON is serving U
ently attending Michigan State
university in Lansing, Mich.
Green will bring a "Report
from Little Rock" to the Bay
Area public.
Refer Johnson was described by
Life Magazine a few weeks ago
as the world's greatest athletic.
He recently established t h e
world's record in the decathelon
in a dual meet between an Ameri-
can track team and the USSR
track stars in Russia. Rater is
now the UCLA student body presi-
dent.
! The rally will be preceded by
an area-wide petition campaign to
I reaffirm suppert of the U. S. Su-
preme court desegregation decis-
1 ion and calling upon President Ei-
senhower to "use the full power
,of his office in the implementing
of these decisions."
Reserve seat tickets for t h e
meeting will be given to each sig
nator of the petition. Petitions aml
tickets may be obtained from
the NAACP office, San Francisco,
or from any local branch at the
Association.
director of a large male chorus
which has been in preparation for
the past several months for an
appearance at Orchestra Hall, Sun
day, Oct. 12, at 7 p. m. The
chorus, recruited from groups
throughout Chicago, is scheduled
to appear at the program spon-
sored by the Laymen's Society of
Chicago at a special service at
which time the main speaker is
to be the distinguished Nelson
Nelson Rockefeller, New York
City. Albert Williams, is chair-
man of the chorus. Elmur A. Simp-
son and Charles Kendrick& are
assistants to Bunton.
MAHALIA JACKSON has been
engaged to appear in a benefit per-
formance for the South Side Com-
munity Art Center, Sunday, Oct.
12, at 3 p. m. at Dunbar High
school auditorium, 29th and South
Parkway.
The committee sponsoring Miss
Jackson, whose recent appearance
In films, on TV, and on radio
have brought reams of publicity
for her career, are eagerly look-
ing forward to hearing her.
ROOSEVELT U. Chorus and
Young's String Ensemble, will be
presented in a fall musical, Sun-
day, Oct. 26, at 4 p. m. at Dun
bar High school, 29th and South
Parkway by Sigma Omega Chap-
ter, Omega Psi Phi Fraternity.
The chorus is directed by Robert
Reuter, noted conductor and or-
ganist and the String Ensemble
is directed by Dr. S. Walford
Young.
THE CONCERT CHOIR of Park
Manor Congregational church, Bet
ty L. King, musical director, will
be heard in its annual concert
Sunday, Oct. 2e, at 7:30 p. m.
Mississippi
ABERDEEN
By HENRY E. CRUMP
Mrs. Inez Cousin is home after
undergoing surgery at the Aber-
deen hospital. She is doing nicely.
We pray for her complete recov-
ery.
Funeral service for Elizabeth
Haskin was held at Daniel Baptist
church with the pastor, Rev. James
Gettys officiating. She leaves her
husband, several children and
grandchildren. her father and other
relatives and friends to mourn her
passing. The American Burial was
in chage of remains.
The Aberdeen Bearcats traveled
to Amory recently where they were
defeated by the Amory boys. The
Vine Street Band, under the direc-
tion of Mr. Walter G. Bates played
at the Monroe county fair during
the crowning in the beauty contest.




Airman James Cobb was a re-
cent visitor at the Mississippi In-
dustrial College where he. was a
guest of his aunt, Mr. W. M. Fraz-
ier. He also visited his wife, Mrs.
Mennie Alva Cobb, a teacher at
Rosenwald.
Rust r'ollege Bearcats downed
Tangelo° College with a score of
36-6.
The revival that convened at As-
bury last week was a great suc•
cess. Supt. Jackson of the Holly
Springs District was speaker. Rev.
1, L Rucker, pastor. Rev. W. C.
Armstrong and members of the
junior church were guests of Rev.
J. Y. Tryce at Corinth last Sunday
evening. The Gospel choir furnish-
ed the music. Mr. James Robin-
son, Mgr,
STARKVILI,E
By MR. FANNIE MOORE
Mrs. Sarah Jones was among
the many delegates who attended
the National Baptist Convention
held in Chicago recently.
Mrs. Corbet Odell Green and
daughter of St. Louis, Mo. Rev.
and Mrs. D. T. Jackson, of Holly
Springs, Mississippi were guests
in the home of Mr. and Mrs. Rob.
ert Hardy last Thursday.
Mrs. Wilda Bowedn, retired ex-
tension agent of Oktibbeha for the
past 30 years was home recently:
Ii business., Since her retirementi
GROWING TURKISH TO.
SACCO — Eugene Graham,
right, first colored farmer of
Newberry County, S. C., to
grow Turkish tobacco, discuss.
es the quality of his leaf with
County Agent B. J. Gill, left;
and State Extension Supervi-
sor E. N. Williams. At lower
left is a bale of the tobacoo




NEWBERRY COUNTY, S. C. —
Some cotton farmers in the
Southeast are trying a few acres
of Turkish tobacco as a sideline
source of income, reports E. N.
Williams, State supervisor of Ne
gro extension work in South Caro
line where part of the small crop
is grown.
Turkish tobacco, used mainly for
blending with regular domestic
types in the manufacture of cigar
ettes, is in increased demand as a
vesult of the higher cigarette con
gumption which is partly account
TENNESSEE CROONER IN
GEORGIA — Richard O'Neal,
freshman. from Chattanooga.
Tenn., captivates the Fort
Valley State college freshman
talent night audience singing
"Unchained Melody' a n d
"Looking Back."
she has been living in Hopinsville,
Ky. with her daughter.
BATESVILLE
By CLEY A. JOINER
The 4-H fall rally at the Bates-
ville Community Barn was a great
success with many prizes given
Mrs. Alice Thompson, deinonstrat-
or.
The New Enon M. B. church
had a very fine service last Sun-
day. The pastor, Rev. Joseph Ma-
brey brought the message. Rev.
Long from Memphis was guest
minister. Brother Matthews was
guest deacon.
The Mt. Gillion M. B. church
held its regular monthly service
with pastor, Rev. T. L. Lip-
ton bringing the message. A great
service was reported.
The Friendly Gates rendered a
lovely program at the Hopewell
M. B. church along with other
singing groups.
ted for by the population rise.
I Twenty years ago, when Ameri-
cans were smoking only 158 bil-
lion cigarettes annually, imports
of tobacco from Turkey totaled
less than 20 million pounds.
437 BILLION
This year, with U. S. smokers
expected to consume 437 billion
cigarettes, close to 60 million
pounds of Turkish tobacco will
be imported. To this will be added
an unofficial estimate of 200,000
pounds grown in this country.
One of the first colored farmers
to begin growing Turkish tobacco
in South Carolina, says Williams,
is Eugene Graham of Newberry
County. He has been growing one
to two acres of the crop since
1951 to supplement his income
from cotton and milk. Thirty-eight
other colored farmers in the
county also are growing the Tur-
kish variety.
Last year, Graham grossed $712





First graduate course in musical
applications of the new science
of electronics is being given this
fall at the University of Illinois
in a cooperative project of the
School of Music and the Gradu-
ate college.
In charge of the program is
Prof. L. A. Hiller, recently assist
ant professor of inorganic chem-
istry, who has been transferred
to the music faculty for this pur-
pose, Ile is composer of "'Iliac
Suite," a string quartet from ma-
terials produced electronically, by
the University's high - speed com-
puter and of a number of other
musical works.
Prof. Hiller slim will work on
problems of programming for the
computer to produce musical ma-
terials which can be transcribed
into conventional musical nota-
tion. In addition, he hopes to le-
velop a method of transferring
music to punched tape f rom
which printed music may be
quickly produced. Transcriptions
of ancient musical notation by
musical scholars could then be
quickly reproduced for conteripor-
ary use.
In his class In musical acous-
tics and experimental electronic,
music are four composers, a mu-
sicologist, a music education stu-
dent, and an electrical engineer.
They will work on composition of
music from recorded sounds, and
in other areas of electronic mu-
sic.
A recording of Hiller's "Mac
Suite " first performed at t h e
University of Illinois in August
1956, has been played frequently
before scientific, and musical
groups Hiller is also the author
of a book on electronic music
soon to be published by McGraw,
Hill.
His yield was down somewhat
from 1955, his best year, when he
grossed $1.137 off an acre and a
half. He has received from 82
to 99 cents a pound for the tobacco
— almost twice the average re-
turns from regular flue-cured var-
ieties.
COTTON-MILK
Mr. and Mrs. Graham operate
a 202-acre farm which belongs to
the estate of his father who died
in 1946. Last year they planted
12 acres to cotton (and harvested
8 bales), 40 to corn, 15 to oats, 10
to field peas, and 7 to wheat. The
rest of their farm is divided be-
tween woodland and pastures for
their_ hogs and small dairy herd.
Their 8 milk cows produced more
than 14,000 gallons of milk for
market In 1957a
The Grahams have received con-
siderable advice and counsel on
crop production and livestock
management from their county
agent, B. J. Gill, and help with
food preservation and improve-
ment from their home agent, Mrs.
Lillian G. Saunders.
Mr. and Mrs. Graham have been
farming on their own since 1937.
They hope soon to cut back more
on cotton and increase their Tur-
kish tobacco to 4 or 5 acres. Also
they plan to enlarge their swine
and dairy herds.
"With any tractor and other
equipment, I think I can handle
the increased production," says
Mr. Graham.
Campu s Beat
Hi there coeds, has school start-
ed to reach you? What do you
think of the curfew! Have you
jotted down the terms that are
unfamiliar to you? Oh well, time
is going slowly, and books are
open wide, no listen to all that is
said end abide by the rules.
Three students of North Caro-
lina College have been awarded
$10,570.74 to pay the expenses in
graduate Public Health Nursing
for the current school year. The
United States Public Health Ser-
vice provided the money as part
of its pre-bachelor traineeship
program.
Dr. George W. Gore. Jr., Presi-
dent of Florida A. and M. Uni•
versity, Tallahassee, Florida, was
guest speaker at Virginia State
college last weekend.
Honolulu-born Jean Erdman, one
of the world's most exciting crea-
tive dancers, will be presented in
public recital by LeMoyne College
(Memphis, Tenn.). She will per-
form in the college gymnasium.
C. Arthur Bruce Hall, starting at
8.30 p m. She has invited many
of the boldest modern composers
to write her music and was re-
cently cited by Times Magazine.—
LeMoyne College student body
selected "Miss LeMoyne" from
three finalists. The finalists were
picked by three off-campus judges
at a "Miss LeMoyne Banquet" on
Oct. 3. Names will come later
plus perhaps pictures.
Early morning television view-
ers can earn college credit in
modern physics this year by en-
rolling in the National Televised
course to he broadcast in Tide-
water by WVEC-TV channel 15,
according to an announcement by
officials at Hampton Institute in
Ilampton, Va. — Dr. Martin ex-
plained that educators generally
regard a half hour period of in-
struction on television as roughly
equivalent to an hour in a class-
room. This course will consist of
80 television classes, resulting in
more clock hour's intruction than
a regular three hour course in a
classroom.
Dr. Catherine Duncan Berry, Di-
rector of the Fort Valley State
College (Education Division) will
deliver the college's Funders' Day
address on October 10, President
Cornelius V. Troup, announces.
Donald E. Barrett, pianist, was
presented in concert at Virginia
State College on Sunday, October
5, in the Virginia Hall Auditorium
List $ Million
Firms In U. S.
NEW YORK — There are ap-
proximately 21,000 businesses in
the U. S., with an indicated worth
of $1 million or more according
to statistics reflected in the new
Dun & Bradstreet Million Dollar
Directory which is in the final
stages of compilation and will be
published on January 1, 1959.
Although these 21,000 business-
es are less than 1 percent of the
3,000,000 names listed in the`Dun
& Bradstreet Reference B o o k,
they represent 45 percent of the
nation's gross sales, 39 percent of
total employment, 48 percent of
total salaries and wages, and bet-
ter than 50 percent of total as-
sets of the entire business popula•
tion of the country.
The directory information is be-
ing gathered by Dun & Brad.
street's nation • wide reporting
service of 142 offices.
In addition to listing 21,000 com-
panies with an indicated worth of
$1 million or mete, the directory
will also list the approximately
175,000 top management officials
of these companies.
before a large and appreciative
audience.
The Jackson State College Ly-
ceum Series for the 1959-59 season,
will begin on Friday evening, Oct.!
ober 24, 1958, at eight o'clock with
Mr. Robert McFerrin, baritone.
Mr. McFerrin is listed as a Metro-
politan star. His guest appearances
Include The Chicago Symphony,!
Ravinia Festival, Teatro San Car- '
lo, Naples; the New York Phil-
harmonic, Lewisohn Stadium; The
Philadelphia Orchestra, Ann Ar-
bor May Festival. Other appear-
ances for the Lyceum Series will'
be a Dance-Drama group Janu-i
DEFENDER
Sat., Oct. 11, 1958
ary 18, 1959; The Village Players,
March 20: and a popular jar.
artist April 17.
The Ghana Ambassador to the
United States, the Hon. Daniel
Chapman, who will deliver the
keynote address at Boston Uni-
versity's Homecoming at 12 noon,
held a press conference on Friday,
Oct. 3, in the Venetian room of
the Sheraton Plaza. — Ambassa.
dor Chapman, a permanent repre-
sentative to the United Nations,
was honored at a mayor's official
breakfast in the same room at 9
a.m.
Dean Howard Thurman bf Bos-
ton University's Marsh Chapel will
be the speaker at the Leominster
Hospital School of Nursing Corn-
mencement exercises Sunda y,
Sept. 28, at 8 p.m. at the Junior
High School in Leominster. Dr.
Thurman, who was chosen by Life
Magazine a few years as one of
the 12 outstanding ministers in the
United States, will speak on "The
Responsibility of the l'refessional
to Society."
That's all for this week, So long.
A COPY OF the constitution
and by Tana of the newly
formed Catherine Jackson Ad-
ams foundation was read at
the first meeting of the group
held at Washington Park
VSICt, last Saturdav, Sept.
27. Seated left to right are
Raymond Griswold. chairman
and key person back of the
foundation; Betty Prsor, see- '
retary. Standing In back of
the two are left to right Doro-
thy Byrd, assistant secretary,
and the foundations presi-
dent. Cheater Williams. The
first annual banquet of the






Southern Normal school played
Crestview Friday night at Crest-
view.
Mr. and Mrs. Jackson recently
motoree to Linden, Ala,
Mrs. Ruby Davis is hack home
after visiting her sister in Orlando,
Fla, Mrs. Davis sister who re-
cently gave birth to a fifteen pound
baby, is still in the hospital.
Mr and Mrs. Lee Stallworth,
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Harris, Mr.
and Mrs. R. Harris, Mr, Walter
Marshall', Mr. Clifford Robinson
and Mr. and Mrs. Ed Studom at-
tended the recent revival meeting
in New Hope. Rev. Jenkins, pastor.
Mrs. Julie Lewis has been re-
leased from McMillian hospital.
Mr. Bob Lett of Chicago is home
visiting his mother and brother.
Larry Jackson and Edna Earl
Moore left Saturday for college.
Booker T. Washington high play-
ed Daulphin last Friday night.
Mrs. Addia Cheatham, Mrs. Par-
ker and Mrs. Pearl Thomas are
on the sick list.
Funeral service for Mrs. Minnie
Fawler was held last week. Woath-
erly Funeral Home was in charge.
BESSEMER
By G. W. IVEY
The lovely Miss Delois Saunders,
a resident of Liscomb where she
spent a very enjoyable vacation
with her mother, recently return-
ed to Boston when she is guest
of her father and step mother.
Mrs. Joyce Sims and daughter,
Earths Lee, of Cleveland are visit-
ing Mrs. Sims parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Andrew Lacket of Bessemer
and grandmother, Mrs. Adline
Johnson.
Mrs. Sallie M. Thomas and niece
Bridget R. Long, daughter and
granddaughter of Mrs. Sallie M.
Hall, spent. a very pleasant week
at her home with her sister and
brother-in-law and other relatives
and friends of the city.
Mrs. Lucille Turner gave birth
to a 7 lb. baby boy, Frederick,
recently born at the Bessemer
husband, Harrison, is very proud.
Mother and baby are fine.
Our get-well wishes are to Mrs.
Bessie L. Ivey, Mrs. Lillie Nor-
wood and Mrs. Bessie B. Johnson
of Tuscaloosa.
Funeral services for the late
Mrs. Mary Carr was recently held
at the Si, Paul AME church, Thom.
aston, Ala. Eulogy by Rev. A. B.
Douglas. Mrs. Mary Carr was born
1842 and died at the home of her
daughter, Mrs. Hattie Carr. She
leaves to mourn her passing, ORR
brother, one sister, four sons, six
daughters, thirty grand children
thirty-eight great-grandchildren
and sixteen great-great-grand cill
dren and a host of other relatives
and friends,
BETHUNE • COOKMAN Col-
lege's 1958.59 faculty and staff
posed for this picture during
preplanning session at the
school. The session ended with
a dinner address in the Col-
lege Dinning hall, by Dr. Hu-
bert W. Hurt, Professor
emeritus of Stetson university.
They are left to right first
row; Dr. B. G. Moore, James
Huger, administrative assist.
ant; Dr. Itikutrd V. Moore,
President; Dr. J. T. Kelly,
consultant from the State De-
partment of Education; Dr.
W. A McMillian. dean. Second
row—Rabi J. Ganious, Jose-
phine Wesley, Helen Sellers,
Shirley Lee, Dr. Thurman
Stanback Elizabeth Diggs.
Leona Gilmore, Eduard Rodre•
miles, Georgia Schanck, regis-
trar; B. L. Mathis, dean of
students; Third row — James
George, L. Allen Pyke, Thom-
as D. Dempe, Wanda Brus•
sard, Emma Patterson, Eze-
kiel L. Kennedy, Florence
Borders, Betty J. Wilson,
Florence Small, R. P. Fair.
chaplain; A. A, Reid, Albert
Bethune, Jr.. Fourth row —
Dr. Paul Diggs. Dr. Richard
K. Seckinger, Marian Speight,
Freeman Hinson, Dr. John A.
Vander Waal, Dorothy J. Wif.
son, Virginia MeCrimmon,
Mary I,. Divers, Marion
Crews. Fifth row — Paul An.
erum, Charles Mathis, James
Coleman, Dr. Paul Decker,
Harvey Lee, Martha Berhel,
Henriene Banks, Rosa Sims,
Emmy Hunt, John Staley. Dr.
Donald Calhoun, Dr. Robert





A daughter, Ardella, to Mr. and
Mrs. Felix freeman of 284 Adol-
phus.
' A son, Keith, to Mr. and Mrs.
Twilton Lockhart of 1796 Cincin-
nati.
' A daughter. Verta. to Mr. and
Mrs. Willie Beale of 630 So. Or-
leans.
' A son, Larry to Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Lawrence of 257 Nlajuba.
' A son, Ode, to Mr. and Mrs.
Jessie Allen of 1411 So. Main.
I A son, David, to Mr. and Mn.
William Stokes of 8661/2 Lavon.
I A daughter, Jennie, to Mr. and
Mrs. Lucious B. Jones of 1298 No.
Bellevue.
' A daughter, Leslie, to Mr. and
Mrs. Leon Jackson of 3552 Roch-
ester.
A son, Kenneth, to Mr. and Mrs.
'John Jones of 1752 Hunter.
Sept. 28
! A daughter, Marquita, to Mr.
knd Mrs. Charles Gibson of 857
Neptune.
A daughter, Linda, to Mr. and
Mrs. L G. Jackson of 561 Con.
cord.
' A daughter, Doretha, to Mr. and
Mrs. Jesse Mitchell of 726 Lipford.
' A daughter. Debris, to Mr. and
Mrs. Jimmy Trotter of 119 Good-
A daughter, Marilyn, to Mr. and
Mrs. Luther Watkins of 609 N.
Decatur.
! A son, Roy, to Mr. end Mrs.
Arthur Crout of 927 No. Bellevue.
' A daughter, Gloria, to Mr. and
Mrs. Morrell Granderson of 411
Ashland.
A son, Warren, to Mr. and Mrs.
Willie Lewis of 1161 Thomas.
! A son, Dennis Jr., to Mr. and
Mrs. Dennis Cain of 379 So. Laud-
erdale.
I A son, Vernon, to Mr. and Mrs.
Monie Williams of 611 St. Paul.
A daughter, Rosemarie, to Mr.
Ind Mrs. Richard Jefferson of
1062 Arnold.
I A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Earl
Gunn of 755 Carpenter.
I A son, Robert, to Mr. and Mrs.
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Stork Stops
aLty
Born at John Gaston Hospital Sam Bennett of 859 Alaska.
A daughter, Vicky, to Mr. and
Mrs. Griffin Ingram of '839 David.
Sept. 29
A son, Ricky, to Mr. and Mrs.
John Brown of 1415 Woodward.
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Colum-
bus Liggins of 407 No. Main.
A daughter, Debra, to Mr. and
Mrs. Sam Callien of 1417 Cum-
mings.
A son, Stanley, to Mr. and Mrs.
Eddie Key of 737 David.
A son, Michael, to Mr. and Mrs.
Cleofor Bryant of 972 Cogswell.
A daughter, Hattie, to Mr. and
Mrs. Aaron Campbell of 2963 Air-
ways.
A daughter, Jewel, to Mr. and
Mrs. Cozy Sykes 01 1776 Eldridge.
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
Ben Sanders of 995 Melrose.
A son, Ricky, to Mr. and Mrs.
Dock Walker of 30 W. Fields.
A son, Rumsey. to Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Porter of 245 Grace-
wood.
A daughter, Katie, to Mr. and
Mrs. U. Z. Bobo of 820 Fields.
A daughter, Pamela, to Mr.
and Mrs. Eugene Rogers of 858 Le--
Moyne park.
A daughter, Chandra, to Mr. and
Mrs. King Berkley of 1614 Han-
auer.
A daughter, Carol, to Mr. and
Mrs. Floyd Scales of 1595 Huge-
not.
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Leon
Jones of 353 Dunlap.
A,son, Arnold, to Mr. and Mrs.
Willie Hearn of 2296 Eldridge.
Sept. 30
A son, Michael, to Mr. and Mrs.
John Edwards of 997 Leath.
A son, Donald, to Mr. and Sirs.
Frank Askew of 1464 Decatur.
A daughter, Lillie, to Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Morehead of 340 Hill.
A daughter, Tina, to Mr. and
Mrs. Richard Lee of 683 Louisiana.
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Lynell
Ayers of 1579 Minnie.
A daughter, Cassandra, to Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Willis of 467 Car-
penter.
A daughter, Beulah, to Mr. and
Sirs. Sammie Wicks of 763 Porter.
COMMERCIAL PROPERTY
FOR SALE
THREE BUILDINGS NOW OCCUPIED BY SIX STORES
IN EXCELLENT LOCATION
In South Memphis --- On Lot 160 Feet x 113 Feet
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A daughter, Monika, to Mr. and
Mrs. Gerald Gates of 2083 Wa-
bash.
A son, Myron, to Mr. and Mrs.
Isiah Sermons of 1342 McNeil.
A daughter, Cheryl, to Mr. and
Mrs. Bobby Hayes of 408 Grace.
wood.
A daughter, Vickey, to Mr. and
Mrs. Willie Faulkner of 5527 La-
mar.
A daughter, Katherine, to Mr.
and Mrs. Richard Campbell of 937
D. McDowell.
A daughter, Pitalia, to Mr. and
Mrs. William Ttate of 1956 Dunn.
A daughter, Ruby, to Mr. and
Mrs. Will Anderson of 1648 So.
Lauderdale.
Oct. 1
A son, Victor, to Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Benson of 949 Mosby.
A son, David. to Mr. and Mrs.
Thomas Bolden of 305 Carpenter.
A son, Calvin, to Mr. and Mrs.
Calvin Mobley of 944 So. Parkway.
A son, Earl, to Mr. and Mrs.
Ben Shaw of 654 Galloway.
A son. Derek, to Mr. and Mrs.
Johny Overton of 1336 Gill.
A daughter, Pamela, to Mr. and
Mrs. Elton Davis of 792 Clay-
brook.
A son, Charles, to Mr. and Mrs
Clarence Wilks of 1521 Willis.
A son, James, to Mr. and Mrs
James Morris of 521 Tillman.
A son, John, to Mr. and Mrs.
Joe Wicks of 536 East St.
A daughter, Vernica, to Mr. and
Mrs. Odell Mackey. of 660 Fire-
stone.
Oct. 2
A daughter. Catherine, to Mr.
and Genie Peques of 879 No. Bell-
evue.
A daughter, Sonia, to Mr. and
Mrs. Armon Brown of 427 So. Well-
ington.
A son, Zebedee Jr., to Mr. and
Mrs. Zebedee Borum of 1460 Dix-
on.
A daughter, Modie, to Mr. and
Mrs. Sam Dolgia of 1518 Pillow
(11).
A daughter, Sylvania. to Mr. and
Mrs. Lee Bolton of 1652 Pillow.
A son, Eddie, to Mr. and Mrs.
Louis Lumpkin of 816 Speed.
A son. Carl, to 5Ir. and 
Mrs.
John Simpson of 485 Payton.
A son, Andrew, to Mr. and 
Mrs.
James Ingram of 1044 Lewis.
A daughter, Joyce, to Mr. 
and
Mrs. John Wilson of 1554 McMil-
lan.
A son, Aaron, to Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Williams of 2433 Brooklyn.
A son, Arnette, to Mr. and 
Mrs.
Odell Estes of 914 Palmer Alley.
Oct. 3
A son. Ricky, to Mr. and Mrs.
Bennie Jenkins of 1172 Wilson.
A son. Christopher, to Mr. and
Mrs. Dan Barbee of 137 Temple.
A daughter, Nathalia, to Mr. and
Mrs. Alvin Hopkins of 1581 
Pillow.
A daughter, Maxine. to Mr. and
Mrs. James Davis of 508 Carpen-
ter.
A daughter, Patricia, to Mr. and
Mrs. Horace Grandberry of 2512
Winnona.
A daughter, Debbie, to Mr. and
Mrs. John Smith of 466 Wicks.
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Percy
Jacks of 1880 Carver.
A son, Michael, to Mr. and Mrs.
Leamon Perry of 685 Harahan.
Just Doina His Duty
PORTSMOUTH. England —
(UPI) — A quartermaster aboard
the aircraft carrier Albion saw
black shape sliding through the wit•
ter and turned in an alarm.
Naval patrols headed for t h
scene.
Police were called out.
Divers went down to examine the
hull.
An Admiralty spokesman finally
stated:
"We think the quartermaster
mistook a porpoise for a frogman.
It was very proper of him to re-
port it."
The one gin that tastes great
mixed ii Chased or straight.'
"IBM
Feel likes straight or a mixed drink'
Gilbey's is the one gin that's great, either
way. Jest enough flavor to spark up the
mixed drinks, yet so smooth and mellow,
the taste is great straight. That's why
it's the great favorite, all around the world.
GILBEY'S GIN
the one gin distilled in,
15 countries and served
around the world!
l%
RILBEY'S DISTILLED LONDON DRY GIN 90 PROOF 100% GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS MIL
RILBET. LTD.. CINCINNATI. OHIO. DISTRIBUTED BY RATIONAL DISTILLERS PRODUCTS CL,
AIMING TO WIN — Kermit
Stcpter, 5' 11", NS lb. quar-
terback gets set to sling for
a touchdown as he works out
on t h e Mississippi Voca•
Lionel college "Delta Devil'
gridiron. Kermit is expected
to play an Important role in
t h e Devils' bid for football
honors this Fall. The tricky
back continues to mold the
abilities which netted him the
title, "Mn. Football' when he
played in the Memphis prep
circle.
Just recently 1 read this quote
"one secret of success is to be
able to put your best foot forward
without stepping on anybody's
toes." Now this is just what you
can do with this delicious choco-
late icebox cake. It's a pretty
cake, rich and elegant enough for
the most "surnptous" company.
You will need 40 minutes for pre-
paration and then it should be
chilled three or four hours. But
you see this gives you time to
get your dessert well out of the
way before time to prepare the
other part of the company dinner.
CHOCOLATE ICEBOX CAKE
2 pkgs. (3,2 oz.) sugar wafers
2 pkgs. chocolate pudding and
Coldwater
Miss.
The sixty-second session of the
Sardis District Sunday School and
Christian Youth Fellowship Convn-
tion was held here recently at the
Bates Chapel CME church. A
total of $368.20 was raised. Pres I
ent at the meet were Rev. P. P. m .
Stock and the presiding elder,
Rev. C. Jones. Prof. D. D. Bur- ,
ton is the district superintendent.
Mr. and Mrs. Lemon Owens are,
here from Detroit visiting his r
mother, Mrs. Mary Flemings, his
sister. Mrs. Eunice Caldwell and
Mrs. Willie Mae Phillips and other
relatives.
The pastor of the Edwards Chap-
el AME church condocted a re-





and Mrs. T. J. Res were
while en route to Grenada. Miss.,
to visit Presiding Elder and Mrs.
C. Jones.
A program was given at the
Bates Chapel CME church last
Sunday, and $46.31 were raised.
Mrs. U. Milton and children are
here from Memphis. Tenn.. visit
ing her mother, Mrs Agnes Price.
Price
pie filling
2 envelopes gelatin .
dash of salt
4 egg yolks, slightly beaten
4 cups milk
2 sq. unsweetened chocolate
2 tablespoons sherry i optional)
4 egg whites
I/2 cup sugar
1 cup heavy cream, whipped
Line a 10-inch round or square
tube pan with waxed paper. Ar-
range sugar wafers on bottom.
prepare filling; carefully pour 1/2
inch layer over wafers. Line sides
of pan and center tube with wafers
pour in remaining filling; cover
top with remaining wafers. Chill
until firm, at least 3-4 hours, or
overnight. Turn out onto serving
dish and remove waxed paper.
Serve with whipped cream.
CHOCOLATE FILLING: Com-
bine pudding and pie filling, gela-
tin, and salt in saucepan. Gradu-
ally stir in egg yolk:, mixed with
the milk: add chocolate. Cook and
stir about 5 minutes, stirring oc-
casionally; add sherry. Beat egg
whites until foamy, beat in sugar
and beat until stiff, carefully fold
in hot pudding. Chill mixture over




In Florida This Fall
KANSAS CITY. Mo. — (UPI) —
The Kansas City Athletics said
they will participate along with the,
New York Yankees the St. Louis,
Cardinals and the Milwaukee Brav-
es in a Florida Winter League for
training young ballplayers.
The A's will open their winter
training camp at Tampa. Fla., on
Oct. 11 and start a 50-game
schedule Oct. 15. continuing
through Dec. 12.
Players assigned to the rosters
can have no more than three
years professional experience or
have played above Class B base-
ball. Neither provision includes the
1958 season.
Each squad will have an 18.play




YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This Is her new office at the MissiasIppl
State Line. MADAM BELL Is back after a
long time of being aw,y and at lett she Is
back to stay In her new home.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage? Rave
yes lost faith in your husband, wife Or sweetheart? Are you
In had health! Are you discouraged? If any of these are your
problems, come let MADAM BELL advise you at once. She
will read life to you just as she would read an open book
Tell you why your job or business Is not • succelm If you have
failed in the rest come see MADAM BELL at once.
Located on Highway 51 Smith, lust over Mississippi State
Line. on the way to Hernando Her home is blocks below
where she used to stay right aside the DeSoto Motel Be sore
to look for the RED KRI('K ROUsE and you'll lino her there
at all times She never had an office In West Memphis.)
Catch yellow bus marked Whitehaven State Line and get
off at State Line and walk 2 blocks and see MADAM BELL'S
HAND SIGN.
COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Roars II am. to 9 p m
Remitting, Daily Open on Sundays
I don't make any home calls or answer any letters Re sore





"0 sun and skies and cloth's of
June;
And Flowers of June together,
Ye cannot rival for one hour
October's bright blue weather.'
Once again autumn, with
autumn comes the loveliest of
days, days that the poet has called,
"October's bright blue weather."
We look forward to many events
in October: harvest, Halloween,
and the annual conference of the
First Episcopal District of the
CME church.
At this writing, Rev. B. F. Mar.
ris, S. E. Moore, and Mrs. DeEt-
ta Brown are attending the con-
ference at the Collins Chapel CME
church in Memphis. Assignments
for the conference year will be
announced in this column next
Week.
Miles Chapel MCE church dos-
ed the last week of the conference
with five nights of revival serivces,
conductd by Rev. C. W. Allen,
of Farmer Chapel CME church,
Brownsville.
His discourses for the week fol-
lowed a general theme from Mat-
thew 16, "Thou art the Christ,
the Son of the living God," words
spoken by Peter. which furnished
meditations of sufficient grace to
last the entire week. Joe Spring-
field and Shelton Watkins were
added to the church as members.
Rev. and Mrs. L. Nelson spent
last week end with Mr. and Mrs.
Lawrence Bonds in Denmark.
While in the beautiful and palatial
home, Mrs. Nelson attended the
Madison County Fair in Jackson
as the guest of Mrs. Bonds. On
Sunday they were entertained at
dinner in the home of Miss Sudie
Ingram, also in Denmark.
Happy birthday wishes go this
week to Horace Coleman Watkins,
who was six years old on Sept. 29.
Guests at his party were Shuns
Moore, Patrice and Beverly John-
son, Paula Lee. Patsy and Jerry
Eisom, Vincent and Keven Camp-
bell, and Bryant and Pamela Wat-
kins. Generous slices from a three.
tiered cake, along with homemade
ice cream, were served to each
guest.
Miss Wanda Brent, a student at
Lane college, was home for a visit
last week.
Roy Springfield is home on a
30-day furlough before leaving for
overseas duty. He is scheduled
to be out of the country for at
least 12 months.
Miss Laphalia Cause was here
last week to visit friends and rela-
tives. "Faye," attractive with her
New York hair style and persona-
lity, flew into Memphis, and was
there for several hours before
coming on to Ripley.
Before returning to New York,
also by air, Miss Gause will visit
a sister in Nashville. Says Faye,
"I wouldn't travel any other way.
It's great!"
Proves His Point
TUSCUMB1A, Ala. — (UPI) — 1
Herman Byrd left Sheriff Ray-
mond Wheeler a bit of advice after
breaking out of jail for the second
time this month.
"This county needs a new jail
worse than a dead man needs a
coffin," Byrd wrote.
Words of the Wise
He who sacrifices his con-
science to ambition burns a
picture to obtain the ashes.
—(Chinese proverb)
Tr -City News
• Dyer, Rutherford, Trenton
We hope the readers of thin
column will not be too disappoint-
ed with the news this week for
a Johnny Come Lately is substi-
tuting. Your regular scribe is at-
tending the Annual Conference of
the CME church. The news that
you expect may or may uot be
here, so please don't hold her re-
sponsible.
Your present writer is very
much perturded about the term
much perturbed about the term
East. As I attempt to compile
this wee bit of news the TV is
showing a picture of the trouble
in the Far East, a commentator
is talking about trouble in the Mid-
dle East and some man. with the
initials W. M. came to bring me a
book with the title "Look to the
East." This is too much East for
me. I know now why John B.
Soule said "go West Young Man."
Miss Eva Barbee of Hickman,
Ky., it visiting Mrs. Mary A n n
Thompson and friends of Dyer.
Mrs. Tishie McDearmond of Chi-
cago was guest of her daughter,
Mrs. Bobella Harris. Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas Nolan, of Fort
Wayne, Ind., came to see his
mother, Mrs. Elmer Nolan who
has been very ill. Mr. T. L.
Buchanan and Dr. 0. W. Boash
of Dyer and Trenton were princi-
pal, speakers at Johnson Chapel
CME church where Rev. Charles
Ward of Trenton is pastor.
The Dyersburg District council of
the CME church met at Dyer Sat-
urday, Sept. 27. About three fourths
of the leaders were present. The
session was held to complete
the work for this conference year.
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Burnett
and son motored to Nashville,
Tenn. Sept. 30, where Mr. Burnett
will enter the Gupton school of
Mortuary Science. Mr. Thomas
Burnett o St. Louis, Mo., was in
Trenton and Humboldt recently
visiting his brothers Prof. W. L.
Burnett, principal of Rosenwald
High school and Rev. Marshall
Burnett, pastor of Lane Taber-
nacle CME church and instructor
in Stigall High school.
Mr. and Mrs. Hollis Smith
of Freemont, Ohio, is in Trenton




LITTLE ROCK, Ark. — (UPI)
—Charles Beaver, 22, a waiter,
said Wednesday that a white boy
shot him in the arm from a pass-
ing automobile.
He said the automobile, with
"several" white boys in it, passed
him as he was going home after
midnight Tuesday. He said the
boys were yelling "nigger" and
cursing.
He was treated at University of
Arkansas Medical Center, but the
wound was not serious enough
for him to be kept in the hospital.
T. V. Smith. While here they
motored to Nashville, to visit Mr.
and Mrs. J. 1'. Agnew. Mr.
Mrs. Cherry Ellison and un
Mr Porter Crenshaw of Toledo,
Ohio, are taking in the 80th Annual
exhibit of the Gibson County Color-
ed Fair and visiting relatives
and friends. Mr and Mrs. Lynn
Barnett, Mr. and Mrs W. Wade,
and Miss Cora Barnett of Tip-
tonville, Tenn., are visiting with
the Burnetts. Seats, and Marshes
and attending the fair. Mr. and
Mrs. Andrew Williams of Memphis
were overnight guests of Dr. and
Mrs. J. T. Seat last week end. Mr.
Williams fcrmerly held the prin-
cipalship of Rosenw aid High
school. He is now connected with
Radio Station WD1A of Memphis.
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Chrisp Sr.
taking advantage of the harvest
break and school closing by taking
an extended tour of Indiana, Illi-
nois and Wisconsin.
Your regular scribe will report
next week on the highlights of
Obin River Association, CME
ference, In-Service Workshop
teachers. and WD1A spelling co .
test. Until then, 30, from Porter
Crenshaw.
EARLE, ARK.
Mrs. Bennie Ruth McCorkle is
back on the job, and will be giv.
ing reportes from the Earle vi-
cinity. During the summer, Mrs.
McCorkle attended Roosevelt uni-
versity in Chicago, and cared for
a sick cousin, Mrs. Almyrtle
Oliver, a former resident of Mem-
phis.
While in Chicago, Mrs. Me-
Corkle also attended the Nation-
al Baptist Convention.
Everybody has returned from his
vacation, and happy to be back
in Earle. Back from a vacs
in Los Angeles Calif. are
Blondell Johngarn and Mrs. Ad
Strong.
Mrs. Nannie Mae Miller has "'-
turned from St. Louis where she
visited her daughter.
The PTA had a closing program
here recently, and the speaker
was Rev. Otis Breckenridge. Re-
freshments were served after the
meeting.
Students who have gone front
Earle to Arkansas A and M col-
lege for the fall semester a r •
Misses Clara and Joan Johngarn
and Mr. Settles.
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Anderson
is also back from their vacation










Maas* Paint, Reg. $735 Only 5.35
Rubber Bare, Reg, 5.95 Only 3.95
Floor Enamel, Reg. 6.95 Only 4.95
WALLPAPER . 50% OFF
- H. A. CARROLL & CO
Paint Headquarters Since 1871
Herbert Streuli Walter Streuli
344 GAYOSO at WELLINGTON
Ph. JA, 3.1626
1263 N. HOLLYWOOD at CHELSEA
Ph. FA 7-3201
High Cost Of Living—Back Breaking Laundry
GOT YOU DOWN?
Pack Those Dirty Clothes And Come To
KWIK-N-KLEAN LA UNDRY
2571 CARNES ST.
HEART OF ORANGE MOUND












Avoid Saturday Crowds - Wash Easily -
Comfortably
Any Hour, Mid-week or Nile and Sunday
Rain Or Shine - Make Your Clothes LoOk Fine
Do It Yourself - Save - Save
KWIK-N-KLEAN — 2571 CARNES
















































































































































Wash The Easiest Way
In less than five months the
people in the Orange Mound sec-
a
of Memphis haYe found
• laundry home at 2571 Carnes
In fact, there are regular
customers who have found the eco-
nomy of patronizing KWIK-N-
KLEAN from many sections of the
city.
From the state of Texas where
most of the coin-operated stores
began operation about three years
ago, it has steadily moved into
the Memphis area and is offering
service unique in its field. The
customer brings his clothes — pow-
der — detergent, etc., and with
a complete automatic washer is
able to wash a normal, nine pound
load, in about 30 minutes, for a
nominal charge of 2C cents. Many
customers find the convenience of
using several machines simultan-
eously, for many laundries there-
by saving useful time for other
things in these busy days.
After the clothes are spun dried
in the washer, the customer may
fluffeiry two washer loads IS
pounds) for only 25 cents, making
a germ-free dry laundry cost only
65 cents for the two washer loads.
OPEN 24 HOURS
There are no attendants pres-
ent, and the customer may feel
the presence of actually perform-
ing her (or his) laundry as she
desires. The store is open 24
hours every day — seven days
a week and the convenience for
the working customer is unexcelled
insofar as the time element is con,
cerned.
Economically, it has been proven
that it is more reasonable for a
family wash to be cleaned at a
coin operated self - service store
than the purchase — maintenance
— and cost of the utilities con-
nected therewith. ,
With cold-rainy days ahead
KWIK-IYTKLEAN can be your head-
quarters for the family wash to
SAVE—SAVE—SAVE.
Becomes Member ofppear Here ,Psychology Group
Sam Cooke. one of the most
popular singing stars to come
along in many a season will come
to Memphis on Monday. Oct. 20,
and appear with the Hollywood
AU - Stare orchestra at the Church
Park auditorium for a big "Sam
Cooke Dance."
Also appearing with the group
when it comes here will be the
Travelers quartet. The Memphis
appearance will be part of a South-
ern tour which will take the
musicians into 12 states for one-
night stands an one-week engage-
ments.
Mr. Cooke will be coming to
Memphis from. a series of televi-
sion appearance he has made




ith such tunes as "You
Send Me," "Summertime."
The program is scheduled to be-
gin at 9:00 p. m.
BATON ROUGE. La. — Dr.
Edward E. Johnson, professor of
psychology, Southern university.
has been elected to membership
in the Division of experimental
psychology of the American Psy-
chological Association, according Enrw _
to a recent announcement by
Frederick A. Mote, secretary- In Exciting Game
treasurer of the national associa-
tion.
Membership in the selective or-
ganisation is granted only to those
experimental psychologists active-
ly engaged in research, which
meets the high standards set
forth hy the association.
TOUCHDOWN BOUND—
Breaking away from a would -
tie Rooker T. Washington tack
ler, Douglass' right hali
George Douglass, No. 40, gets •
off on a 65 yard scoring Jaunt
in the clash between the high
schools last week in Washing-
ton's atadluni. Douglass spark-
ed the "Red Devils" to a 27-
19 win over the Booker T.
Washington "Warriors." Other
known players in the photo
are: Douglass right end, Rob
ert Manning. No. 87; right
STONE BOTTOM
Spirit lake located in north Idaho
has a bottom of solid stone.
MATCH DEMAND
About 600,000 matches are struck
every minute of the day in the U. S
America knows its bourbon











THE OLD CROW DISTILLERY CO., FRANKFORT, KY., DISTRIBUTED BY NATIONAL
DISTILLERS PRODUCTS CO., KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY. BO PROOF
ouglass High Thumps
By BURLEIGH HINES, Jr.
Displaying a formidable line
that more than stifled the Booker
T. Washington High school running
attack the Doulass High "Red
Devils" thumped the Washinton
eleven 27-19 last week in the Wash-
ington stadium.
In a game slightly marred by
both teams fumbling several times
Doulgass, operating from a tight
"T- formation, unleashed two
lightning bolts in the persons of
George Douglass, right halfback
and Huey Long, left halfback. Put-
ting these two with the tricky
Charlie Parish and it was just too
much football wizardry for Booker
T. to stand. Long carried for three
yards and R touchdown while
Douglass thrilled the shivering
crowd with runs of 40 and 65
yards, both times for tallies. Long
also ran for two extra points and
threw a pass to his right and
Robert Manning for another point.
Douglass kicked off to get the
game underway and after three
tries by BTW at what seemed to
lw a hrick wall they were forced
to punt from their own 35, down
to the Doulaas 15. Douglass kick-
ed on first down rather than play
the hall.
Again Booker T. tried the tough
line and had to punt. Douglass
kicked again on first down.
DOUGLASS SCORES
During Washington's third time
with the hall they were forced to
kick again but this time were
not successful. Douglass and Ker-
mit Bradley burst through to
block quarterback and Captain
Carol Holman's punt, picked up
Riceland Rice is the natural UNPROCESSED
white milled rice that cooks perfectly every
time! Quick and easy! Guaranteed fluffy!
RICELAND RICE
the first scoring play of the game.
Long ran for the extra point.
After two minutes of the second
quarter had passed, Booker T. de-
cided to try the sir lanes. See-
end' quarterback Isaac Drown
hit right halfback John Walker
for a scoring pass-completion-run
of 35 yards The extra point at-
tempt missed and Douglass led
7-6.
After a session of fumble ex-
changes, right halfback Douglass
broke off left tackle for a hip.
twisting, stop • and • go rim of 40
yards and the second Douglass
touchdown. Long carried for the
extra point and the scoreboard
read, much to dismay of the homer
fans, Douglass 14, Washington, 6.
At the start of the third quarter, ,
the Douglass line seemed to relax.
a little, and the Washington elev-
en, led by fullback Orr, picked
sip the first down of the night.
But then the Douglass line stiff-
ened and forced Washington to
kick. The punt was short and
Douglass rambled from the Wash-
ington 46 yard line down to the
five. One play later Lmst plunged
in to make it Douglass 21, Wash-
ington 6.
BTW FIGHTS BACK
The fourth period saw Booker
T. opening with on all out passing
attack from a spread formation.
On a sustained drive, accomplish-
ed with short passes, mainly from
quarterback Holman to right half
Walker, they moved 40 yards to
the Douglass two. Holman sneak
ell over for the touchdown In put
another tally on the boards for
Washington. The extra point at•
tempt was no good. Douglass, 21,
Washington, 12.
The WashinFton cheerleaders
thought that ruSw, with their new
spread formation, they were going
to catch up. But their spirits hit
a new low when, with approxi-
mately eight minutes to go in the
game, on the second play from
scrimmage Washington nemisis
Douglass blasted around right end
the ball and lugged it 25 yards for and sped 65 yards, slapping aside
several futile attempts to stop him,
for another Douglass tally. Odd-
ly enough, just before this dazz-
ling run, the Douglass fullback,
Tom Brownlee, had run 50 yards
to paydirt, only to have a clipping
penalty nullify the score. The odd
part about it was that the play was
the same, only on a different side
of the line. The extra point at-
tempt WAR no good.
BTW SCORES AGAIN
Washington managed to put to-
gether a sustained air attack and
scored just as the gun sounded
ending the gain,'. They made the
guard Charlie Booker, No. 65;
left guard Jack Ballard. No.
73; and center Steve Ballard,
No. 53.
extra point. Final score, Douglass
27. Booker T. Washington, 19.
The officials for the contest were
Davis, back judge; Conley, refer-
ee; Barber, umpire: Henderson,
head linesman; and Ware, field
judge. The game was well officiat-
ed and went along at a brisk pace.
Booker T. is coached by Fowlkes,
Alexander and Powell. Miller,




LE: Guffin. IT: Ballard J, LG;
Ballard S, C; Booker. RG: Sand-
ers, RT; Manning, BE; Parish,
QB; Douglass, RH; Brownlee, FB
Long, LH.
BOOKER T. WASHIN('.TON:
Deadmond, LE; Tyson, LT: Bat-
es, LG; Wallace, C.; Jordan, RG;
robpert, RT; Jones, RE; 'Tol-




On London Police Force
LONDON — PI) — Negro
policemen may soon be patrol-
ling the streets of London, the
Dilly mail predicted today.
The newspaper reported that
Negro immigrants can now
Join the special constabulary
(part time polite force) pro-
Asks Religious
Role In Riots
WINCHESTER, England — Pro-
cessions of the Blessed Sacrament
in the parts of London and Not-
tingham where racial violence re.
cently flared were suggested here
by a Catholic member of Parlia-
ment.
Speaking to a Catholic organize-
Oct. 9. 1893
Rooker T. Washington married
Mies Maggie James Murray
(Fisk, '89) his third wife.
'IF YOUR GOAL IS GOOD FURNITURE
FOR YOUR NOME —
Saving,
NOT WISHING, CAN MAKE IT SO!
Whether you buy it one piece at a time, or a
whole suite, you'll find it's easier to get the
good furniture your good taste demands if you
save for the purchase beforehand. Systematic
saving makes gracious living easier to achieve.
Start your savings account next payday, with
us; and make deposits regularly every payday.
TRI-STATE BANK OF MEMPHIS
386 BEALE STREET
Memphis, Tennessee
All Accounts Insured Up To $10,000.00
7i4BANK
Saye4 &Jig/deed
vided they conformed to t it e
set standards of physical fit-
ness.
At present, there are no Ne-
gro policemen on London's
metropolitan force.
Last June the special fore*
was resamped and came under




ST. LOUIS — (UPI) — The U S. Court of Appeals
was warned Monday that "there will he no high school
opened in Little Rock unless the schools are leased" as
the court took under advisement a request for an injune.
lion to halt that leasing.
Richard Butler, attorney for the
Little Rock school board, told the
court that Inc board is neither ar-
guing for nor against the injunc-
tion requested by the National As-
sociation for the Advancement of
Colored People.
But he said that press state-
ments by Gov. Orval Faubus of
Arkansas indicate the schools will
not open "under present condi-
tions" unless they are leased as
private, segregated institutions.
PRIVATE SCHOOI, IDEA
Wiley Branton, representing a
private Negro Little Rock group,
pressed for the injunction, h u t
asked the court to consider allow-
ing Negro etudente to enroll in the
private schools if the restraining
order is lifted.
In machine-gun like delivery,
Branton also contended that, if the
Little Rock schools were leased,
the court should pass on the lease
itself.
The court adjourned without in-
dicating when it would reconvene.
U.S. Attorney Donald MacGuin-
eas backed up the injunction re-
quest, and warned the court that
without the restraining order, the
four Little Rock high schools
"would he under private opera-
tion today."
!
lion, David Price said such dem-
onstrations would show that the
Is "utterly opposed to ra•
discrimination.' 
DOUBLE WINS
SEATTLE, Wash. — (UPI) —
Carmen Mauro walloped a pinch.
hit double with one out in the
eleventh inning to score Veda Pin-
son from first and give Seattle a
4 to 3 win over the Portland Beav-
ers in the first game of a Pacific
Coast Leagut double header here.
He said the responsibility for
closing the public schools "falls
squarely on the officials of Ar•
kansas" and not on the courts that
have heard the cases.
MATTER OF RIGHT
Thurgood Marshall, NAACP at-
torney, told the court that t h •
question to be decided is whether
the school hoard has the right to
lease the schools to private organi-
sations.
lie said other actions, such as
Gov. Faubus' power to close the
schools and to withhold funds
from schools, need not be consid-
ered at this time:
Shortly before court convened
yesterday morning, U.S. Attorney
Osro Cobh of the eastern district of
Arkansas and the private Negro
group joined the federal govern-
ment In supporting the injunction
request.
A temporary restraining order
was issued laat Monday by Judges
Harvey N. Johnsen and Joseph W.
Woodrough, and they were joined
Monday by Judge M. C. Matthews
In hearing the arguments.
CARR TOR TOUR ROUST OS
mortgage note• day. Ex 7.2302.
MORT lg. 7-347?
WANT A ZUSINSIII or 'YOUR OWN'
Oulf le lootlng for an *medico!. mao We
tun gulf Service Station of hit own First
rale Income, tine future. int•reatint And
Outdoor work. Choir* Ineation no 0%110,
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... love that phone— and who wouldn't— with
his royal highness ruling the roost these days!
Now more tharr ever, it's so helpful to pick up the
phone and go to the grocer's, the cleaner's, the
drugstore. You feel so oafs, so protected, too — not
to mention the fun of telling family and friends
about the princeling's progress.
Sort of a good feeling, Isn't it, to know your
telephone is close at hand, day and night, to take





In TV Nuclear Physics
LeMoyne college is one of five
Mid-South colleges and universities
teaming up with the National
Broadcasting company and WMCT
to offer college credit courses
In nuclear physics over television.
NBC's Continental Classroom is
being presented over WMCT from
630 a. m. to 7 a. m., Monday
through Friday. The program was
started on Monday of last week,
but students may register as late
as Oct. 11.
Students attend classes by
watching their home TV sets, and
then gather at LeMoyne on Satur-
days for discussion periods with
Charles W. Phillips, assistant pro-
fessor of physic at the college.
LeMoyna at the end of the se-
mester.
The TV classroom will extend
through two semesters and offers
four hours for college credit.
The nuclear physics program
is primarily designed for high
school teachers of science, but is
also available to college students,
gifted high school pupils, and en-
gineers and aredts.
Persons interested in taking the
is primarily designed for high
course are urged to register now
at LeMoyne college. Tuition fee
for one semester is $30, plus a
registration fee of two dollars.
Mr. Stewart Improving
At Kennedy VA Hospital
• Edgar T. Stewart, of 1072 Miss.
blvd., who was a regular contri-
butor to this newspaper of articles
of a historical nature before be.
Ing hospitalized at the Kennedy
VA hospital, is getting along fine
In Ward 6-B.
Mr. Stewart's right leg was am•
putated when it was discovered
that he was suffering from dia.
betic gangrene.
In good spirits, despite his loss,
Mr. Stewart wheels himself about
the ward, making friends with
the other patients, and concern-
ing himself with their problems.
Last Friday he mailed in this
short dispatch from the hospital
scene:
"Recently a patient came to the
Kennedy VA hospital walking like
he was not too long for this world,
and just might drop dead on the
spot. He was put to bed, and a
short time later a doctor came in
and examined the man.
"Later, some more doctors came
in, accompanied by a nurse. Test
after test was given the man,
but the medics could find nothing
wrong.
"The man finally admitted that
he had had his teeth removed
about a year ago, and since that
time his stomach had been getting
larger.
"The doctors finally concluded
that there was nothing wrong with
the man aside from the fact that
HOMETOWN GET TOGE'l'H-
ER — Five hometowners
smile casually as they renew
acquaintances at M ssissippl
Vocational college. Al hailing
Irons Mount Pleasant, Tenn.,
(from left to right) they are:
Gladys Basis, Gladys Blue,
Bessie Armstrong, Eddie Mot--
ton and Annie Davis.
Scores To See
Miss Erdman In
he was just getting too fat.




MANILA — (UPI) — The skele-
tal remains of Filipinos who pre-
sumably lived ages before Ferdi-
nand Magellan came to the Philip.
pines have been disclosed on Cebu
Island. it was reported yesterday.
The bones, found inside a burial
jar by oil drillers, indicated the
Filipinos had a civilization flour-
ishing in the area long before the
Spainards came, officials said.
Iron axes, knives azd a wooden
urn also were uncovered.





NO RAMC OR PARKING PROBLEM
MEMPHIS TRANSIT CO.
Formerly
E MEMPHIS STREET RAILWAY CO.
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• The Owen College Choraliers will
be presented in concert in the Rog-
er Williams auditorium on t h e
Owen College campus on Monday
O• evening, Oct. 13, beginning at 8:15Unemployment Benetits IS) amtienadnd the public is invited
The concert is being sponsored
NASHVILLE — New laws goy- paration papers, social security by the choirs of the Tennessee Rap- FAMU Gerning unemployment benefits for card, and their record of employ- tist Misionary and Education con-
so - called "peacetime" veterans ment. vention and directing the Choral-
Jean Erdman, the sensational will go into effect in Tennessee 
 iers wil be directed by Mrs. Doro- 12. •
thy Graham, who holds sex
creative dancer who appears in 
according to a recent announce- a
a dance recital in the Le Moyne cal. employment security officer.
ment from Don McSween, state Hickey To SpeakMrs. Helen Matthews is presi-j TALLAHASSEE — Leaves of ab-ral degrees in music.
lege gymnasium on Friday even- After Oct. 27, Tennessee unem- dent of the choirs, Dr. Levi sence were granted to 12 members
her father was serving as a Pres. low jobless veterans to receive 22
ing, Oct. 17, was born in Honolulu, ployment insurance laws will al- t •
weeks of unemployment benefits
and the amount of weekly pay-
ments could amount to as much
as $30, depending upon the earn-
ings of the individual veteran dur-
ing the time of his service.
The new veteran's benefits stems
from legislation passed by the
last session of Congress which pro-
vide for unemployment insurance
for veterans discharged after
Oct. 27 of this year. Previously
only veterans of World War II and
Korea were eligible for employ-
byterian missionary.
Miss Erdman reflects in her cre-
ative wcrk the blending of East
and West.. Slug began her formal
training at Sarah Lawrence col-
lege, and after performing with
the Martha Graham company as
soloist for several years, formed
her own company and scholl.
She has developed a lyrical and
dramatic style of highly original
character, based on masterly tech-
nique and revealing great breadth
= as an impeccahle aesthetic sense.
Her solo work and choreography
= have been cited by leading dance
-= critics for her "extraordinary
anger and unusual beauty."
7=2 Scores of off-campus people have
= requested tickets for the recital.
Tickets are or. sale at the college
_ business office, and the Central




= — (UPI) — Fees for cremation at
the municipally owned creme--
torium were increased from $9 to
$12 today.
withithelextra-convenienccoftlang Size;COKE!
FOR SUNIINEI 1,1111 all year 'round ... have a picnic
nght in your own home. Try easy-to-fix glazed ham
and yams. Just spread canned ham with orange
marmalade, stud with cloves, bake until glazed. Put
canned yams in same pan, haste with drippings.
Stay. PM. On.
With a "thirsty" dish like ham, you'll certainly
want ire-cold Coca-Cola. Coke has the tingling spar-
kle that livens your taste—makes the next bite of
food more delirious! Better stock up on King Size
Coke today, and be ready for your Indoor Picnic.
YOU'LL FIND ALL THE FIXINGS AT YOUR GROCER'S'
SIGN OF GOOD TASTE
1/44 noel soder authority et Ike Cots Cols Company by CO" soia Bottling Company of Memphis. I ernes...
NO DEDUCTIONS
Funds for the new program of
veterans' unemployment protec-
tion are furnished by the Federal
Government with the Tennessee
Department of Unemployment Se-
curity, acting as agent f o r
the claims. No deductions are
made from a serviceman's pay to
provide this insurance.
Veterans interested in the pro-
gram should contact their nearest
office of the Tennessee Depart-
ment of Employment Security and





JEFFERSON CITY, Mo. — Phi-
lip J. Hickey, superintendent of
instruction of the Si, Louis public
schools will be principal speaker
on Sunday Oct. 12 at the dedica-
tion of the Clement Richardson
auditorium fine arts center at Lin-
coln university.
The building which con-
sists of a fine arts center
which was completed
in 1956 and an auditorium which
was completed during the sum-
mer of 1958 cost approximately
$1,300,000. The building was nam-
Words of the Wise
There is no such thing as
chance or accident; the
words merely signify our ig-
norance of some real and im-
mediate cause.
— ( Adam Clarke)
Orange Mound Civic and Welfare
club hdd its regular meeting on
Sept. 8, at the Union Protective
Assurance office on Park ave. .
Meeting was opened by the Chap-
lain, Mrs. Shields.
During the discussion of business
and coming affairs, the club do-1
nated $12.50 to the Jessie Mahan!
Misery school at the Dixie
Homes.
The club also participated in a
Green Tea at Mt. Pisgah C.
M. E. church, on ?ark ave.
Tickets for the Nursery bowl
eatne, which is already underway,
are 50 cents each. It tikes two
tweet, to enter the prue, plus
the two tickets are good fur two
chences on the beautiful 1959 cat
to he given to the lucky tide:
holder.
The club will also have a stand
at the Tri-State Fair coming -up
soon.
Clue, officers nre el. L. West-
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WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The
Justice Department has ordered
the FBI to investigate complaints
of alleged police brutality against
a group of Puerto Ricans in Chi-
cago.
The FBI said Thursday the
'probe was referred to the depart.
ment's Civil Rights Division.
The FBI had filed a prelim-
inary report with the Attorney
General and U. S. Dist, Atty. Rob-
ert Tieken nr Chicago had asked
for a "full investigation" of the
case.
Tieken said Charles Pressman,
an attorney for some of the Puerto
Ricans, complained that police en-
gaged in a "dragnet operation"
last Aug. 9-10 in rounding up 13
Puerto Ricans for alleged street
fighting,
of the Florida A&M faculty for
the academic year 1958-59 to study
in 11 universities from Utah to
Pennsylvania.
Of this group, five were award-
ed fellowships and assistantships.
Mrs. Clinit a A. Ford is
continuing her studies toward the
doctoral degree in home economics
on a General Foods Fellowship
at Kansas State college. Charles
Masoq is doing post graduate
work in English on a John Hay
Whitney Fellowship at the Univer-
sity of Chicago.
Assistantships went to Miss Cleo
Hamilton, psychology, University
of Pennsylvania; Henry Warner,
physical education, University of
Utah; Miss Irene V. Mandexter,
business, 'University of Pittsburgh;
and an art fellowship to Roch
L. Mirabeau, art, John Hopkins
university.
Other faculty members grantedj
leaves of absence were: Rich.,I
ard Haley, music, University of
Chicago; Howard McClain, phar-
macy, Univerisity of Minnesota;'




Dr. W. W. Gibson, acting dean
of La Moyne college, will be the
first speaker when the Memphis
Museuin gives its first nature pro-
gram in the 198-359 series in the
lecture hall of I.eMoyne college
on Saturday, Oct. 25, beginning at
10:30 a. m.
Dr. GibsonL who is chairman of
the dieision of natural sciences at
the college, will speak on the sub-
ject, "Forest Life." Twn movies,
"Coinmon Anima's of the Woods."
and "Life in the Forest," will be
shown. 
nThe program will be give on the
last Saturday of each month, ex-
cept December, until Aptil, 19a9.
Choraliers To
Sing On Monday FAMU ACTRESS TO AFRICA
— Talented Juanita F. Jack.
son of Tallahassee will be one
of the featured performers
with the Florida A&M Play -
makers who are to tour North,
Central, East and West Africa
in the Fall. The tour is being
made under President Eisen-
For Outside
bowers' Special Internal
Program for Cultural prese
tions. She will play the role o
'be First Woman in Jeffer's
Adaptation of Euripides "Me-
dea' which will be one of the
plays given by the Playmakers




Harold Rose, Ohio State univer.
sity; Miss Wilhelniina Roux, phy-
sical education, University of Wis-
consin; Lowell Simmons, English,
University of Washington; a n d




In Dixie In '58
The school bombine Sund 1% at
Clinton, Tenn., was the fifth
major bombing in the South so
far this year.
Jewish centers have been
dynamited at Jacksonville and
Miami, Fla., and at Nashville.
Tenn., along with a Negro
school at Jacksonville. The FBI
took part in investigating those





Watch everybody go for these—half-candy, half-cooky
DOUBLE FUDGE BALLS. They're crunchy nuts or choco-
late on the outside, moist, nutty chocolate inside, rich
and delicious all the way through! Yet there's no cooking
.. all you do is mix and shape them.
The reason? PET Evaporated Milk, the double-rich
milk, blends the ingredients so smoothly and easily that
you can mix up a batch of DOUBLE FUDGE BALLS in
no time at all. Of course, no other form of milk could
produce the same melt-in-your-mouth flavor and texture.
You'll find DOUBLE FUDGE BALLS perfect for enter-
taining ... and a real treat for the family. Try them soon!
DOUBLE FUDGE
BALLS
6-oz. pkg. semi-sweet chocolate
pieces
3 TbIsp. corn syrup
1 tsp. vanilla
1 cup finely cut nuts
1/2 cup PET Evaporated Milk
1/2 cup powdered sugar
21/2 cups vanilla wafer crumbs
(1/2 lb.)
% cup chocolate decorettes or
1 cup finely cut nuts
Put chocolate pieces into 2-qt, bowl
or saucepan. Set in pan of hot (not
boiling water over low heat. Stir now
and then until chocolat* melts. Take
bowl or saucepan from water. Stir in
corn syrup, vanilla and 1 cup nuts.
Stir in gradually the PET Milk, then
powdered sugar, then crumbs. Mix
well. let itand about I/2 hr., Men shape
into 1 -in, balls. Roll in decorettes or
nuts. Chill about 1/2 hr., or until ready
to serve. Makes 41/2 dozen.
DOUBLE-RICH P E T • • •
HANDIEST MILK YOU CAN 0E71
'rtr - U. s. Po. OM Com • 550. P.. At.lk Cs
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